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'PRBFACE (0

The evaluation of the educational activities in which they are interested is a relatively novel idea for

national and_ nternationardeveloPmentassistance agencies. Barely ten years ago the major problem

was to encourage the extension of the Itarious Components-of educational systems, whose main defect,

from the democratic, social and even economic point of view, selmed tcylpe th r insufficient develop7

ment. It is true that external aid.continueslci be accorded-today, as it,was esterday, to cotintries
.z.

which ask,for it-and for objectives which they lay down with ,cornplete auto omy; but a dialogue has
. .,-

none the less been started between the receiving countries and the donor genvies with a view to the
better formulation of priorities in the choice of projects to be financedtr sectors to be developed -
'priorities athich are increasingly bound up with new educational policitis.,
4

In view .of the volume of national and external financial resorces ihvolved, and their rela-

'tive.limits,in relation to the needs,, this dialogue increasingly tends )owards maximising the effects
of, such aid and of the educational policy in which it is integrated, with a view to the economic, social,

democratic and-other development of the country concerned; this search. for effectiveness leads to
.. I,

the attenipt to establish criteria, piocedures and techniques designedto assess the value of the, i - ... ,,-

priority targets set, the adequacy of the means deployed to achieve them, and-the qtfalify of,the
410,

results. ..

An 'evaluation component' therefore tends to,be introduced into all programmes and projects

and, even beyond that, into educational,,pOlicies themselves. Is this really a novel feature?

The idea of evaluation, however novel it may seem, has always been present, under other
names, in the organisation of educational systems. Every, teacher and every institutionalised
educational system has always sought to measure the results of the process of apprenticeship in
which the pupils are engaged; daily marks, monthly essays, terminal examinations and even inspec-
tion systems have always been, among other things, checks on the 'internal efficiency' of educational

systems. Similarly, through the formulation and progressive elaboAation of curricula, educational

administrators luxe always sought, no doubt by an- empirical approach, to meet the educational

Reeds of man considered both as an individual and as a member of the contemporary social body -

or of.a social group:'

4
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Preface

Does the concept of evaluation, as currently applied 'today, differ fundamentally from the
effort which all educational systems have always made, in.inore traditional forms, to assess. the
value of their aims and their results? A too positive answer does not strike us as appropriate. it,

-is, however, certain that the approach to-these questions has been - singularly modified and c...targed,

partly owing to progress in the techniques used and partly owing to a greater recognitioiL of the

sOcial.and economic implications of the development of edutational systems. What used,-to be merely
a routine operation of supervision and progressive adaptation of: the system has become, in many

'respects, the Medium for a rerpraisal of its:-aims and organisation.

It wouldi of course, be highly presumptuous to think that -in doing this the second half of. the
twentieth century is maktnga total innovation. Many countries in other ages, often on the occasion

/of a political or social revolution, have had to face a renewal ottheir educational system as sweep-
ing as any which can be envisaged today, btit what -'is dirjking at present is the generalisation of this
state of affairs both in the industrialised countries and in-the developing countries.

In the industrialised countries, the progressive establishment of universal primary schooling.
° during the nineteenth Century, an the subsequent development of secondary and higher education,

responded to generous and liberating aspirations.ai much as td economic needs, and the whole con-:

struction of the school system was identified with democratic and social ideals. And now suddenly,

the school, which only yesterday was still regarded as the dispenser of all benefits and the object
of universal respect, finds itself, like many other institutions, to-some extent de- sanctified. The

traditional attitude of asking "What is good for the school?" is increasingly yielding, place to another
question, namely,':What is the good of the School?' Naturally, this new attitude:is bound up with

political, social or economic factors specific to the different countries, and the problem nowhere
-arises in quite the same tertnS.

To some of-the factors of challenge already known in the industrialised countries there are
added, in lhe so.-called 'developing' countries,,specific factors which are even inore acute.

Enthusiasm for the school as an instrument of liberation and human advancement, of economic

and social progress, has not really waned, but we are faced with a two-fold difficulty; in the first ,

place, resources are lacking for the rapid construction of the desired school structure, and, in the-
,

second place, existing educational systems are increasingly regarded, rightly or wrongly, as in-
efficient and ill-adjusted to the solution of social and economic problems as they arise in many

countries. Hence this search fornew educational policies, new strategies based on a better choice,
of priorities, innovations-in teaching, better use of existing facilities, and so forth.

As has been said, a continuing process of assessment of the value of objectives, means and
results is an essential condition of the rationalisation of educational systems in the developing
Countries. In theory this process should already be integrateathe formulation and execution of
educational plans, where they exist;"i practice, even under the best conditions, the situation in this
respect still remains very imperfect. \

5
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The Seminar organised in ay-June 1972 by the International Institute, with the support of

SIDA, was not designed to offer partiants ready-made novel solutions affecting the different levels, 4

forms and stages of the evaluation process. More modestly, the Institute sought to conLne itself,
0 -

on.the basis of certain concrete case studies, to sensitising, if need be, the interest of the participants

iri the various possible or desirable aspects 1:f evaluation and, above all, to encouraging a wide ex-

change of views on the implications of experience already acquired. The Seminar Report, excellently

drafted by Mr. Jacques Proust, sums up this week of discussions, during which it is hardly necessary
,

to say that unanimity was not attained on all points, so widely do the degrees of acceptance 'cif this

concept ofevaluation,still differ. \
The general conclusion which emerges is nevertheless very clear; all the international or

national aid agencies represented at the seminar and all, he national experts invited in their personal

capacity are conscious of the need to inrove existing eva uation procedures, some of which hardly

rise above a simple material verification of the execlition of projects. All the participants are

conscious, also,- of the Political and technical difficulties and of the cost.of the effort which needs to4

.,.be made. It is, of course, proper for each of them to develop its own action, but the general interest

demands that the exchange of experience, launched particularly on the occasion of this Meeting,

should be actively purstted in future. It was suggested -that the in view of its international

position and its statutory function, should take the lead in this field. \

The International Institute -Will,certainly_act ,accordingly, Within the limits of its m eans,by

developing its own experience in this field through the execution4 its.research programmes, and-b

systematically continuing to organise meetings such as this seminar, during which topics which hay

so far only been touched upon can be successively Studied in depth. ..
. \

Once again our thanks are due;to the SIDA which has provided us with the opportunity and/-
the means to organise this Seminar and which has made an extremely important intellectual contr-

,

bution to the discussion; they are also due o all the other participants whose written or Oral

contributions resulted in a frank, re iistic and, in the last analysis fruitful, exchange of views.

6
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Raymond Poignant
Director, IIEP
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;Ttie Seminar Organised with the support of the Swedish International Development Authority (SIDA)

was held at the International Institute for Educational Planning, from Monday, 29 Mayito riday,
2 June 1972. 0/

The 14 aid agencies (represented by 27,participants) and the 18 experts who attended the
Seminar discussed and exchanged views on,the Koblems,raised by the assessment of aid for educa-
tional projects, especially in.the developing countries,.

The. proceedings took the form of a round table discussion and the present report is designed
to summarize the debitee.

In his introductory address, the Chairman, Mr. Raymond Poignant, Director of the IIEP,
.

recalled the importance which should be attached to questions of assessment. He urged the need to
extend the effort of assessment, both to the education policies in which the diSpersed projects or

programmes financed by theagencies were integrated and ,to those projects and programmes them-

selves. He suggested that the first step shotild be to asceitain what improvements had been made in
.

methods of assessing the internal effectiveness of education systems, which always largely condi-

tinned the validity of assessment work. The Chairman desired to make it clear from outset that,
s.

in assessing policies, there was no question, of attempting to judge the educational assistance policies

or the different agencies, but, more generally, the aim was to assess the whole education policy in
'which external multilateral or 'bilateral aid was integrated.

The need for assessment
At a time when "the world, education crisisuil. has been under discussion for some years, it is
natural, to ask not only "what .is good for the school?", hut,even more "what is the good of the -achoor"

/even if the criticisms levelled against educational institutions are not universally valid.

17 Philip H. Coombs, 'The world education,crisis; a systems analysis',
Rew York, London, Torone, Oxford University Press, 1968.

3
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EvaluatiOnof educational systems

0

In the developing countries which are of more special interest tothe aid agencies repre-
sented there certainly seems to bei flagrant maladjustment: Among the arguments put forward, first

place is given to the continual rise of unit costs and the inability to extend schooling. From the point'
of view of development, the question must be asked whether expenditure on education can go on

increasing if it is desired to obtain the optimum allocation of resources.

This state of affairs means obtaining greater effectiveness at lower cost; thatis the whole
problem of assessment. Unfortunately, this attitude fs not common'in Ministries of Education.

Furthermore: while it is agreed,that; in general, education systems are often:too rigid 'and.
can survive only by innovating, it is quite clear that each innovation must tbe introduced.only with

caution and its effectiveness as well as its cost must be assessed as precisely as ,possible. The
. .

renovation of education systems will be feasible and real only if appropriate assessment methods
are finalised.

There can be no improvisation:in the matter of education and the many, experiments launched

all over the world -.fitich as educational television in the Ivory Coast, should be, assessed. i.Cfeed:-

back between objectives and results,,:thanks,to a process of assessment, would .Make it possible to,a 0djubt, arid, where necessary, -to revise the objectives. .

The need for assessment being recognised,. the question is,, how to set about'
It was suggested that different levels or degreeerqf assessment-should-be distinguished;

different forms and .different moments in the process.
_ The_different levelsto,becOnsidered-rnight'be

- an overall level : this is the general .diagnpsis of the system, or, more
generally, the level of analysis of education- policy. Only assessment at
this level makes it possible to judge the choice of,priorities and the general
results obtained;

- an. operational level : this'is the assessment of,programmes or projects.
40

The different forms of assessment

Throughout the seminar proceedings a Slightly artificial, but useful distinction was drawn between

the Internal effectiveness and the external effectiveness of education systems. This, diet4nction -is

found in.& assessment of internal effectiveness which measures perforinance in the light of the
system itself. Traditionally, success in final examinations is the primer-Sr element in internal

. .

assessment. The pilaceedings of the seminar indicated that a number of other elements are,
or should be, now taken, into accd'unt i 'assessing internal effectiveness.

In hisopening address, the Chairman asked 'what is the good of the school?' It does not
seem possible to find the answer without assessing the external effectiveness of the system.

.

This assessment should be made from a number of different economic, social and cultural points of.
view... The aim should be to assess the quality of the 'output' of the education system in the light

4
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0

of-the tieedi and -hoc's ,Society.and-of tlitmselves., Does-the valuefedded.to the indi-,

viduaf by the system meet the expedtations of the individual and of society? is it lead to progress,
in the.direCtion either of economic of cultural development? 'Row can operation, criteria. be applied **

in such fields?

These different levels and forms should he associated withdifferent,moments at which the
assessment cut or should-be Made. In principle, assessment should be a continuous process, which,
for it,simple project, may need several years. If this seem!' the ideal solution, it is perhaps not
very realistic in the,caseof modest projects, having regard to the resources needed. be

necessary to determine the objectives orthe proposed assessment, and very certainly to choose
between them and to select the resources to be applied in the lightof cost.

The number and.magnitude of the outstanding problems sre impressive". , The Seminar dlr.;
.notbprofesa to solve-them, but, more modestly, to compare the different points of view of_ /he Aid.

agencies and the experts of'spme of the receiving countries on these.problems soas to clarify them
and bring°out the lines of action it is delirable and possible to follow in this, field.

O.

0
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Evaluation of educ tidnal Systems ,

CHAPTER I

THE ASSESS:MEN OF EDUCATION POLICIES

'1r

0

If itis desired to assess the poisible'effect veriess of an aid programme, it is !important to know
y

whether if is well-timed. This timeliness epends on the context in which the programme,

(or project) is to be integAted and, in part cular, on its adaptation to the education policy of the
receiving country. This policy, must theref re be-analysed and assessed (or evaluated). It is hard
to imagine an educational assistance progr mme, and still more a limited project, having a favour7
able effect if it is not in line with the nation 1 education policy of the country assisted.

Furthermore, the aid` agencies all have official or unofficial aid policies and often preferential
sectors for assistance. It is natural that t ey should prefer to act in keeping with their own policy
and 'in theft.' own sectors.

For this'purpose, they'need not o4ly a detailed analysis of the education system, but,also
an assessment of education policies regar ed as an overall planned approach to the development of

the ,whole 'education system. Such an ass ssinent should make it pOssible to judge all the conse-

quences of the development of education stems taken as,a whoie on the different aspects of national
.,life.

A number Of papers in' -the semi iar-file 2.1 proposed methods of-sectoral analysis -and the
?_, .

,Chairman stressed the importance whit}} he felt should be attached to intra-sectoral and inter-
,

sectoral coherence and he suggested lookingl'ir oor.:ational criteria to test the coherence of
N ,

educal ,n.policiee.
,..:-.-

,
Discussion on this SuEject wa -very' outspoken and' lively.

.
While the need for an overall assessment oteducatiortfor any given country was not chal-

lenged, the responsibility for making uch an assessment was discussed. The participants clearly
,

indicated that the aid - receiving, coNnt had complete responsibility for such action, ,but could Call

upon outside assistance if it reliThe rf eedrrom a Teduireal point of view.

The representatives of the nited Nations agencies particularly stressed that it was their
, duty to encourage all useful studies 1n this field so as to aid Member countries to make progress
alorig these lines.'

On the other hand, it did ot seem possible to agree on the lines to be followed by this

assessment. In the presentation, f this first head of discussion, assessment and coherence tests
were treated,in the sathe way. Seine participants Wanted to draw a.distinction on the ground that

inter-sectoral and intra-sectoral coherence could only indicate equilibrium, but not the soundness of
.

1/ D 8 ents'Nos. 4 and 6.*

6 11
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Report of the Seininar

that equilibrium. Several participants emphasized that the 'manpOWer approach' to educational
planning-had noi Yielded the expected results, especially in the developing counties. It would be

, t 0dangerouet to a sess,an educational policy on the basis of 'a coherence test in this direction.
,

Otherjoarticipants thought it idle-to look for coherence between the social field and the
economic field whet, the state of affairs in the developing countries seemectto indicate that this
coherence was.not to be found anyWhere.

Nearly all,particinants said that sector analysis ihould.be very large and the ideal would be
to incorporate the whole eocial'sector and that, in default, in diagnosing education systems, it was
'desirable to assemble and analyse all the data and studies available about other social sectors.

Sectoral analysis presupposes an analysis of existing 'objectives and Document No. 3
suggests a method of apprbach to the analysis of 'aims, in Six main phasei :

- description of the sector;
,

- identification Of the elements of Policy;

- distinction, specification (breakdown) of the elements of thispolidy (aims);
, ranking of theseobjectives or aims;,
- analysis of the links between different objectives at different.levels

of (tests-of means and ends);

- analysis of possible conflicts or contradictions between objectives at the
same level. t. .

These stages should lead to=- the specification -of the objectives -of education- -which are often-not very.,
explicit in the developing countries.

The paper presented by the World Bin'..-representative goes further and urges the need - if
the aims and-objectives are too vaguely, exprissed - to define alternative aims and objectives. Thiii
paper also raises, the issue of the compatiblity.of the aims andjobjectiveri of education with the
economic and social imperatives of satisfactory external productivity, thus Indicating that the
agencies are concerned by the problem. of coherence.

.

This stu'dy of coherences, particularly inter-sectoral coherence, should, in theopinion of
some participantst make it to assess the effectiveness of a policy and in the opinisaLol...__

,,.

.. .,
others; to judge the execution of a policy and therefore to assess the means of that policy.'\The question therefore is "

whether we are to judge a policy itself or merely its execution.
,

without passing,,any value jUdgm.ent on thepolicy itself.
I 0. .

As indicated above, all the participants agreed on thigi second aspect of assessment which r.

should make itpOssible to measure the gap which sometimes exists between the Plan and the facts, ,
. . 1

yhtzi leads to an examination of the objectives of education 'and, in the 'last analysis, to the question
0,

whethez the .polioy 'followed is feasible. The 'disagreements referred to above may, perhaps, after. .
all be a raise problem since it is quite natural to test the major disequilibria and effectiveness of a .

. /
policy by reference.toitS results.

7
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..:
.

: ..4 certain, number of eriteria,,for. assessing the
;

objectiVee of,qui eduCations,policy weresug,r
. , t ... , . , t, .

'gaited ihbocuMent No. 1 presented'by the jiEP. Without underestimating the difficulty...4 such an. . . .
1 r ,,, ,, i .

f eitirall: Whith",, in the light o? the. interdependence-of the different faCtors,. might,lead to IpaSsing, ,
. - .. , , .., ..

"`judgment on the forms and methods of economic and social deyeiopment chosen by the different ..
, . ... I . . - ; : . . !, . . :.'

counties!, the idea of trying to- assess the coherence of the objecti'Yes.of education-in relation-tz44,c.
..' !.

': other economic inciPsocial.objectives of a given country is an' app roach which Shouldheye;, , . i
thoiciiighly studiedbefore being dismissed out of hand. . .. ,$ , .

While some participants voiced their apprehensions, about asoroetimes ainbitious global
,... : ,..

aptlioach and suigested,that micro - analysis might yield good results, most of them recognised that,
o . _

the microand macro apprbach were both indispensable and that, imparticular, the global, study .

iheuld.`mOice it possible to assess economic'coherence and to detect over-dangerousdisequilibria. :
whiOh Mfg lit arese`in the allocation, of resources andnight, fa the medium tern, ,cornprotnise the .

. . texternal effectiyeness:of any education system. .

Some Cornmentp were made on theler4eria suggested in Do Cument No 1. however,'
worth citing some of them here Which suggested.introducing,indicators. which do not seem to have

0

been used in the known typologies.

iln partiCiilat,' with regard to indicators of economic coherence, it was suggested that anew
biaisification of ethicational expenditure should be used which would bring .out :

. .

- the,inertor cyclical expenditure necessary, and sufficien,t to,perpetuate
the,Systems, such as teachers' pay and other rtinnincosts;

.

- and; innpyt..iive, expenditure or moderhisation or-change.6 4 ,

' Another index of edbnoo mic coherence is tso be found in the.adjustment of the output of the education
system to enanpower needs in: conjunction with the pattern of incOmes..

',, 'With 'rp4ard to the elements of social. coherence, the members of the Working Party stressed,
k,

the need to worleout finer, indexes, especially for the regionardistribution of educational facilities
0 e.and Populailon. These-indexes should give a clear picture Of the territorial distribution of educational

-.-,facilities in relation to population density. .
. . . . . .

The members of the Working Party, very conscious of the difficulties involyed'in the . . ,. .

approach "to the social.sebtor, 'greatly. hope that operational.criteria will nevertheless be;etudied and

that the more easily available criteria of economic coherence will not obscure this essential aspect
of the sissessMontof education policiei. ' . .

,

4 , , 4 r

After discussing the elements of assessment,of coherence within the different sectors.
13

, ( economic, social, cultural), the members of the Working Party would have liked to tackle the
,

. t -

question ot:inter-sedtbral colterences, which would have meant studying the interrelations between
the different' ekiter.:a: but they thought that this came within the field of research and could not be

, ..

Atadertakedin the context of thepreaent meeting. .

8,
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CHAPTER, IT '

ASSESSMENT OF P1tOGR4MMES AND PROJECTS'

' .

A great many of the documents presented by participants in the Seininar related to the problems
raised by the-assessment of programmes'and project*. It is quite certain that this is the field to

which. the agencies are most sensitised.and where they have made the greatest methodological,

efforts but there ia. still a° igreat deal to be done in many cases to get beyond the stage of a simple

certificate, of performance. For convenience of discussion, it was agreed (as, stated at the beginning,
o

,ofthe report) to distinguish, no doubt sdmewhat artificially, between internal effectivtness and
external effectiveness. e

The problems raised by the* assessment of the internal effectiveness of,eduAation systems'

were discussed at the Seminar for'two' days anthare the subject of Chapter III of this Report.

The situation with regard to the assessment of externar'effectiveness was summed up by
the statement of the representative of an International agency to the effect that in the past -his agency

had takln,account.of economic criteria only and was now trying to take into consideration certain
. ,

,Cultural and socio-economidindicators, 'but that,, in spite of everything, the criterion of 'manpower
0 ,

production' was still the one' which carried most weight in the final decision to finance a project.
,

. t
A certain number of recent examples of .the application of`the.sssessment process are given

/ .

in the seminar documents and one of the most elaborate examples relating to t.:16 educational tele-
,, ..' . ,. ,

yision project in.the Ivory Coast was presented by-one of its principal authors.

The discussions oh Documents Nos. 6 and 7, in particular, gave abroad survey of the
methodologies applied and the 'compendiums'

, t) 4
The thinking of the Seminar centred, mainly.on the,pro5lems assessed the socio-economic,

impact of a,programmeor project .on a,given environment. In this way, the question again arose of

defining the objectives 'of thepOlicy followed, since the results expected of a programme cannot be

fudged crudely in cost-benefit terms, but rather more in the light of a, given policy.

As noted in the previous Chapter, several.agencies recommend that special attention should

bepaid to'studying the present aims and long-term objectives of the education system. If these

aime,and objectives'are not sufficielftly defined, then "the difficUlt but necessary task trust be under-
.

taken of definidg alternative aims,md.objectives. It is only in the light of this new definition that

the systein can be usefully analysed". Some participants recalled what had been said about the

responsibility for assessing educatiop policies and, stressed that the agencies should encourage

recipient countries to define their own objectives, according them technical assistance if necessary.

14
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The sequences of the various assessment processes proposed in the seminapapers
c' presented by the participants' are subitantially the same and take account of the "different levels,

forms and moments" distinguished by the Chairman in his opening address. 1/ .
The participants agreed that assessment should be a continuing process integrated in the ,

education system. Itsshould be a permanent feature of the planning, process. They recognised,.however; that under existing conditions, neither the agenties.nor, the national authorities could hope
for such a result in the near future.

0

They must therefore try to make some progress and move on from merely verifying the
execution of a programme or project to, a finer analysis of its effects.

The following stages -were lopnd in the sdifferent alternatives proposed :
'Preliminary sector analysis -:
Phase 1.: Study of aims and objectives.

4

e

Possible formulatidn of alternative aims add objectives.
Phase 2 : Structural analysis of;education system.

Adjustment of the nature of the system to the objectives defined
Phase 1. ti

.Phase,4.2 : Analysis of the,;iteehnologyl of education (teaching methods,
management, staffing, decision- making, etc.).

Phase : Aftempt to organise and programine the.system so that it meets_
theobjectives more satisfactorily.

Phase 5 : Arialysis of costs and financing, and-internal effectiveness.

Phase 6 : Prbposal of a programme of action including a list of priority
projects and pre-investment studies.

During the project ,

In the oase of a large scale projectstich ad that presented at the seminar by the Ivory
,

assessment systeni can, in some cases,' be built into the project. It. is a management
means of fee'dback, allows immediate corrections to be made throughout the project.

progress schedule' sys ;rn consists of collcting facts and figures and comparing them
scheduled progress of the programme or project: But, as one participant pointed out,
to overload the system, it is important to know "what is worth, noting and what is not",
doubt where the difficulties lie, sines in educational - matters, the social' and, economic
of a proje'ct may .becgme apparent only in the medium- or long-term and,it is difficult,

, 1
course of a project to, judge what indicators will subsequently be valuable in assessing
in the behavidur of a group, of'individuals.

Coast, an

tool which, by

This 'time and
with the

in order not
That is bo

consequences

during the

f......ture changes

a

1/cf. page 4, paragraph 7.
r 6

A
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Document No. '5 proposes a 'special assessment system.' consisting of verification in

greater depth by means of micro-analytical case studies, and, in particular, the study and analysis
..
of secondary facts. In this approach to the assessment of a programme, the important thing, In

e
the viewof the authors of the paper, is to rank in order the objects of the programme and to examine
the interrelationsbetwtem,the different objects. Each object, constituting a stage in the edification-

.
orthe project should be a stone in that edifice and theAchievement of a number of objects_should

/
lead 'to the achievement of a.higher object. The chain formed by objects and means should lead to

the main object of the programme_(see-DoCument

. . The discussions on this ffeld.of assessment were limited by shortage of tithe. It very' soon

became apparent, howeVer, that while it was relatively easy to measure the aspects relevant to
internal effectiveness, the same was not true of external effectiveness, particularly if it was desired
to go beyond the too narrow approach .of the equation 'education-employment'.

Research efforts should be undertaken along.these lines and the IIEP is prepared to
co- operate actively in any action undertaken in this sector.

11
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°

ASSESSING THE :INTERNAL EFFECTIVENESS Of' EDUCATION SYSTEMS

This sector of the assessmerit'of education systems was introduced by'th,ree addresses

- Statistical inquiry into the internal effectiveness of education systems, by
G. Carceies (Doctiment 11,).

AssehiMent.of education systems with .a view to improving their internal
/effectiveness, by N. Kravetz.

- Examples'of assessment; study of the effectiveness of the education system,,
operations and development, by N. Davis.

The first address, by Mr. G. Carceles introduced themost- recent work of the Unesco Office of
Statistics on.the models of internal effectiveness of education systems.

This work, based on the measurement of the ratio between the intake and the output of
education systems,. relates.to wastage. It studies the ratios between repeating and drop-out and the
age-sex ratio, etc, fcir each of these phenomena. This attempt to identify, the characteristics of

wastage and its influence on real costs is particularly valuable since it is dynamic and is concerned'
With flOws rather than with statistics. Some points attracted the particular attention of the partici-
pants,. especially':

- the prediction value of the rates of repeating and drop-out observed;

- failure or success in a given year of studies and its dependence on earlier
results.

The following is a summary of the main comnients made by the participants following Mr. Carceles'
address.

The different causes of the various kinds of repeating should be ascertained,. Some
instances of repeating and drop-out were due to-shortcomings in itie reception structure (schools

providing the full Cycle, fixed rates of transition, etc.). Some instances; Of repeating could be

described as 'psychological'. Some teachers in fact thought that the subject they taught' was difficult
and the, time allowed' was insufficient.

Someparticipants stressed the pejorative connotation of the terms employed, such as
wastage and diop-out. It would be better to talk of 'leaving', .which involved no pejorative:value
judgment. Leaving of various kinds might have very different causes, including economic, nutri:-
tional and other causes which could not be attributed either to the school or to itRdividual aptitudes.
It was for these reasons that the Unesco Office of Statistibs spoke of ineffectiveness and not of
wastage.

12'
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The addresses by Mr. N. Kravetz and Mrs: N. Davis introdirced the different tentative
approiches now being studied, to the measurementof the internal effectiveness of education systems.

It was recalled in the first place, that it was essential, in order to undertake, an assess rent
with any hope of success, that the objectives of the education system to be,assessed should present a
certain number of characteristics : they must be concrete, pertinent, feasible and quantifiable.

Mr. N. Kravetz then introduced his indicators of the internal effectiveness of educatiim

systems,,' while friaking.it quite.clear that while there wasa wide range of factors which reflected the
effectiveness'* education, those which were more specifically educational in character would provide
the most valuable inforthation after they had been studied with care, and that it was therefore prefer-
able to concentrate on the educational content ,rather than on the non-educative aspects.

The statement previously made by Mr. Carceles showed the value of statistical research
into the of pupils. Mr. Kravet1 proposed that this work should be supplemented by research
into the causes of.repeating and drop-out, a study of the possibility of,increaiing enrolments at
certain levels and of seeing whether the relations existing between these three factors could be
improvedOtherwise.than'by making regulations.

'he indicators to be taken into account ift was desired'to make this method not only
diagnbstie, but also therapeutic, ,must be regarded as the reflection of the decisive factors. The

indicators of the internal effectiveness of education systems were the result of conditions which
existed within the System.

The-data on-enrolments and wastage were determined by other activities and-by-more funds.-, .,,,
a -

`mental relutionships.

The decisive factors in internal effectiveness were to be found in the following six categories :
- pupils A

- teachers 'and other staff

-, CUrriClaUrn. -

- administratioa-
,- premises
- parents, -community and other clients

These categories reflectedMr. Kravetz's initial assumption that "what happens to the pupils is the
essence of what happens to an education system."

The faCtors which determine internal effectiveness could then be considered within each
category.

.1`Thus, with regard to pupils, Mr. Kravetz distinguished five decisive factors :

' 1. Access
- =Enough place's

Enrolments by sex,
- Enrolments by region,

X13 Is
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-, Enrolment's by social status category

- Existence of schooliproviding the full cycle 0

- Objectivity,of methods of selection and proniotion
, 2. Assiduity

- Attendance of enrolled pupils

- Compulsory schooling

- Length /of studies before leaving
4

Re-enrolment of pupils who have left

3. Pupils' results.
Determination of ,degree of knowledge and progress made

- Determination of, degree and progress ocaffectiveness
- Determination of aptitudes

4. Services' rendered by the school to pupils

- guidance, pupil-teacher relations

- boarding and lodging facilities

- health services,..-
.

transport
- other services

o ,

5. Pupils' reactions.

Pupils' statements of their own impression of the effectiveness of the
school

- Behaviour and actions of pupils during schooling
Mr. Kravetz the distinguished various factors which should be consideredlor each of the six.
decisive.categori s he identified. He stressed the direct and indirect relations between the different
elements which m y have a decisive effect on internal effectiveness.. (

The spe er emphasized then in addition to the six categories distinguished which determine
1

and condition the effectiveness of eilticafion, two supplementary factors must be. added, namely
. ,

educational 1-esearckh-and development, as well as the planning of the system which,,,althought they
are not operations directly connected with teaching institutions, nevertheless include functions which
may have an influenV on the effectiveness of the oystem.

The last birch Of this, introduction related to the measurement of the decisive indicators.
Some of these criteria could be measured but others with a purely qualitative aspect were harder to,

I

quantify. .. \ A )
. ,.

I 4Mr.. Kravztz 'then suggested a certain number, of measurement concepts which.should make

it possible to establish, relations between different elements. He proposed making use of the whole
. .

arsenal of modern tech iques, such as PERT, observation techniques, analysis of perceptioni,
sociometriC methods.. 29
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4
While it was recognised, 'Mr. Kravetz said, that the application of aptitude tests and

knowledge tests was now feasible (provided the necessary resourcls are available),.theemeasure-
mentment of criteria of an affective character reflecting attitudes, interests, etc. was much more

;
hazardous; it required the establishment of biographical records and scales of assessment and the
availability of specially trained ,staff....4p ,4 ;

In these circumstances, Mr. Kravetz stressed that a great deal remained to be done to
. .

perfect measuring instruments for the educational process, but that, even at the, present stage,
greater importance Should be attached to the instruments already available, hoWever imperfect they
may be.

Mr. Kravetz ended his presentation by asking what role technical assistance' could play In
assessing)the effectiveness of the education systeni.

In the discussion which followed, a number of questions were raised.

In the first place, the volume of elements which may Play apart in internal effectiveness is
such that some participants asked whether the cost of such an undertaking would not ,be prohibitive. 1.
and whether one should not look for a few key-determinants,to which preference shOuld be given.

Naturally, the whole range of ,assessment techniques should not be brought into action until the
techniqtles with the. highest priority and the greatest effectiveness have lleen applied.

The level of a pupil, is a highly relative concept and several participants recalled that the

objectives of education systems still too often,remained elitist and in conflict with the present
tendency towards'mass education. Effectiveness_meant.attaining an And-which had been proclaimed,
and it might well be asked whether the objectives of existing systems were not outdated and too
ambitious. This led to an apparent effectiveness which was often poor.

The means of ,palliatin this Maladjustment of the objectives to the EiYstern1/ is perhaps,

as suggested'by the Chairman, by Mr. Kravetz and by certain participants, to look for the best ways
of measuring the 'value'added' to the child by education and in parallel to make the necessary effort
to,laydown realistic and ,explicit objectives.,

The last address on the easessment of internal effectiveness given by Mrs. N. Davis, .

indicated the broad lines of recent international studies in this field
- International educational achieveMent study (1A)
- Natiohal,assesement of educational progress

-'11Tational,achielrement testing programme

-,,International,atudy.of primary drop-out'

1/ This may,, seem 'paradoxical since, in,principle, the system should adaptrUm f.'s° aw.to attain the,Objectives.

15
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These studies, especially lEA, have tried to measure the, educational' results achieved (knowledge of

mathematics for the first.phase of lEA) and to relate them to the.factors 'which seem to influence
. them : socio-economic environment, ;school, environment, with a view tolrying to meesurp
the produCtivity of th.e different teaching systems and inethods.-

- The, techniques used are standardised fests and t hocks.

Mrs. _Davis then recalled that until they could .generalise the standardised tests throughout
'Their territory,. the developing countries were constrained to use the results of traditional examina-

,.
,

tioris set by_ teachers who were mostly untrained and inexperienced In the matter of examinations.
Some attempts were being Made in the developincountries to workout national teets

designed tolinproVe the assessment,of individuals in relation to their:aptitudes;.non-yerbal tests ,of
theJormation of concepts, underalanding tests, etc. in,general, there was a tendency, o depart
from the classical questions of the dissertation type in,favour of simple objective tests which can 1:)'
narked inechanically;

N.

gramme
The speaker went,On ttrsay that the conclusions of'the National Achievement Testing, Faro-.

in the United States were that the .usual examinations 'showed :
how far a pupil was above or the average marks 01 the,group with
which he was ccinipared;

- how far-the average marksof a class or school were above :or below'the
average of thegroup with which they were compared. .

The subsidiazy conclusions -were also-very important :

- there was a very marked difference between examinations designed to. ,
make a selection or- sorting out among -pupils and tests designed to
measure how-fai the objective's of education Were.achieked;

while traditional examinations relating to knowledge were designed to
measure differences and to proyide exact average,marki for
classes-or Schools, assessment exercises couid-prOv.ide information on
the overall progress, of schodl childrearidnot merel.Y.data on-the
knowledge.of the 'average child'.

Mrs.. Davie coricluded)Dy calling attention to the fact that, while, assessment at national level was
(7.

very ofte'n difficult, if not impossible, because the objectives set for educatiOn systems too

comprehensive and defied all analysis in concrete terms, very important assessments were,, on the.
contrary, perfectively, feasible, ,for,smaller units such as provinces, towns or establishments and,.
could greatly help to improve effectiveness. . "

The following-comments were Made in ,the courses of subsequent discussion ;

- It should'be noted that the assessment of education was, on the one h*d,
general in respect of objectives and specific in respect pi results.

16
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- Some participants wondered whether there was in.-fact any fundamental
difference between traditional examinations;at national level and .. , .

standardised tests or examinations. Waainotlie difference rather oneof
form? It was true-that .the objectives of assessment pursued were different
in the cases prepented, but were-the techniques usedtotally,clifferent?

4 ..,, Other participants expressed different and even .contrary. opinions. In .
their view, the traditional-examination and the test Were:twoifferent
instruments which some peqple z'egarded ainoMplementary,but the
examination, while it was an obstacle which might be motivating, could
alsOhe psychologically dangerous since it lait too much stress on failure.

O _ }The examination judges the pupil. wheleas-The test judged the manner in
. which the.niessageThad been conveyed. . A

6

- Assessment, if it was aimed at a better Knowledge an& where appropriate, .

measurement of the 'value,Added.by, education, needed,ineasuriing instru-
ments, and . research in this field,seems far.frOin coinpiete.

.
To-sum,up these disCussions:on the assessment &internal effectiveness, it seems that the studies

. .

so far-made are still too much in the domain of reSearch and that. the. techniques used, while they are
" -. ..t. . /

not challenged, necessitate substantial resources which cannot always be found.
. , .. .

,.

The, determinants of internal effectiveness presented by Mr. N. Kravetz are not challenged,

but if they are to be operational, it is desirable tc,identify those which carry the greatest weight in.
/

measuring performance, and fo,give them the preference in,- studies

While theassessment of the terminal pattern of skills of the individual is imporltant for the
,

society into which he, enters, his initial pattern should also be known.so that the value added can be -
,'measured by,differenCe,

Finally, and as in the two other chaiiteri otthis report,, the constant concern for a better
,. . . . . ..

definition of objectives should be noted, ,without which any assessment can only remains very
$

`superficial.
.76

.1

Conclusion
0. .

It emerged from thewhole of the cliscussionithat the subject di,scu.ssed atthis Round Table requires
still further systeniatic exploration. The.diergences of view which sometimes became manifest are
symptomatic of the weaknesses of the methods and techniques at ,present available. .

In fact, except for questions of the measurement of internal effectiveness for which the,'
. experimental stage has been substantially reached, the other aspeCts.Of, assessment (external

s
ieffectiveness, long -terin impact of a project its environment, etc...), are still n the field of

methodological research and thefew rare experiments wl4chhave been made with coat-benefit

analyaie cannot, be deemed tOhav yieldecf,practical results; of general application. -

It was confirmed in the,courseOf this SeMinar that an essential preliminary tc any assess-
,

ment is the need for a more realistic.and.concrete ,definition of the objectives of education, without

which; assessment can only be,a certificate of performance.

22
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.
Another essential preiithinary on which the participants were, however, .less categorical,,

is the need to set thasectOr eh/Sly01s of editCstioii:in the,wider context of the whole or'thesocia1_ _

sector and to throW light on the Whole, by An ,assessment of the.education.policy of the country in
queltibn.

0 0

This Seminar can be Said ,to have had the merit of,brInging to light existing,shorteomings in.
.. ,, . ,. - .

the assessment of edubsttiOnAind.the pi,ri,icipants recommended the:encouragement of research in
a :this field-and the training of, PPeCiiiiits. They suggested-that the IIEP should epvlsage devoting .. , : , - , .. .

part of its future,programthe'of activities, both in research and training, to these /questions.. .... .
. ,, . .Finally, some ,participahis sUggested the standardisation of the Information requested.from ,.

c
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Document No'. 1

0

POSSIBLE tRITERIA "FOR EVALUATING EDUCATION POLICIES

0

, -
y 'Raymond Poignant . . .

with the' assistance o; Jacques Hallak and Jacques Proust
\

i
.

1 ..,
I

INTRODUCTION .

e quantitative and qualitative development of educational systemi.comes about by implementing a

combination of progiarnmes or projects, financed mainly by national resource!! and supplemented

/
by various forms of national or internationaLexternal aid. These programmes and projegteinvolve
the various levels or sectors, of ,general, vocational and technical education 'organised for the younger

,
generation or for adultS, .within the school system or, 'out-of-school':

Each of these programmes or projects is one part of a whol% and'this whole reflects, in)-
. _

plieitl or e licit1 , the choice of rioritiee within the education a stem.or in_favour of the educa-
tion system. Evaluation 1pf individual programmes of'projecte is a process which is beginning to

be given Serious consideration by many national or international organisations, and most of the
.

papers presented at this seminar deal with this type of- problem. However, it la a question whether
on this level of evaluation ('programmes' and 'projects') and in cloie relationship with it, another
type of appraisal should-no be sulAriinposed which would,cover the 'educaiion,policies'; conceived

.

as an over-all' and planned aiiproachlo developing the education system as a, whole. Indeed; the

evaluation of "'programmes'', and !projects', however vital it maybe, can only partially portray the
=

-value and' effectiveness of education. systems, and it would undoubtedly be greater valueto b'L able
to judge an 'education Policy' as a whale:or, in other words, the conisequences Of the development of

tha education system taken' as a whole on the various aspects of the life of the nation.. .

1./ The programmes and projects are relatively clearly explicit when
financed external aid;, when financed by the national budget they are
generally Much more implicit, 'save where the country concerned'uses
programme budgeting, which is the exception rather than the rule.

,
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Such an endeavour-would appear superfluous insofat' as education is considered as beneficial
0

per set that it constitutes the 'priority of priorities' and that the sole problem is to increase it .with-
. ,

oufhaVing to consider an further the consequences and effects of'its development. Today, this
attitude.is condemned by all those who, rightly or wrongly, but nevertheless in.in 'increasing anajo-

.

rity, claim that 'the vilailluestfon is not to determine what is good for the school, but what the
schocif 111 good for'. Without considering the radical criticisms of those who attack the educational

Stitutions, it4 obvious that on all - sides, including the most official international and national.°

reports, more and more serious cticism is aimed at, educational systems themselves:
t>'

Firm, we shall briefly examine the nature of the main erilicisnis currently, levelled at edu-.

Oational'iysteins and investigate their objective value., Secondly, we shall examine whether it is .

opossible to, replace these criticisms-with-objective criteria whichwould truly bring about an,appraisal
g

.of the-value andeffectiveness of education syStems and hence of the 'education polices' which govern
s,them.

\ o

0

PART I : TBE MAIN CRITICISMS LEVELLED AGAINST

t : EbUdkriON- SYSTEMS '.. . . t-.."° .
'..

. ... .. .
, , IThe reports from-which the criticisms are drawn J whicfi are summarised. elow, do.tior pretend to.. ,

s,

-make philosophical judgements as to the general orientations of educational policies,.but invariably
. _ . .
consist of .concrete stateinentson_the educational,_pOlicievin developing countries,,_and.cant)e
grouped togetherlinder the following main headings:,

,
o (a) They Ati.__e.wH'adapted to development. )

. .

.z,
The great majority of developing countries are primarily agricultural and yet everything in. 0 . .o 0

the education system combinei to turn away from rural activities those who enrol in it. The school.. . .
_

apPears,to 'he 'a foreign bOdy in the environment and an uprOoting-factor'. This-'criticiim is-based
e

on the drift of. the younger rural generations towards the urban centres, and it does in fact seem-
.:

that while the school is not the only factor in this rural exodus,Jt is oneand not the least:
.. , ...

Even where this .education appears to be properly adapted, e imbalance obseryed,belween
4 ,t\the efforts raade for school enrolment in tli,e towns (admittedly often nder the more effective pre-

sure of a rioing.proletariat). and the-poor results achieved-in the, countryside, woul4.pdt favour this-,
A

latter envi:ronment. .
, . .0 . 0 V .

'The structures of these education systems, which are often the heritage of a colonialAzaat,
' 9 and their Content, where not enough efforts havebeen made towards adaptation in suLjects otl4r than

. # ,,

historYor geography, prepare the student and adolescent much more for a 'w/iite-collar job',. : e.
oneln the administration or tertiary sector, than-for indtistry or, certainly, foragriculture.., ,

..

-
it These criticisms. are taln from &number of official reports Which it.
would be ovf.no:interest to analyse separately 0'

22
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..
'These systems Attempt to instill knRwledge unrelated to the riecuirements'of.economic

growth, whereas, it would be better, yespe,,cfa at primary education let*, to cultivate the natural
iteralitioi of adaptability of the'childre and to ster .attitudesnecessarIr for development.

At secondary and technical" education le s in particular, those writing the-reports point
ou,t,that there is almost invariably a_dlscrepancybetweer, ;..caining and job descriptions. It does' in,

fact .appear that the order of.importance of values of the subjects taught-is unrelated to the current
netidir for development'. Thiaoftefi leads. to a proliferation of student! in the arts and, in a levy rare,.

4.

cases, to the-risk elmOSt of a surplus of scientists linci z. general shortage of technicians .or higher
technicians. Engl.( ,ers aratratned'withont the supporting, technicians, and professors of literature ,

..!
when thYre is,A need for professors of 'technology. At the stme time, the teachers that are trained ::.
at great cost are the unconscious cause of -the perpetuation of the system. .

. .

At alklevele, the theppecipriateness of training with respect to the jobs available leads to
unemplOyineent oflgraduates' and a:'brain-drain'.

.(b) they-Are poorly adapted. to the 'mean s.,available.-

There are few developing, countries wit, an education 'doctrine', and very 'Often the final

objectives of the educatio syitterne eniplOYedrere far from explicit. The education policy, in these
. .

regions takes the form of a linear expansion of thasystem left behind by the colonising power. This

use safari elitist system for mass education has resulted in a deplorable output (high drop- out -rate)

and afineneial-,burden out of all- proportion to thaposeibilities.of the State_ The increasing-share
national resources illocated.to education restate in certain cases in an annuaLincrease expenr

diture oilthree'tithee the: rate of increase of the GNP., The conclusion is.that the 'strategy of linear
4

expansion of education *systems cannot in these circumstances go on indefinitely.'
° (e)A tow output results froth the -enormous mane employed.

The, very fast growth of school enrolments has not resulted in very considerable relative
outputs. The stagnation-of enrolment. rates in the developing.countriest together with the increase

in the number (in absolute terms)ofilliterate children, are not encouraging factors for the future.
/ In addition," the continuous'increale in unit costs has not led to any notable improvement

in the efficiency of the educational. systems Iconstant. drop-out rate, ;only slight increase in success
ful.greduates, etc. ).

(d) The s ete H.oauces large numbers of poorly adapted dan frustrated people.A

In almost all deVeloping countries, the selection-methods within the schOol system result
in .a small priviledged minority still monopolising access to.,social and economic power. The great

.

,majority, who had hoped that, as .in the recent past, the-school would open for them the doors of an
'Administration''.whiCh is now saturated, have'no'alternative 'other than unemployment or a;rural

existence. Unemployment and parasitic dependency or the family are often the solution ,cltsen be-

cause the schookhes, not developed in the child the neCesse abilities to progress easily and'

'13
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dynimitally in his own environment, The school andits authoritarian traditions do not favour
creativity. The-longer one stays inSchool, the.more one is cut off from ther,ealities and constraint:,

, of life,, While.the s chool gives * feeliniof security,, at the same time it stifles, natural talent.
. (e) Out-of-school education is poorly developed.

.

These criticisms-:; -a wholc -s.re levelled against scholastic'systems; nonethelesi, some

reports deplore that all to o often educational policies set their priorities to the exclusive benefit of

school establishmeits and to the detriment of out -of- school educational systems for-the younger and
adult generational/ .

c,

/ 6

PART II ; AN CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING EDUCATIONAL

POLICIES BE,IDENTIFIEb? .

The question raised in the very title of Part Two shoive that within the framework of this paper we
, . ..-.. . .:

do hot claim-to do.morethan set.out-theprOblemi and indicate the main paths that may lead to eva-
. 9 .` 0 -

luating educational ptilicien.
.

A. Should one evaluate in terms of objectives or sheuld.one evaluate the objectives themselves?
.

(a) One can establish criteria for evaluating an .educational policy by-direct reference to the
. .

objectives - human, pedagogical, social, cultural, economic, political, etc. - that the educational"
system as .a- whole, or its various subsystems considered separately, prOpose to attain. This is
the.method generally applied Niiheriattempting,to

-
evialuate programmes-or projects,

...p
This concept Of evaluativm assumes that One can: . , ,;,,

:lc: . ,

(i) Clearly identify the objectives of the system or of its various Subsystems,
whicii2die generEilly implicit.or couched in very, general, terms;..

(ii) establish indicators or indices- wherever one needs to assess how the
objectivei laid, down are attained or are in proDess of attainment..

However, this initial concept.if valuation.aPpeare too,liMited and assessment ol the
value of an educational Riley must, extend to the objectives themselves.

This level of evaluation is in fact certainly present at the start of the process of implement-.
0

ineprogrammes' and 'projects' during which the appraisal of the objectives to be attainedAnd their
order of priority governs the decision_ to be taken right from-the outset of, the operattion.g

Can ,this,,,Methodhe used for judging the objectives of an educational policy as a whole?

1

' ' . b

V 5o far, this limited development has protected out-of-school educational .
.systeine from any. serious critical,analysis.' The development of appraisal
or'pr.'.jectivin this area would unquestidnably enable a more objective.
judgement ta.,,be Made.' ... ,

.
,

- 3.1 Hdwever, when the programme or project represents purely and simply
° an, extension of the existing system (secqndary schools, primary scheols)

or even one element in a current reform ('middle' schoolS); for exadijole,
the objectives of-the operation concerned blend into those of the general .

edueationaliubsyStem concerned, ''

20
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T,
The, difficulty here would appear greater, since-istte last resort because the various .

-1f:!' ,,.,..<1.r

. factors are interdependent, it is a question -of passing judgement on the forms-and rneth-ods'Of ono-
,.

nemic and'iecial development selected b the various countries. Even-if the political difficulty of
/

such an'exercise can be. solved, the technical difficulty nonetheless appears formidable: to what
objective references can oriSturn in order to judge the ultimate ends of an educational policy? In

....

the last resort one could attempt to single-out criteria ofs philosophical nature, but in order to be
.piagmlitie we shell previsionally leave -these out of the discussion, 'though without belittling the

importance of such criteria. ,. . .
. k

. .
4 . .

B. I. there any logical pattern, in the development of educational system? ,
,.... ., .

In the face of the difficulty inmaking abs judgements of the ultimate ends attributed
, 1

to educitionarsystems, one Might attempt to conceive the logical.path that developthent of educe-
.

tiOnal systems should follow in order to-keep step with- the successive stages of economic and\social development, estimating the latter, for instance, with referencelothe evolution of the struc-
ture of the active population, the -GNP per capita, etc., i. e. with referenceeference to the requirements and.r
means of the country concerned.. This would lead to a kind of dynamic typology of educational sys-; ,

,terns in correlatiOn with the different htels of development, _and this typology-could be referred to.
.

in order to-Judge Whether educational policies are.adequate.
I

To explore such an approach, Wits interesting to compare how the development of educe-...,

systemssystems has Ores about hietorically, both in the countries that are today industrialised and
, , . ,

inth,e 'developing! countries. Were one to follow today the acholastichistory of the_industrialised_
countries since the ,start of the 19th cerit.izy, one would find that most educational systems have

. ,
5

folluw'ed comparable paths, taking into account, on the one hand the requirements and possibilities
.
resulting from economic development and on the other the evolution of social' structures and the,
concept of democracy.. As the FrenchtexiMple shOws, the rapid spread ofndustrialisation that
occurred in the second part the 19th century enabled primary education to be generalised but did

.,,

not intmediately lead to a corresponding of extended studies(iecondary-and higher),
sand the 'school explosion',pnly occurred much later, in particular following the second world war

. ..

. anddoubtlees,for Treasons that were social rather. than economic, t.l
V 0

0 \

0

f

0

5
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Table 1. France - Pattern of enrolment rates by education level

(1800-1968) and income_per Capita, (US $)
b

Level of education 1800 1900 1945 1960 1968

% %

1st degree
(6 - 11 year0 30 - 40 100 100 100 100

2nd degree s'

(12"- 17 years) \ 5 3 ,

0
.12 40 73

3rd degree.
(18 - 23 years), 0.6 1.2 5 7 , 13

Per capita income 1.1 $ 135 ; 450 $ 660 $1 383 $ 1 931

Per capita GNP!' - 856 ,1 806 2 5411, C

1./ Statistics pieyibus to 10 should be considered as orders of

\
magnitude.

Table 2. Enrolment rates in Ceylon, Tunisia, Tanzania and Iran and
GNP per capita I\

Level of CEY.1,7.0N
4 educa- 1969

TUNIIA TANZANIA
1969 1969

. JRAN
1960 1970

tion
To Age
group

To Age\ % Age
group \ group

% Age ,To Age
group, group

Primary 90.9 (6-13) 89.0 (642) 33_9 (7 13) 39.4 (6.11) 66.0 .(61-11)

Secondary
(let cycle) 53:9 (1:145) 30.0' (13 -15,) 2;4 14-17)

11.0 (12-1.7) 31.2}(12 -17)
Secondary
(2nd cycle) 11.6 (16-17) 17.4 (16-18) 1.1 (18-1
Higher .1.3 (18-21) 2.6 (19-22) 0.3 (20-22) 8 (18-21) 3.2 (18-21)

GNP per Capita $ 165 $ 229 $ 95 c\ $ 213 $ .355

,Table 2 gives a number of similar statistics, though only for recent years, fora group of

\developing countries.
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A 'comparison of Tables 1 and 2 reveals that the growth of 'formal' education systems in..
the developing countries iLoccurring in a.different way from the process that was followed in
countries that are today industrialised.

.

The eittiatien of enrolment in France on the-eve of the Industrial Revolution (1800) is fairly

comparable to that of Tanzania in 1969 end, what is more, the level, of economic development of the
two countries id just about the same at these respective dates.

However, this analogy breaks down at subsequent stages of Alevelopment if we refer to,the

examples of Ceylon, Tunisia and Iran; in these three countries, the development of secondary and
higher education appears-to have.occurred particularly fast. The development of education in Iran
:duiing the 1969-1970 period-is particularly significant. With a level of economic development

/
slightly-below that of Frantein 1900 J, Iranian enrolment rates in secondary and higher education

=

in 1970 are respectively ten and three times greater than they were in Francein 1900; in contrast,
Prirnary.enrolment in Iran in 1970 was far from complete (66 Per cent).

It would seem that the 'social demand' for iiecc.riclary and higher education amongst the new

Middle classes or the urban population has occurred_in Ceylon, Tunisia and Iran,much more quickly

than in late 19th-century Prance. In other words, one might say that the factors of all kinds (social,
economic, political, pedagogical, etc. ) explaining the expansion secondary education in

Francein the 19th century are no lorger_present - at least to the same extent - in the more
advanced developing countries. This situation is the outcome of a cornb:nation of new economic

and social factors and probably at the same time of a different school policy.

At the close of the 19th century, in most European countries, the primary Rehccl was
almost-universal, while the secondary school was still restricted to the children of certain small
social groups : -at the time, this situation raised no serious.politicalproblems.

Today, in the second half of the 20th century, the concepts of 'democratisation' and,

'equal opportunity' applied to higher and secondary levels have to varying extents provided the ins-

piriation for the education policies of the most .advanced developing countries, folloWing the example
-

of the policies applied in the industrialised countries, and have led to rapid growth of second- and

third- degree education, even though primary schooling is still not yet universal.
TO sum up, it is .evident that the various factors that in their time governed the slow pro-

gress of secondary education in the 19th century, in the countries that are now industrialised, are
not to be found an identical form in the 20th. century, and it is not to he wondered. at that the 'deve-
loping' countries today display a r secondaryadvance, at comparable economic level, in otcondary
and higher education. -Howevert this observatiuu throws little light on the logic of the policies thus
followed.

J To the extent that the 1900 French economy can be compared to the .1970
Iranian economy.
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?.;

As soon asone rejects the path fobowed by countries that are today industrialised as
,frame of reference the only possible way of asseising the value of the objectives of the educational

systems in the developing countries is to attem' to d e their coherenc with relation to other
objectives -and in particular those of an economic and social-nature. In other words, aside from
any, historical or geographicalreference, .one should attempt to establiekrelationships of coherency
between the deVeloprnent oileducationand the economic, social and cultural development as
for Oath country., -

C. Can criteria be let for the coherency of the educational policy' and economic and social
IPdevelopment as- awhole?.

In'pr
(evaluation t'd

actice, it is hard:to see how the two approaches mentioned in paragraph A above
results With relation to the objectives set ,azi'd eValuation.otAhe objectives themselves)

can be!systemitically distinguished. Among other things,. witH a view to establishing coherency
between on the one hind the objectives of the-educational system, the means devoted to them, and
the results
develcipm

4

tr
gained from the and on the other hand the Main economic and social objectives of a

eat plan, it would not appear desirable to construct tWo separate system! of criteria.

a result, one can confine oneself to disCo;eringa set of criteria that would; embrace:,'

- The means devoted-to education, assessed with reference to national
resources. as a whole; '

- the results obtained in the cultural, human, social, economic, etC.,
a.. fields.

Merely -as -an. exaMple, we list below various standard-criteria thit could be retained;
(a) Economic coherency criteria

(i) Allocation otreroureaa,aucl-costs

-90

koportion of national resources devoted to the educational system
(in1GNP, ;state.budget, etc. ),,
iheire of educational expenditures compared to other expenditures in the

'social sector,
prdportion of expendittires on education (considered as an investment in
huinan, capital) compared to investments in.productfve facilities,.d 1

breakdoWn of triucational expenditures by leVel,

relative shares of:expenditure on youth and adult,education,
magnitude of unit costs'(per"pupil/year the various levels in the
eduCational system, and factors-which govern the magnitude of the costs.

(ii) Coherency! between the outputs of the educational system and manpower
requirements

- magnitude of:input and output floWs of the System atthe various levels
and types of education,.

Evaluted, for example, in terms of GNP per capita.
,
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1

I /

- crite ia concerning`' integration into the economy of thoSe educated,
vario . criteria concerning the quantitative and qualitative shortcomings
of voc tional and technical training compared to the requirements of the
*cork, y, etc.

(b)- Pedagogical criteria

- ratings Internal efficiency (see papers presented on this subject during
the Semi ar), 6,

, - ratings o quality of the teaching body, etc.
(0Social coherent .citeri

regional sparities in, the distribution of education,

social disc epencies, and sexual discrimination, -

influence of education on sOcialinobility,,

influence of ducation on the growth of the cities.
.

.

(d) Criteria ofa cultural nature11

r, the part plaYel by education in;cuItural development,

theadaptation of-education,to the national culture (what' one might call.the
'isatiort'.of programmes),,

I
- the proportion of foreign-teachers in secondary and higher education, etc.

, 1 ,
'(e) Criteria of a democratic and political nature , .

t
- the educational system as a factor of national cohesion (the part played by

A education in ,citizenship),

- the educational sys\tem as a factor in participation by citizens in their.
responsibilities.

(f) Human,priteria, .

It seems, in' our view, that it is not possible to identify or isolate criteria for the part.
played by education in hurni,n fulfilment and happiness, even though this involves. eglect of a funds;. . 1

°mental aspect a the consequences of an educational policy.
q .

ti%

a.

o

PART. III : CONCLUSION - WHAT USECOULD BE MADE OF SUCH

CRITERIA?

The above enumeration is mainly confined to mentioning types of criteria: for each, more searching
work should be carried out to Specify its .contenfexactly.

Right at the outset, it wound appear that criticisms concerning the means employed and tb..3

results4.of an economic.nature apt ,ear to_be the easiest to establish (provided that the statistics E.re

adequate) or, at least, those which can be quantified most easily; although ueiicate to handle, cri-
teria of a pedagogical nature also fall within an area that has already been partly explored.
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In contrast, major difficulties are,encounteredin attempting to eVablish indicators in the: .

politieai; social, ,cultural and hOthan gelds; they could be determined only is a result of surveys
'cohducted.in the-field by large teams of researchers. It is very often'a.question-of analyaingthe
differences in behaViour of groups that have received some schooling and other,gr4ps iri order:to

, .

judge the true effects of the educational\systeinT -

Assuming that all the statistical and research tools have been successfully gathered together
tardentifY Properly the burden of the:educational system on the eeenothy.and the Various types of

.result (good or bad) that society draws from it, to what typesof conclusion, might one tend?
It can clearly beseen where criteria of an economic nature leid:

- highlighting of the economic effect of schooling and attempts to optimise,
it, .

--highlighting of high. (or inadequate). unit costs,.
- . highlightin of-the unsuitability of training imparted i relation to actual

requirements etc.
ct

A

However, the 'social' or 'democratic' criteria will- highlight disparities between regions,
and social groups, the inadequate training for citizenship, etc.; and the conclusion that would per-
haps have to be drawn from this type of criteria would be to develop education yet further and im-
prove iii'qualityt even though its economic burden.may already be excessive.4.

ip

Furthermore, analysis of the efforts made for youth and adults will generally4eveal the'
inadequate, provision for adults and tire neecrto do more.

In fact, however, within the framework of a thedium..terth (5-year) plan, it is common
.

knowledge that one cannot do everyt/ing at the same time; all objectives cannot therefore pe given
the same priority. In most cases,, the objectives with the greatest economic return should have ,

,

priority 1J though Without neglecting what can be done in favour of other types of Objectives, within
the limitatione of the available means, the full use of whicl should be filmed at.

In other words, it is a question of attempting to identify major imbalances, the consequences
t --

of which are particularly harmful to the general 'objectives of development (too expensive an educa-
tiontion system, output flows poorly adapted to needs, destruction of national cultural values) in order to
attempt to correct them.

This approach does not imply that there is a single path for the development of education
systeni s, even thotigh in the nature of things developing countries are faced with fairly similar pro'-
blema However, it is important that the path chosen is not in conflict with the other options chosen
by each country within the framework of the over-all prospects for its development.

1/ This realistic' approach is the only one Which in the longer term provides
the, possibility of succesidUlly tackling more directly social, human and
dethocratic, objectives.

34
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TOWARDS THE DESIGN OF STRATEGIES, FOR EVALUATING
. .

. DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE

by A.

.q

': : ., : ,t
44 stiiitegy.devised for eValuating

.
development assistancgccarries, with it setsof,assumptionsand,

, .

Conatraints-and a nexus of objectives which can, range from concrete production-targets through to
k .,/,;,, 1 ,.
.abstract, metaphysical goals for the future of man. Expectations on many leyels exist in the minds,
of ti?Ose requeiting,derelopment assistance in eduCatoff - from the learner who has seldom. any.
choiCe in what is happening through to the gov rnmental decision -maker who'muat:baigutce sets, of
alternatiVes of many ,unequal' weights. For .tho e in charge oi,aid policies, expectations may have

LA 1 1
,A , 1 0

only tangential congruence withthe ,expectation -embodied in,he reqUest: general development,,
policies are' frequently, hit: cOritral;Ihel. subjected to diffuse expectations from the'arenaik,

. ,, "; ,

publiC accountability; he, e_continuallyharrass d by either a paucity or a:plethora of information,
'which-may:07,mq not.,bear on_his_responsibii'es. The-difficultias are manifold and the pressures .'

A , 0
.. .. A '.

%

, A , 1 0 Y .. J. A.
are great fat! doing .almost anythingas long as mething is done. it is 'understandable, accordingly,

, - -,

Why, there
. . . ,
e has been so little satisfactory -evalua icncf development assistance., , .

The active verb !evaluating! has been seclin the title of this. discussion paper rather than.,,
the noun revaluation' in Order to focus attentio on en active process: lonvterm evaluating which

. , , .f.
a. t

.+

might take, account of what is a long-range conti ually varying developmentTrocess. The extent of
i'

; t.
evaluation.of any "time.point can, expected to .ary as well as.theprocedures of,eyaluating. What 'N

,. '''' '';should,be aimed at, accordingly, are evaluation which will prOduc,e evolving information, .
a $ , 7

74 7''
systems relevant to the many:facets of decision-making-about development alonge,,broacily-hased

, I : tr . ' 0
continuum. Depending on the decisions which nuist be made at any time point,. the.conditionS of

. . i
. ,,

evaluation will be changed. If 'developritent assistance' in a general sense jnvolyee.cluinge, thenit
\

The
; .' .. ,

Must be expected that objeCtivea will shift with the changing context. The evaluating strategies will
i

\
, .. . Ihave to ,vary, siceordingly ' . , . . . .

t; ..,... ': t \
Theileg.elieral propositions arise,from a growing,sensitivity to the prlobtems of evaluating

i

,Ctinadian.dvelopment assistance. Canada.has.had over twenty,years' experience in the field of
: .t. . . \ . ,, . . . 7

,education aSsiitance. Assessing assistance in terms,of the objectives which were-Set,at the Outset

.
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of the programme has been found to be extremely difficult; many development variables entered the
" , ,

t
proCes!; varied programmes Wire occurring simultaneously in, the recipient countries; changes in,

...geneiai'deVelopinent orientation were ext 'Limited-arnbitiorie and an often narrow PerCeption,
4 .

,
'ordelielopineniin early Years prompted:a Canadian policy-of genera): ffers., When requests.
cirne, ebsUlk,'respOnsivenees occurred. Aisumptions were made that the resources requested were
imProprfateend wquld.iie ivailable in the continyingRuantity and quality needed, It was also assumed .

. ,

tliat,deCisieffn0 made fOr-aeotoral allOcations would eomehOWiebaianced out in the recipient country... ,

4eiernilizedasseasmentewhich have occurred over the past twenty years prompted several
:'+ policy shifts ..0eilieradOffere:have been replaced by an integrated, project approach. Areas of. .

;14:iiscialization.for techniCai eesistance.have been.delineated Above all else, a, broader view of
development haebegun.to emerge. The 'reasons for suclehifts are not hard to .find: unemployed

,
'school leavers, for exaMple, were occurring With alarniing frequency; fragmented and discontinuou

, .assistance often meant that social and economic problems of a long-term naturewereleft unresolved..
In conjunction with this awareness; i re-thinking of evaluatiOn strategies-is now emerging.

'The' approach is still experimental innatureand involves' raising many-oasis question.s.
Can more.effective development assistance be attained through intensive study in the early planning
'stages? 'Bipaying exteneiveand,prolonged atientionto,problems enunciated by recipient countries
and on a countrY-wide basis, Would more appropriate information be generated for decision-making
within the country concerned and for thole in developfnentegericies?. By building a selective
inventory of emerging learning resources In Canada, could A more satisfactory basebe set for
communication, for choices and for adaPtitiOn,oLthe resources?

''Ppoling of-all available and, current written information about a country fromes many
sources as possibli;represents an initial procedural step. Although such information focusses

primarily On development plans and problems, ,hisforical, 'Political and cultural information is also
included in the review. The aim i to .sensitize those engaged in the evaluating process. Information,
3-11.npt vieWedas,mtinagement data whichmight assure increased operational efficiency; the objective,

$4 4

ethe-collection is'to 'in-Aorm' evaluating teamkso that divergent information when it recurs can be
perceived as part of a hoard picture. Further, the sensitizing is aimed at bringing
together 'factors which perhaps should never have been separated in the first ,Place. For example,, a
narroviseetoralapproadh to education can-frequently cause fragmentation and efforts are needed to
seeMeny'ispecte of huin! learning in many diverse settings as part of a total development picture.

Such information must be supplemented soon by field site, visits, A team approach.has been
.

adopted 4 a'bisis for *compiwingpercep4ohs, and for introducing various disciplines into the
generation' of Information. 'There ar
feature of the Overall review. It mus

e frequent additions made to the team de

t be emPheeiZed that project definition. i

e on identifying educational innovations
1

site visits. Whether the visits centr
1.

pending on. the current

s not a feature of field

n Canada, or in
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arategles for evaluating development assistance

'p

recognizing Manpower development, opportunities in a northern Nigerian:state, therelationship. of the
:Problems identified to a, nationaf:Or regional perspective is continuously sought. Above all, contact

1

itre sought, ot4 who will. ch allinge :Or re- define the essential issues.
.

.

After the field site visits, attempts line made put the information into -accessible. form. ,, , - 7. 1

io suit. Many,purPoses. .Decisions sierequired, for example, at. many administra. ve levels it home
:

and abroad;, there are short-term urgencies to Wind and previous commitments, f
,k.e.honpured.

The Piaincipal task:J.16 reconcile the immediate issues with long-rangeplanning. Above -all, active. ,
coMMUnication muit,b,e 'maintained between:those who are charged with:the dev,e1 ment,palicies in

. ,

the countries concerned and those responsible for.aid policieeend their.administ ation.
P

At this time Point, short, intensive, in-depth studies may be-required a part of project.
definitten. Since the inveetigation'maY be naraved.down to a sPeCific.aeCtOr`su as education,

. .

the.probletn,is to maintain:a balanced view, Of development in the of decieion to be. madeain an.
,

isolated sector. The luxury of in-depth studies cannot.- afforded in all the.area Of development,
wilich might impinge on the decisions. It is. imperatiV, accordingly, that,decisions made for a
given sector 'should include evaluation procedures which will'include other important development.
variables. Thus, when decisions *remade for a project in education asaistancet, evaluation. must
include effects on the social, economic and cultural life of the.cOuntry. The preliminary, intensive
,country study can; often serve as the basis for setting out the appropriate variables and the

,
, 4 1

,
.prOcedures for- evaluation: s ' . . ,

Oiven.the lOng,terrn,process orientation which was enunciated earlier,_ there would appear
. ... ,

to be justification for continuing to explore such strategies on.'en experimental basis. Our experience
. . ./

to date ehOws that although the- context of studies will vary greatly from country'to country, the

..techniques employed in evaluating hold the possibility of larger applicability. It is possible that once
.techniques have been clarified,:, much of the responsibility of evaluation,can be passed over to. others,

,pirticularly to-those in the countries concerned. The role of the evaluator then becomes, one of
refining appropriate,procedures of 'studies, adapting those which have proyen to be successful, and
coordinating the evalUatingPrpcess ait moves throu,gh its many-phases on a
ment assistance'.

Three principal considerations seem to hold some good possibilities for emerging strategies

,
broad front' of deyelop-

,

of evaluation: . . . , '

1`. Each programme of the future which is aimed, at development assistance should have an .

evaluation design built in at the conceptual phase eof Rroject Propoeel. This design, b

comprehensive and will Provide for: assessment of the impact of the programme; modifi-
cation of on.-gOIng projects; and decisions concerning, the future of a given programme

. (focus, scope, 'continuance, tel.mination).

33 ,
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.Each evaluation design should be based on an analysis of the overall situational constraints

and barriers-aPrOgramme effectiveness. This analysis should include .consideration of
conditions and resources in both the doitOr and the recipient countries.

3. Future evainatiqn designs should provide for active participation of the recipient countries
e. in the evaluation process.

. ,

We ire now at the tage of,experimenting with such considerations, It is Our:hope that
these general evaluating strategies will increase the quality of .deve)opment assistance programmes
by providing for an increased flow of meaningful programme information between the recipient
countries and the development agency.

.
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c
A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO GOAL ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION
OF SOCIO- ECONOMIC EFFECTS!( SPECLAL REFERENCE TO
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMES)

by G. Dahigien

, 4

The
I

main purpose a this paper is to discuss A

various methods to systeri.Atize goal formulations andr.'
. ex-post evaluation prodedures 'within the public sector. N

'Special attention will be paid to the-methodological problems encountered when evaluating
,

publiC investments guided by social rather than pureleconomic goals such as educational projects
and programmes.

The present lack, of social allocation, theories, and evaluation methods is striking in parti-

cular when considering that the. corresponding fields in,economic theories constitute major research

'areas. The increasing importance )f the public sector and a unified social and economic approach
to development underline the urgent need for a systematic analysis in this field.

Our level of ambition as regards these improvements must hoWever Ile rather low as the

theoretical base ic mizsing as well as our Icnowledge about.rnany`'of the important, functional
,

relationships within thie.public sector:. We simply do not; know the linkage betwieerii: for example,
- .

economic tneans and certain social ends.

n The first question to be posed is of course what methodological approach wecart apply in

order to systematize and structure the problems to be discussed. Most of the ,avairrible
tools as regards evaluation have been developed within the private -sector: arid are - explicitly or

implicitly - tisually,based on profit or growth goals. If these value premises of the method as such,
are,not recognized when strch a method is transferred into'tbe public sector, it may very well be

,

that the methodchosen rather than the public goals stated directs the allocation decisionsuand indi-

° tcaes what should be considered a successor failure.
cr

Assumejor example that we applied theVaditional market-based internal rate of return
-4.c,.....

s
4

.., method as an allocative tool for educational programmes. .Thifi method presuppoes that the bens-
zet.. , ....

fits from the programme analysed are to beexpressed in monetary' terms. The incomes created
througp education' thus become the benefits Jo be considered. .

,
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From this follows that the more income generhted through an educational programme theo.
higher priority it should be given because a high internal.rate..of return in economic growth terms
is Consider4to be the best indicator of a eound and productive investment.

Let us now apply this philosophy to reality as it exists. Is it in line with the existing
v. 'political will to consider education of women less important than education of men.in all societies- ,

where the men traditionally get the better-paid jol..s?- . ,

Should id-service training of high income night-club managers be given a higher priority
in the development plan than upograding of low income agricultural extension workers?

4

Only if the policy - makers answer questions such as these with "yeis, a course can Ube
assumed that their goals anti the implicit goals of the analytical-tool are in linewith each other. . .

Ithey, on the other hand, dcrnot agree`to the stated priorities tp3en.it, must also'be recognized that
ttfe market-based internal rate of -return figure is a relevant indicator for establishing educa-
tional priorities.and evaluating the success of a training programme.

To:Claim' - as SOmetimes.happens - that the economies of the market are politically'neutral
only reveals either a narrow-minded ighorance as 'regards Alternatives or more likely a 'technical'
approach to pblicy-making.

Instead' the evaluator mfast deriye4he benefits as well as costs from the political goals
Istated. In order to carry out this taskl,it may be useful to systematize the various steps and.levels"" ,

of evaluation.
.

1. A systematic approach fa evacuation
Evaluation is ,a continuous process from the moment when

3
a project Cdea.is born,to the day the.

results and effects of a certain project cannot be related to the objectives of the project. Project
4

evaluation must thus be a continuous process integrated in the planning, implementation and follow-
up phases of ,the project.' This systematic approach to evaluation can be illustrated in the figure
on, the following page. o

In this figure, the left wing of the illustrates the planning phase starling with the
analySis of main objectives which are then concretized into.sub-goals, production targets, activi-
ties; cost estimates and Implementation plans. The wheel at the bottom of the feeds planned
in-put into the implementation process. The right wing of the 'V' shows the follow-up of actual
results and effects. The comparisons between plannedand actual results (level 7 --.3) is then
defined as built-in evaluation and the comparisons between plannedand actual effects (level 3 - li
defined as special evaluatidn.

t.

0

0 c
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PLANNING

'Main obActies

Sub-goals (incl.: es-
timates of total costs)
Product units

, Production targets

Activities

Direct costs,,

1 ,

Special evaluation

z.
.

3

evaluation

FOLLOW-UP

Plan of operatiopAinal.
. evaluation plea!

IMPL TION

$innificanee

Productivity

Actual' production

Activities carried out

"i
#ctual direct costs

Actual in-put

sr,

The V-model also enables us to distinguish between the fr:llowing four basic concepts which .
are io Constitute the cbrnerstonesin the evaluation:

't

Planned significanc'P =

Planned productivity

- Real productivity

Real significance

Planned fulfilment of main goals
-,Estimated total costs

Planned'production targets
'Estimated direct costs
Real production
Real direct costs
Rea fulfilment of main /'sub- goalse
Real total Costs

The terms will be used both in an ex-ante and ex-post meaning. To distinguish between the
two wes are going to t$k about potential significance when applied to an ex-ante situation with poten-.

7 tial goal fulfilment and potential (estimated) total 'costs. Real significance is then the term used for
expast analysis as it is based on real goal fulfilment and realtotalscosts. The same disiinction.is
of course also made between potential productivit and real.productivity.
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eic The present trend in most economic literature,

misleading when not made explicit and can easily 'create

for example, potential and real-significance is marginal

Evaluation if educational ystemg

a
only to consider the ex -ante concepts, is

the impregision that the difference between,

and that,no ex-post analysis therefore is
necessary. Experiences, wheneyer observed and analyzed in a systematic manner,. almost with no

Ai
exceptions show how important it is to distinguish between data as estimated in the plan and as

I. ' irecorded in reality. . , ,

....
,-,

The !foundation, of this evaluative system thus consists of the analysis of objectives, goals
, .

and.ta:rgets during the Planning phase.,

2. Analysis of public goals

the"iinportinCe of Well-defined goals can.be described in.terms of
Allocative power: ,the extent to which criteria for establishing priorities

0 ',can be derived.from the stated goals. ,
.

Management power.: the extentlo which programme activities clan be
relked.to and guided by-the statedioala.

.. , .
Evaluation power: the extent toWhich progrbss Made can be expeessed

. , , in terms of the-s t d goals.
The firstisiep,in an analysis of an educational programme is thus to define a,s clearly as possible the

. policies wifich are to form the base for' the allocation decisions, 'management control and evaluation
work.

Most analysts woul d theoretically agree to the statement that it is prerequisite for any
. .

analysis in the public :sector1o,know what the policy - makers wan, tee achieve - that ib beillfg-faMatar
wifh .

their goals. But in practice few anatlysts -pi particular those using &onomic research,
methods - start off their work by trying,to find out what these goqls really are.

. This theoretical acceptance but practical neglect of the political policies can partly be
explained by thefact that goals are already implicitly giyen in most economic models partly by
difficulties' to transform public policy statements into operational goals.

The above described evaluative approach by definition is not linked to any particular eco-
nomic or social policy but based pri the stated policies in a particular country for a particular
sector Or programme at a particular time, a goal analysis must always be carried out. In fait,

constitutes the very heart of the system.
The analysis of public goals - as seen from the evaluators point of view - can be divided

into the following six major phases:
-.

(a) Describe the prbblern area
(b)'... Identify policy outputs
(c) Specify the goal elements
(d) Structure the goal eletnents
(e) Analyse tile linkage goals on different levels (ratans and

.(fy Analyse conflicts between goals on the Same level.

112
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a

These six steps of the goal analysis, on which the following discussion will be based, tan
be illustrated as below:

A. Describe the ptoblem area

NI

B.. Identify .policy outputs

C.. Specify, the goal elements

O

D. Stitrcture the goal' elements

E'. Analyse the linkages between
goals on different levels

F. Analyse conflicts between goals
on the same level

39.
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Man goats

Sub. salts

Prod. ta.riets

(Means and ends best:
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Evaluation of educational systems

2. 1 Description of the problem area

Policies are not formulated in a vacuum. They are - 9r should at least be - based-on an assessment
of the present situation. The achievements to be aimed at. can then be indicated and transformed
via, e. g: a political process into policy outputs; annual and long-term plans. An evaluator of,
e. g. educational programmes should not directly be involved in policy. - making. His role is to uti-
lize the policies stated in the analytical work in order to help. the policy-makers to acquire,a better,
under'standing of alternatives as judged against their own policy statement. The evaluator can,
however, only pl! :y this role it he has some insights as regards the process of policy-making as such
and knowledge about the structure of the educational sector and content of the. educationalplans.
(See separate paper.)

2. 2 Identification of policy outputs

Familiarity with the policy-making system described above is necessary when the various policy
outputs are to be identified. These outputs may be expressed in writt*n.documents or only verbally
stated. Some may be explicit and clear policies, others rather vague. , In many cases it will be
next to impossible to find any policy, guidelines at all except the fact that a decision is to be or
already has been taken: But one thing is for sure: goals always exist as long as the purpose of a
programine or a project is to achieve something. It is this 'something' that the evaluator must
identify. As the structure of policy-making varies between countries it is impossible to give any
general indications ascto where to look for policy outputs in governmental bills, developing plans,
committee background papers, plans-of operations, legal documents, various protocols, budget
presentations, etc., etc. The only advice to be given is that the evaluator take. the time needed to
find out what exists and what does not. One may argue that it should be the policy-makers' job to
communicate their'policies in such a form that the evaluator never had to search for the informa-
tion needed: But as this study tries to face reality as it usually e*ists such a recommendation is
seldom a solulion to the problem to be solved.

Instead we will consider the quality and relevance of the policy outputs in order to facilitate
the 116)4 step of the goal analysis - the definfng of the goal elements.

The quality of the policy outputs only refers to how wellthey are defined which, of course,
'has nothing to do.with the quality of the content.

The relevance of the policieS must be determined with reference to the structure of the
policy-making institutions. The reason of course being that in any field of public activities-there

, exist various opinions of what ought to be the policies to be followed. If funds are to be allocated
within, e. g. the educational sector, various interested groups such as the teachers, pupils, parents,
officials at the ministry of education, political parties, leaders at regional associations, etc.., are
interested to influence the decisions to be taken. The evaluator is of cotirse,not the one to judge what

4'40
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are to be considered good and Ca'd policies - his task is to consider those policies that are formu-

-\ lated in accordance with the accepted-policy-making process of that particular country for this

particular type 'of programme. Neither is he to introduce;;Iii'a-own political views into the analysis.

This may seem self-evident but how many times have not analysts introduced theoretical models,

without recognizing the implicit policies then applied. It may sound more scientific to refer to
,

reto optimality than to a vague governmental bill when analysing various expenditure patterns
for education. In terms of relevance for the evaluation the simple truth is, howEve'r, that a policy
form\

ulated by the government in the country concerned (e. g. that the regional distribution of new

0 schools \should be considered) is fax more relevant than the policy ideas of a prominent economist

from Italy 'n the beginning of this century (which includes the idea that Kedistributional policies are

not being co .idpeed).

2.3 Specificat4on_of goal elements
Y-k \

The relevant policy iormation Identified is now to be transformed into what can be called goal
elements, that is to sa formulated in operational terms from the progra---e evaluator's p oint, of
view. In the ideal case t policy-makers, may present their guidelines not in lengthy and vague

e
statements but as precise goals. Usually, however, it is not only the task of the evaluator to\
identify policy outputs but he u\st also specify the operational elements in these policy declarations.

A set of goals are usualconsidered operational if all the individual goals are measurable
o

in relevant units and if the individual oals 'form a logicalaild-unamblgUOUS Whole in such a way

that they can be achievedsimultaneousl< 1/. The strong emphasis on quantifiable units has often

stimulated analysts to consider only those goals that can be expressed in operational terms and
neglect goals that cannot be expressed numerically. To avoid this, one.may either stress that both
operational and non-operational goals should be,\included or widen the concept of operationality to

.
awayinclude all goals that can be formulated in such that the goal fulfilment can be described

either in quantitative or qualitative terms.
We are going to apply the second definition of operationality which then will include aquan-

titative, qualitative, distributional as well as executional dimension.
The quantitative 'dimension

The basic meaning of operational being measurable it is obvious that the quantitative expres-

slons of the goals are of dentra4mportance. The extent to which it is possible to quantify different
types of goals and thus benefits are to be discussed in some detail below.

1/ 'Nero Pitkanen, Sweden Journal of Economics 1970 p,207.

4 5
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The, qualitative dimension

This should' be considered Voth as regards the qualitative aspects of the quantifiable units
(e. g. the quantitative units 'student examined' can be qualitatively described in terms of minimum
knowledge required to pass the exam) and foil,,such aspects of the goal that cannot be quantified

. (e. lg.' 'description of wha7t is meant by the goal 'a more democratic society').
What is important is that the language used when describing the qualitative dimensions is

as clear as possible. Only one interpretation should be possible. The'socio-economic evaluator
probably has a lot to learn from pedagogical research in this respect with its taxonomies describing
in a systematic manner the 'qualitative aspects of various educational goals. A major research task
would be to replace the so-called 'neutral' check lists with similar taxonomies focusing various;
macro goals related to educational systems.

The following example shows a gradual sp'ecification of both quantitative and qualitative
goal elements for a teacher training institute in Kenya

The first tentative definition of the purpose runs as follows:
The goal of the teacher training project is to remove the shOrtage of well-qualified

.
teachers in a short time and at a low cost.by producing a number of well-qualified teachers."

ThiS is a rather general statement without any reference to the Kenyan situation whjch
t,

also lacks a time dimension.

Policy outputs presented in the project documents enable the a9alyst formulate the
following:

The pal of the Kenya Science Teachers College (KSTC) is to contribpte to the removal,
of the shortage ofiKenyan Si science teachets in a. short time and' at a low cost by 1968 producing 44,
'47 by 1969, 98 by 1970, 128 by 1971 and from 1972 onwards 144 well-qualified.Kenyan Si sci,ence
teachers given a three-year course.",

The qualitative goal element 'we'll- qualified Si science teacher' is then specified and the
definition of quantitative and qualitative goals .for the -KSTC project would then be as follows:

"The goal of the KSTC project is to contribute to the removal of the sh6rtage of Kenyan Si
,0 '

science teachers in a short time and at a low cost, by 1968 producing 44, 47 by 1969, 98 by 1970,.
128 by 1971 and from 1972 onwards 144 well-qualified SI science teachers given a three-year train- ,
ing, out of whom the academically superior will qualify for university entrance and the rest,4Rre-
fe'rably all, -will serve as Si science teachers for such a time as the tie is a shortage of Si science
teachersib the country, trained sohat they have" academically reached a standard equivalent to
Higher School Certificate injheir two major subjects, that they have a broad basis of scientific

0 1/ 'Presented in a Study by Olga Linn6: 'A sociological-pedagogical
evaluation of Kenya Science Teakhers College', Uppsala 1970, p. 23-27.
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knowledge, that they have achieved skills in, positive attitudes to, and knowlgdge of progressive

teaching methods, that they will be able to function as innovators of these progressive teaching
methods with respect to their pupils and teacher colleagues and that, they have a good knowledge of

social and economic conditions in their country so that they-are able to serve as -well- informed
opinion leadersin their own focal,communifieS."

ZIt should be neted that this definitiOn is not an officiaL explicitly stated system of quanti-

tative and qualitative project goals-but rather has been developed from interviews with the College
staff and from documents available at KSTC in Nairobi).

The difference in evaluative, power of the last as compared with the first specification of
goal elements is obvious both as regards the quantitative and the qualitative dimensions. The rele-

vant questions to be considered in an ex-post analysis are thus automatically given in the latter 6E11
formulation and includelor example: v $

'To what extent does theKSTC project fulfil the !pal of an annual output of 44 by,1968,
47 by 1969, etc. ?'

/

$$

,

'To what extent and for how long will the S1 science teachers graduated from KSTC stay in
the teaching profession ?'

'Does the'KSTC project change the students attitudes toward more progressive teaching
methods?'

It may be interesting to recall at this point the difference between an evaluation -, based on
specifications of relevant,goal elements and traditionaLmarket-based internal rate of return eva-
luations based on income generated. In an ex-post evaluation it would be considered a failure if the
trained teacher never became a'teacher but accepted jobs in'foreign private firms operating in the
capital. With the latter method this may be considered a success'if the private enterprises paid, a
higher salary than the government could offer science teachers.

The distributive dimension covers both 'distribution over time .and distribution between
-

various target groups. We will limit the presentation of this dimension to the distribution over time
and between groups.

.

The distribution overtime can be described by a starting point (base-line), various check-,
$

points during implementation and a specified time when the final goals are to be achieved.

The base-lin§s serve the dual purpose of informing the decision -maker abont the present

situation and thus improve the base for decisions as well.as they enable the manager to .follow the
goal variables over time as from the time before the programme was implemented.

The checkpoints are particularly important for the management power of the goal. A goal
stating that '1,000 teacherdshould be trained within a ten-year period iszot operational until the
yearl?, output of leachers trained is specified. This Can easily be understood when realizing the

differences in implementing the 'following two different,output series (Alt. 1: 10 x 10Q;

,Alt. 2: 5.x 20 + 5 x 180):

43
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The evaluative powsr of the time .dirnension of a goal is self-evident. .No-one would con-
sider it irrelevant if the 1,000 teachers were trained during a 5, 10 or 25 year period.

In .spite of the obvious and absolutely, crucial time dimensions base-lines and checkpoints

are often missing and some educational policies are even lacking any reference to time.. A goal -

without the time dimension can never be considered operational.

The distribution between various groups (e. g. classified in terms of income, -age, sex,
or geographical location) is equally,important but in spite of this oftemnegIected in most public
goal formulations. Just as goals alwayi exit, - at least in an ex-post sense - so do target groups.
When known, such distributional goals are usually either very vaguely formulated (equality. is
important) or belong to the implicit goals that fall into contradictory pieces it expressed expliitly.
Another reason for, the lack. of distributional descriptions between groups is that the present, situa-
tion is not knoWn and thus the light of explicity will only reveals lack ofknowledge: Finally an
often heard argument for not focusing op the distribution between groups when appraising, public
prOgrammes is that taxes and other4distributionar policies take care of these aspects.

Any practioal knowledge about reality will however indicate that the distributional effects
of certain pUblic investments neither can (due fd its permanent character) - nor will (due to lack Of
political,power) be directly linked with other redistributional efforts.

How can, for example, ,a farmer in the coufitryside be Compensated for a government
policy not to consider the distributional effects of such public services as education or health?
Through a general redistributional pblicy of progressive taxation? Surely not. Consequently the
specific target groups-for a public inv,estment must always be identified in a goal analysis.

The executional dimension

The concept 'operational goal' implies, as described above,, that the goal can be used as
an allocative, management and evaluative tool. The xecutional dimension of the goal describes
the extent to which the goal in reality will be related to the allocative decisions tobe taken, the
Management process and: the evaluation workr to be carried out. _

Many political goals are expressions of compromises and may be the most practical way
to avoid political co Ilicts. The goals then formulated may have no 'Steering powert as regards the
development on lower levels..

In these cases the technique of 'revealed preferences' can be useful in checking to what
extent the decisions actually taken are in line with the policy statements, made, that,is tomake a
crude but clear' distinction between what. can be cpaidered real andlmaginary goals respectively.

r4,.!
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,

2. 3.1 Benefit measures 'actually applied when evaluating rammes
The identification of the benefits for a certain project is the same as,the description Of the content
of its operationally defined objectiyes and goals. In spite of this it may be interesting to indicate
some benefit ineasuresys they actually have been used in various analyses in order-to exemplify

the posiibilities,and limitations to, express progress data in, quantitative and qualitative terms.
These Measures are, ofCourse,.only to be regarded'as examples of potential benefitS.

.

(1), The principal measure,of productivity is the increased earnings due-to
,higher education as isolated - as far as possible - from incomeeffects
`determined by' native ability,, faintly background, social class origin,
^Wo;k experiences, etc.
Even if we ,could:isolate these factors and all the relevant statistics
*ere available, it d'an.be questioned, whether - from society's poiiit of
411,9w.- income leVelsand productivity levels were; strongly correlated.
grom the individtai's point of view the ,earning as such iS of course-the
criterionof better opportithitiei andpossiblerise in level of living
regardleis,;bf the productivity effect.of the job performed.
Vhen,calculating.the productivity/income. effects of education the actual
rate .of employment must be estimated (based on manpower plans) and
not school 'enrolment figures; drop-out rate's, un- and underemploymeqt
must, be included in the analysis,

(ii) Consumption benefits from edtication (the pleasure during and after
education) is hard to measure and therefore often excluded.

(Iii) Social educational benefits include: ,
- greaten fleiibility and thus adaptability in a changing society due to

edUcation (greater security);
- higher status and, perhaps', more 'wanted' type of jobs;
- loiter birthrates are often associated with education as well as

improved health (due to better hygiene).

(iy) Indirect benefits
- other persons earn more due to the education of e. g. employers,

subordinates, families (mothers can go out to work when the children
are in school);

- less social cost for the public in the field of police protection, social.
Welfare, etc. (mainly relevant in urban areas in industrialized
societies).

' (v) 'Institution building effects .,

- development of an institutional structure adopting and forwarfling
attitudinal changes with positive effects on the development process;

- the maturity arid,quality of the teaching institutions can be measured ;
(e. g. by assessing the quality of the:inputs).

(vi) Political benefits ,
i

- the importance of U literate electorate; .'

-,foiling a national culture and in many cases a common language;
- modernized outlook both as regards those educated and their rela-

tives -(e. g. parentS) and friends. , .
. ,
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(vii) Distributionar benefits
Education can bring about equality in opp,ortunities,and the distribu-
tional benefits of providing education to those under the poverty line

an extremely important policy measure to decrease the gap
betWeen poor and rich, It should, however, be recognized that the
Place of residence after completed school rather than the location of
the Etphool is most iniportant.. A theoretical elementary education in,
a mired 'petting may just increase the unwanted urbanization and thus
uneMplbynienf in the cities and be of no or negative effect for the COM..
mpnitieswhere .the school wag located.

2.4' Structuring the goal elements
The,goalhierarchy:

We have now reached the stage in the goal analysis where the relevant policies have been
1%-transforrhed into goal, elements which are as operational as .pOssible. The next step is to relate,

these goal elements to various policy levels,. that is to say identify how ends and means-are,related
toTeach other. TIis can be done by constructing a goal hierarchy.

' A goal hierarchy -.or a means and ends chain as it is also called - can have any number of
levels and is characterized by the fact that ends on one level become means on another (See the
figure below.) ,

LEVEL X

LEVEL X + 1

LEVEL X +2

cy

1'or practical purpose,s we wi.l use a_four level model. These four levels are usually suf-.
ficient when analyzing a public programme and can be referred to as main goals, sub-goals, produc-
tion targets andactivities,,

46,
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Q

The goal hierarchy can then be presented as follows,:
"

ts

-

Main goal,

Sub -goal . Sub-goal
Q.,

a

(phys. results) i (pers. results) II
Prod; target 1 l' I Prod, target 2:. I

,(inst. results ) °,
Prod: target 3

results)

1 1 4, $ .1, 1. 1''ACTIVITIES
J, .1, , *, 4

COSTS

In constructing such a goal hierarchy ,both the 'top-down' and 'bottom-up' approach must be
.

used depending on the extent to which the alternatives are a priori given. Again it is worth under-
/

lining,the fact that the evaluatOr has to try to structure various goal elements'into a goal hierarchy
should not reduce - but stimulate - the policy-makers to do the same before the policy statements
are formulated. This would be a mosteffective way of directly improving the consistency and
clarity of almost all policy statements and stop the present presentation of isolatedpolic elements
on various levels.

Assume fOr example that the policy-makers-formulating the main goal for foreign aid in an
expenditure figure (e. g. GNP) had tried Lo formulate some production, targets. )Chen realizing that

spending -.,regardl'ess,of use - hardly constituted any base for allOCation decisions this main goal
had probably been expressed as a resource base related tp some main more meaningful goals if

one did riot accept the fact that, for example, 10,000 monetary units (MU) spent on a Rolls Roce

automatically are ten times better.than 4000 MU spent on educational material.
This example may seem to be out:of touch with realitY, 'as nOpoliticians act without con-

sidering the use'of the money' . But when realizing that most public policies are expressed not in
berc.fit but expenditure, terms (X MU to the educational sector instead of stating the main,benefits

.

to be achieved'through aniexpenditure of X MU) the abov(t example is neither irrelevant nor an
undue 'over-simplification.

The goal hierarchy also enables us to apply the central concepts of significance and pro-
ductiNity described above. Planned and reaLsignificance is then related ,to main and sub-goals.
while the numerators for planned and real productivity are to be found on the production (output)
level. *'
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0

2.5 Analysis of linkages between goals on different levels

The logic of the goal hierarchy, Which implies that the various goal elements are 'sorted itiion the
0 -

appropriate levels, must be integrated with an analysis,as regards the linkagesbetween the diffe-
.rent levels. This is, usually called an ends and,means or a means ?}ii ends test depending on whether,

,thlt 'top-dow,n' or 'bottom-4' approaOh is used.

One way to understand and describe these linkages is to look uponlbovarious goal levels
as separate subsysIkM s and then try to see how these systems are linked to each other. Assume
that we areto carry out an ex-post means and ends test. The starting point would be the input/ .

system specifying what inputs (in terms of e.g. money, manpower, goods and services) actually

had'been provided. The linkage between the input system and the project system is revealed through
questions such as: Was the money used in accordance to thoplans? Could the manpower resources
be 'utilized? To -what extent were the goods and services provided successfully absorbed by the

project system? What inputs were missing (lack of linkages)? Thg, project system then transforms

a

these inputs via various activities to outputs. The linkages between activities and certain.produc-
tion results is of course of extreme importance and is usually a problem to be studied by a subject

,' matter specialist.

The relationships betwee0he project system and'the subsector to which the project belongs
is of crucial importance.

Toconsider only production and productivity has in many cases simply implied that the

wrong outputs have been produced more effectively (improved teacher training for the wrong types

of teachers, increased productionof products without a market, etc.). In other instances isolated
productivity analyses have stiniGlated the decision-makers to try to maximate a certain type of pro-

duction without relating it to other related project systems and higher ends, A positive effect. of
stressing the relationships between means and ends is also that the subject matter specialists have

to relate their knowledge and recoirmendatiOns to.a wider and more dynamic context instead of
limiting their views, e. g. the projec't system. If this type of communication is improved the risk

of the 'white elephant' projects,is reduced.and every subject matter specialist has to come out of his
professional jargon in order to relate his job to the others! in order to achieve a common end./

2.6 ' Anal sis, of conflicts between oals on the same level ...
"The government of any society may be viewed as composed of many competing,individuals with con-

,
flicting goals",1/. The last part of the goal analysis will focus on the understanding and formulation
of these conflicting goals. The.whoie process of resource allocation can of course be considered in

.. ..

1/ J. Alessi, 'Implications of Property Rights for Governmekt Investment
.ehoices', The American Economic Review, March, 1969.
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ti

terms of various goal conflicts as,more resources to one programme result in less, for another.
. ., The more limited scope of this analysis is to discuss some possibilities and constraints in order to

"determine relevant trade =offs between e. g. stated production targets or sub-goals in order to
create a base for the further analysis of the resource allocation problem. This is to be considered
an,alternative to the present trend to neglect existing 'goal,conflicti at the policy level and only con-

.vsider one goal at atime.

In terms of political slogans the goals for education, health and improved communications,
may then be formulated sepgrately in very general terms. Expressions such as integrated, unified,
or balanced approachei, nay' ..owever give the public an impression of a consistent whole. From the
programMe'analysts' point of view such goalsresemble.rnore of a-wishing list than a base for any
allocation decision.

What is for example the meaning of 'balanced regional development in the field,of-educa-
.

tional facilities' . IS it°t9 be interpreted as if the differences between rich and poor rlgions in a
country should be reduced (balance = equality) or remain unchanged oria higher level (balanced =

present distributional pattern)?
A simple systeths approach can also, when analyzing relationships between goals on the

same level, be preferred to a staticexpressioitof a single goal as it helps the policy-maker and
9

evaluator, to understand'the dynamics of the various goals.
4

X

A major Cask f6r the evaluator is-t9 identify inconsistencies within the goal, structure and by,
making them explicit hopefully improve the techniCal quality of the gOal either by stimulating policy-
makers,to reveal their preferences or by structuring the available goal information in a systematic
way.

,Not until the'se steps in the goal analysis are carried out can the identification,' enumeration
and valuation of relevant benefit expressions of a particular educational programme be focused and
ar. ex*-post evaluation - from society's point of Niew - be useRtl,f9r policy-makers and managers.
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Document No, 4
o

. THE ROLE OF SECTOR STRATEGY AND SECTOR ANALYSIS IN THE

PLANNING OF SWEDISH INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE

by L. 0 EIstrbm

BACKGROUNb

..

use

The guiding principle of Swedish international development assistance is the recognition that planning,

implementation, and evaluation of development programmes and projects is primarllrthe concern,
. and the responsibility of the developing country itself. Swedish assistance is country oriented,

inasmuch as it proceeds from the needs, objectives and priorities of the recipient country.
1. For Sweden's principal development partners, SIDA's long-term planning of bilateral,

Swedish development co-operation takes the forr.-of special assistance prograMmes, so-called
6%

country programMes.. This is the central planning document. It ernanatesefrom the recipient

.country,'s own plans, priorities and,wishes, and indicates as well the volume and content of the
.

Swedish development assistance to the country. The countr, programme consists of one descriptive
part and one containing recommendations, the latter forming the actual development assistance
programme.
2. The sector strategy and sector analysis are prepr'atory instruments which provide,the '

. 1
baiis for discussions on the content and form of the development assistance programme..
3. The sector strategy, the sector analysis and the sector plan are the three main concepts in
any one sector.

ry

4. The sector plan is synonymous with the all - inclusive plans for the tdtal sector as expressed
in the country's long-term plans, for example its fide -year plan. It should include erivisaged

.
development in all the sub-sectors within a particular sector. Swedish development assistance is

tin this context merely marginal as Sweden car, give support only to certain projects or certain
adtivities.within the framework of the sector plan. The needs are often immense and far' exceeding
the resources available., For this reason the sector strategy and the sector analysis'are essential.
5. The sector strategy is SIDA's effort to clarify its own concept of the sector. It is vis-a-vis
the developing partners in no way normative. It must not be used or interpreted as a directive for- .
any one particular country as to what it ought to undertake Within the Sector, nor as the soleLcriteria
against which the scope and nature of the Swedish development assistance should be decided. .
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Priorities and wishes expressed by the recipient-country are focal pdints-in the sector as
elsewhere.\

.

The sector strategy is exclusiv lya. document of thejlonor country. In the first instartce,
A

indicates how the donor country wo to regard the sector, the categories to ,be analysed
within the sector, the'iype of infOr ation needed:9d reasons for .the choice. ,Secondly, a sector

. strategy is necessary in those ca es where the deyeloping partner'submits various proposals which
it accords the same degree Of priority or urgency, but where SIDA can only c ontribute to part 'of
what =guested because of the financial limit constituted by the target figure set for that particular
country. Whek a situation arises where selection of project/projects must be-made the priorities
ettablished in the sector strategy should apply. Thirdly, the developing country may often .requst
advice or assistance relating to the planning for the sector. In such a situation it 4s essential to be

-dear as to,one's, own position. Any adyice,Or help should nevertheless be given in the context of the
o

'.general,premiseS of the country's own sector plan.
6. The oectoi- analysis is a document where the sectorplan and strategy are'brought together.
4:

It is the central planning instrument for the sector. A strategy isonry the prerequisite for the..
analysis.

4

Analyses of the educational sector are conducted in those countries where development
.

assistance in the fieldof education is requested. The analysis should be made against the background
of' the Sector strategy and contain one descriptive part and one in which comprehensive and detailed
justifications are given for S.vedisli contributions to thecountry's development efforts. The sector

,

analysis is conducted by the SIDA div.ision,concerned and serves as a working document which,
0,

inter alia, is submitted to the area _division forming a basis for the latter's.work"of programming,
,

:--"'de7creclOprhent.assistance tg the-Country in question. o.
7. w The working out of a sector analysis consists of five main phases:

(a) A draft description or the sector,, based on avp.i.l#le docuMents such as development
plans etc:. -

%

(b)Vin outline for an analysis of the development and problems of the sector in the context
pfAhe description under (a).

(c).it listing of questions that are Unclear in connection with (a) and (b).
,

(d) An investigation or study of facilities in the, country, and visits to the authorities
concerned in "order'*to identify needs., . .

(e) Finalization of the analysis. q
... 1

The quesCons raised under (c) shcould-be submitted to the authorities of the country ir question prior
to the field visit. , o .

tr '
8.4,

. . . .
The analysis can be conducted by the Development Assistance Office, SIDA Headquarters

, .

(Education division) by consultants, or a combination of the, alternatives mentioned,. depending on.
what is most suitable in each case.

,......-. 5
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The role of sector strategy and sector analysis

The descriptive part should, among other4 things; include:
4

... 4

(a)'The importance of the sector in relation to the country's entire planning.
S

t_ , r
(b), The expressed objectives for the Sector. 4

ID

(c) The implicit objectives for the sector. (as indicated in the plans).

(d) An aecour;t of possible conflicting objectives.

(t) The structure of the sector i. e. the educational system, length of education) age,
levels, etc;

(f) The size of the sector e. g. numbers of students attending a particular type of education.
,

(g) The administrative structure of the sector (descriptive). .

(h) The extent to which the sector is,tinfluenced bY.'externar factors in society e.g.
'economy, pOlitics, cultural conditions, social structure language problems, etc. This
is. an important pant of.the work because solutions to the educationalproblems ,are to a
large extent to be found beyond the confines of the educational system and structure.

(I) Target.grbups, and,rgions. .
.. . , . .

0
(j) Follow-upinvestments or supporting measures e. g. in relation to costs which the sector

plan might imply in 10-20 years.
i a

(k) Financing and costs of the sector, ,

.. ,
(1) The safeguarding of the employment aspects in the sector plan.

? f
(m) Development assistance from abroad and its effecttsfor the sector.
(n) The existence of evaluation within the sector and, If so, the methods used.

10. The analysis should, among other things, deal with:

(a) Shortcomings - explicit and implicit - within the sector, its planning and administration.

(b) Degree of realism in the planning.
tor

(c).Degree of inter-relatedness jintegra.don urithiAl u,e sector. Do the sulPsectdrs and the
projects within the,sub-sectors together foinr. 0.1W-ell-coordinated whole?

(d) The extent to which the objectives are achiaved withithe
(e) Whether plans for the sector are realist':c or merely formal 1. du the real prioKities

concerning finance, personnel arid measures correspond to the priorities expressed in
the sector plan?

, . !
11. Recommendations for Swedish development assistance are made on the, basis of the

, , ,

,
country's own wishes. Preferably, each sub-sector for which assistance is requested fit hould be

, .
regarded as a single unit,

i
and proposals submitted should indicate in terms of percentage how much

of the Swedish development assistancetintended for the entire sector.shoUld be allocated to e...C'h.
sub-sector (primary school, adult eduCation, etc. ).

Within each sub-sector an account should be given of the more important, projects for which
1

Swedish assistance might be considered. The discussions on this Assistance, however, chould be
closely related to the sub-sector; the mentioning of projects server, as an.example 6nlys
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1 -

The country's wishes .oncerning the total resources needed for a period of 4-5. years for
the projects within the,sub-sector should be indicated. The resources can be in the form of credits
and grants comprising fund% goods, consultants and staff..

Preliented in this.form.the recommendations, together with othpart's of the analysis can

form the basis for an agreement for the whole sector, n.b. within the frame of Swedish,develop-/
ment assistance to the whole country. Thus, an agreement with the country could encompass the
total assistance to the sector, possibly with specifications for the sub-sectors whenever appropriate.

'The question of allocation between the different piojects and the type of agreed upon resources to he

utilized would=then be settled dii-ectly between the competent authorities of the recipient country and-,e. .

SIDA. A sector analysis .7ould thus facilitate the possibility of the donor country to move, away from.
. .

predominantly institution- or project-oriented Assistance td, a more flexible form which could better
serve whole sub - sectors and perhaps even an entire sector.

The sector analysid should be submitted in English/French to the recipient country for
approval. ,

* 4
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Document No. 5

AN APPROACH TO EXTERNAL EVALUATION OF TRAINING

by I. Ahman

*EvaluSitiOn systems - a general outline

4

Wickstrth 1/ 6966) gives the following general outline for the relationship between different types,-- .

-of evaluationd:

"The purpose of a project evaluation can be said to investigate whether a system has moved
towards the desired goals, and if this is not so .undertake corrective action. The time -scope
for evaluation can be either pre-project (appraisal) where it usually, is a question of choosing
between alternate projects or sizes and compositions of one project; during project, where
h is desired to change activities (or goals) continually for better goal attainment; or,past-
project .(ex-post), which is a final calculation of the degree of success of a project. A
past-project evaluation can,, of course, be considered pre-project for new undertakings
depeziding on the lessons learnt.

There are four requisites for a project evaluation: the system lids to be known, the goals
have to be. stated explicitly, the goal attainment has to be measured and finally the goal
attsiiunent has to be attributed to the project and its different'parts. The more ambitious
approach, and -one which is necessary for gradual adjustments of the project, is to assess
the relationship between different parts of the projects, and goal attainment, i. e. to assess
the effects of the project activities. In integrated projects this can be difficult and one has
to be content with a 'black-box' approach, wheie the inputs are measured and the outputi,
but nothing is known about the way the inputs produced the outputs.

To make,the project workable, the main goals have to be-decomposed with an inci easing
amount of specificity and detail, The activities will then be designed and implemented. In
an after-measurement the goals' attainment will be measured which starts with attainment
of detailed, specific goals for each activity and finally builds up to the goals for the whole
project, as is shown in the figure 1 below."

1/.Bo Wickstrom, 'Viewpoints on the evaluation of the CADU
project (Ethiopia)1.
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figure1. The goal - activities r goal-attainment sequence
Main Sub- Production Activities Target Subgoal Main goal.......) ,_.4), --sr attainment >. .> ,goals goals targets programs attainment attainment attainment

Hence after what could be considered as the planning and implementation phase in the

sequence the remaining stcps are introduced in the reverse,order i. e. starting at the lower goal
level and ending up in the higher.

Three fundamental concepts in connection with life-cycle of a project now remain clear;
planning implementation - evaluation.

Figure 2. Planning - implementation - evaluation
Plan . . Implementation . Evaluation

l A . 6 r-...-..A..-,....--.)
). .

Main- Sub- ,Production Activities Target Subgoal Main goal
goalsgoalsiargets > programs >attanment---)attainment --> iattanmenti

.. ,
. ,

.

Now, if the-sequence is transformed into a V-shaped figure like the one in Figure 3._ The,
. -

interconnection between the different.phases will be made more clear.
FInziore 3. Interconnection between the different" phases

Plan Outcome

.,
Maih goals (MG)

. I

1

Sub goals (SC)
1

,, .
1

1Productieri targets (PT)

Activities (Al
1

Costs (C4,
6

I
5 6 59

Main goal
outcome

Subgoal outcome

Target outcome

Carried -out activities

Actual costs

Implementation
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An approach to external evaluation of training

The evaluation consists in comparing the plan with the outcome. Or to put it in another way\
you u\ will alwayshave.an input in the system through your, activities and you will always get an output
. . .

* '- °
or a result, But the output is not automatically to be referred to as the-goals of your plan. First\ _ ,
an evaluation (i. e. comparing outcome with plan) has to be carried out. Only if the comparison\
equalizes the futput with your goals you will have a complete goal attainment. ...

More efficient evaluation systems-
.

consist of two 'complementary parts - a built -in evaluation
.

',system - and a SpeciaLevaluation system:
N

.

The built -in evaluation system is a kind of management tool which will enable the decision

maker to undertaiteimmedia corrections in the course of the project. This system mainly leans
on r,eporting as the device for dita coiled...'}. However, the difficulty rests in the question, what

is of value to report and what is not.
'N

The special evaluation systein,consists of more thorough check-ups often in theform of
.

field investigations
.
like.sample surveys, observational studies or analysis of secondary data. The

special.evaluation is not equal to the traditional!ex-post' evaluation method: The special evalnatiOn
. s . \

always 'is a tool to direct (control) the course of the project towards established goals,_whereas
most AraditiOnal ex-post ealuations summon up the 'will' of the project so to say with eventual

benefit to new projects of equal shape, but are too late to change the evaluated project.
.

Figure 4. Evaluation systems'
0

MG

SG

ti

Plan Otitdome
,014

I
special I evaluatinns

* I

N
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EvalUationof educational systems

The interesting thing about the goalsequence is the, inter-relationship between the diffeient
goals and targets. The plan (as referred to above in the V-shaped diagram) can be systematized'
the shape of a goal hierarchy where the different goals and targets form the 'building stones'. Ideally
the hierarchy could have a structure similar-to the one,presented in figure 5.

Figure 5.

JO

Goal: hierarchy

MG SG PT A

71
I=M.,I.+alwRMml!.W .....ta=r-wr-

A higher order goal will be derived through the attainment of lower order goals. There will
be a logical seqUence starting at activities level (A) and ending up at the main-goal level..(MG).,
Goals will be interrelated but there will be no goal conflict. There will also exist a practical way of
testing -the, different 'goals-means' chains in the hierarchy. (One such chain is specially indicated
in figure- 5).

Simplified example of a 'goals -means' chain applied on a project providing vocational
training: -

A: to' train lathing with a group of 50 trainees selected,from
Why? Why do we train etc...
In order to:

PT: In May 1973at least 40 skilled workers will leave the vocational training institute with
such and such minimum level of knowledge of lathing.

jWhy? Why 40? Why that level?
In of to:

SG: Contribute to supply the need of ;killed workers. It is estimated that an over-all needa
will be of the magnitude of ..., out of which 40 will be educated at the institute. It is
estimated-thatthe minimal requirement in knowledge will be... etc.
Why?. Why is this need qUarititatizely and qualitatively at that specific level?
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.

In order to:

MG: Contribtkte to the maintenance of existing industries. It is estimated that in comparison
to,other alternative training opportunities, the present level of, technical know-how in

the industries, difficulties of importing machinery etc.... the estimated yearly number
of graduated skilled workers wt11 accomplish the optimal efficient altern4ive,towards

:maintenance of existing indutitries.

The facts presented in the example could be debated but that is not the point. The idea ir
!simply to show tha logical interrelationship between die different goal levels anda way of establish-

,.
ing the interzelationShip.'

Referring toevaluation it was mentioned that the goal-sequence was invertedat the end.
The reason for inverting the hierarchy in the-,evaluation part of the sequenc is connected

With the fact that attainment of lower order goals (targets), does not automatically imply the attain-
ment of the-next higher order goal (or any higher goal) in the hierarchy. Reversely if the higher

order goal is attained the next lower order goal (or any lower order goal) is likely to be attained.
The following simplified example,extracted from apopul4tionprIoject illustrates thepoint .

main goal - less poverty in the average family.
co.

sub goal - less children per family;
production
target access 4o preventives for group A.

('A' equal to lciw income people in certain area; 'estimated population 'X'cindividuals).

activities - production and distribution of preventives.

Evaluating the project the planned activities will be compared to the activities carried out. .

If acc"omplished,activities equal.planned activities this does not per se guarantee that theproduction

target has been attained. The distribution (even if it was properly carried out) could perfectly well
result in' group B having access to the preventives and not group A. B could for example be a

'andmiddle-income group Which better can afford the preventives and also be better, motivated to
do so because of their higher educational.standard.

Next step in the sequence: if the production target has been attained this fact does not

automatically lead to sub goal attainment. Access to preventives does not automatically main that

they areused in all cultures.
Next step in the sequcnce: if the sub goal has been attained this fact does not automatically

lead to main goal attainment; less poverty.

With some exaggeration the conclusion will be, only when the highest goal in the hierarchy
has been attained to e will really know if the whole exercise has been worthwhile.

Or put itsanother way. If the conclusion is that the population progratnmeleads to increased
poverty in the average family it should not be carried out, even if, for example, the result has been
fewer childken.
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'In reality the causality is difficult to isolate and the situation is amore complex one. But
nevertheless the main point remains to some extent and must be considered.,,
2. Evaluation systems - specific Outlines for evaluation* of education.

'Primarily this paper will deal with evaluation of training. However moat of the ideas presented will
also be applicable tO editcation. The distinction made between education and training should be
emphasized in this connection. Crawford J (1961) defines training as determined by a. particular
system in which the pupils carry out certain defined 'tasks..

The end product of training will be a particular on-the-job-behaviour. ,In the case of ,. - .education the student is prepared.to function in different-types of systems. Personal development
and increased knowledge are often goals in connection with education while development of motor
skills and attitude formation are common objectives fOr training.

In order to facilitate the demonstration of a system for external evaluation the case of
application to trotting will bensed. From the point of view of the evaluation system it follows that

. .

the concept of training could be extended to include all forms of university education and all,forms
of primary and secondary dacation which are -connected with specific aim for the society. The
main exception being digereht types of education which form the basis for other types of education.

2.1 The questions to be answered by the. evaluation

The usefulness of an evaluation system could be demonstrated'by a sample of questions which could
be answered by an appropriate utilization of built -in evaluations and special evaluations.

-,Example from an institute of secondary techniCal education: *

' .

(a) Goals

MG: Contribute to increase the maintenance rate of operating machinery in
the following, industries

SG ; To supply the estimated need of technicians and skilled workers in the
field of ..;

oPT:. Quantitative educational targets.
1972 x persona trained
'1973 y persons, trained ,

1974 z persons trained

Qualitative educational targets
Student_performance.

Standards for the student's perfe.mance during each period of examination arc set. The

nathral "examination period follows the end of each academic year'and the end of the complete
training. Standards are. set covering different dimensions of education which should be connected to
the established goals. Some` possible dimensions may be categorized- as:

.1./ Crawford, M.P. "Concepts of Training" in Gagne, R.M. (Ed):
Psychological Principles in System Development N.Y. 1962,
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- tlieoretica.l'knowledge in connection withprofession;

Tpractical knowledge in connection with profession;

innovativelthinldng (attitudes, motivation, vs-Wed
-,production- oriented thinking (attitudes,, motivation, values);.

-,`thinking oriented towards 'social relations in the group dynamic situation
at_the industrial working place (attitudes, motivation, vEilues);e1c.

Teacher Performance
The pedagogical emphasis shoUld be on:

modern teachi:g techniques using; group work and.,:lifferent audio-visual
meanto increase the motivation among the students."

=

- practical performance rather than theoretical knowledge.
- thinking in productive terms.

thinking in terms of coming social relations in the groulxworkingsituation
on the place of work.

to teach; c.

- totrain teachers;
- to furnish,-the schools with adequate equipment;
- to Construct the schools;

- to construct the school' furniture and design the school interiors
(1abr,...Stories etc.').

- costs.
(b) Evaluation

,

The evaluation should make it possible tv get the ansviers to the following questions:
,LOn the Activities and Production Target Level:

- -Are there any delays in the building program? What-are the reasons?
HoW can the difficulty be solved? 'Have the targets for 'Furniture' and
"Other Physical Facilities! been attained? Equipment?

- What, is the actual student enrolment? How does it compare to the plan?
What are the reasons for deviations? HoW is the teacher training operating
in comparison to the plan?

- What is the sticient drop-out rate? Why clo students-droP,-out? What will
happen with the ,drop, -outs (negative' effects of education)? How can,
drop -out figures be decreased? ,

3/4-,How is the training program going? What has actual been taught? What
aspects_ of education has been stressed? What effects have this had on the
students ?.

1

- What does the students' attitudes towards the education look like?, What
are the students motivation for studying and to the coming profession?
Have any signs of ,development of .elitist attitudes among the students been
seen? Undoubtly the students will be a privileged,,group. Will they'carry
with them, this outlook to the working- places?
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°

- When on the job, how relevant was the education for the tasks carried out?
Has the practical training aspect had any effect? Even if trained in
productive thinking do the students still think productive on the job? If he
thinks productive does he also act p.:oductive? In what way? Are the
students innovative on the job? How do the students affect Workers and
other technicians on the job? What are the social relations? How .are
-die students looked upon? How are the workers and other technicians
looked upon by the students?. to the students have any saying? Are they
accepted as leaders? How are the students being used by the employers?
Are they underutilized, overutilized,or falsely utilized? What in the
training, in the students opinion,, was the most suitable:subject?

Are Modern, educational techniques and in,:thods being' introduced? Does
the student, accept (the methods? What complications have followed the
introduction of the modern methods?

-: How is the administration (including teaching, - administration) of the,
institute and schools working? Are there any, changes in comparison to
the set administrative structures? Are there any particular adminis-
trativproblems which have to be solved immediately or in the future?

.How is the teacher trainingdeveloping? What refreftsher courses have
been arranged?

The evaluation design ,

An.eiab,orated built-in evaluation system would' take care of the answers to most of the
questions in this connection. The danger with a built-in evaluation system rests in the possibility
of overreportihg.

In order to complement the built-in evaluation some special evaluations,should be carried
out. Particularly in connection with the utility of the education in the working situation some sample
surveys or participant observation-type studies would be suitable.

Special evaluations could also be used to follow the students during the training. In this
connection an aptitude testing device will play an important role.

On the Sub -Goals level

The evaluation carried out should give answers to the folloWing questions:

- How many of the graduated students were =Played immediately after the
graduation, how many,.0 months after and how many 1 year after?

- In what kind of work were the students employed after graduation? To
what extent did the workeorresPond to their education? Had the work,
carried out needed a different education? _What was,the reason in this
case that the student was 'wrongly' employed? Is there a decreasing need
'Or professionals in the field the students were trained in and an increasing
need in a slightly different, or different occupation? Are there not suf-

A ficient educational Possibilities to provide trained people for this different
field or are there any ,other factors influencing the choice of job in a
wrong direction?

- What was initially the expressed motivation for studying at the institute?
What was finally the expressed motivation for choosing the actual job?
What future employment perspective is predominant within the group of

.
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graduates and newcomers on jobs? For example is the technical education
Oven at the institute seen as a short-cut to an academic career or for top
positions In administration and inclustryor is it seen as an opportunity to
be trained for productive technical work in the industries?
Are demand figures fortechniciansand skilled workers educated in the
field of .... (the fields of training) .... increasing or decreasing? In
whidh field is the demand increasing (decreasing) most? What major
factors count for increased (decreased) demand?

Evaluation clesigA-

- The student, could be tllowed-up at intervals after .graduation by sample
Eiurveys-(special evaluations).

- Official deinand figures from different industries could,be analysed
(built-in evaluation ancifor special evaluations).

On the Main-Goal level

The follov;ing questions should be answered by the evaluation:
. .

- Has there been any change in the maintenance of production machinery and
the equipment used? .Have changes related to the availability of spare
parts occurred? Are machines operating at a higher 'average capacity?
Is this a result of diminishing time tone fcr repairs? Is repair working ,

more efficient or do the operators,knov;i, how to handle the machines and
the equipment,more rational? Are 12re:i.kdowns in the production because
of incorrect operations or failing control syste.ns (gadgets) decreasing?
Is this a result of better instructions given by skilled workers and
technicians? In what way have they influenced workers and other
technicians?

Evaluation design

- The individual in the working situation should be.followed up. Persons
responsible for technical production and production economics should be
interviewed. Production results per production unit should be analysed
(special evaluation)..

3. Outlines for an evaluation system for education (training)
4,9

Often activities or even projects will be carried out with little or n. connection to the objectives

that integrate the activities (project) to the needs of the sZ)ciet3 This has particularly been the

case of training which often has been looked upon as r. 'separate specialization. It is therefore an
urgent matter to perceive the function of training correctly and define the objectivesof education as
compared to the objectives of other activities which together form the complete system.

We will now turn to the original hierarchy of goals (as presented above) and apply the model,
0

to the specific field of education (training). Relatively few components will be included in the model.
o

Hence, it does no more than provide a schematic reflection of the realities of training.
o

3.,1 Main-Goals - analysis of overall objectives

Starting from the main goals in the society the role education can play as an alternative to attain
a
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these goals has to be investigated, The formulation of the main goals for education will further
requir\ an analysis of existing manpoweryesources (knowledge, teachers etc. ) the cost of attaining
different objectives and the material (school buildings, inventories etc.) available.

3.2 Sub-Goals

(a) Analysis of,quantitative needs

On the sub=goal level the number of people to be educated or trained for different purposes has to .be
estimated. The starting point may be the capacity to absorb different professionally trained

9

categories. What people have to be trained and the deadlines for the educational effort should, also
be formulated, in the goals. What school premises will beavailable? What possibilities for
on-the-job trEdning'will exist?

(b) Analysis of qualitative 'heeds

The knowledge and skills required to cam out the job,should be formulated in the form of objectives
.

for training. A careful examination on the behaviour on the job will result in a Job-descripti9n which
should summarize what is needed to carry out,the job efficiently and successfully., So far job-.

is
descriptions have not shown the required precision required for a guiding instrument for the
objectives of training.

In analysing the duties to be carried out on the job a rumber of questiAs should be put
regarding:,

.

0- How iethe task carried out?
-'What instruments are used?

Why is it carried out?
- How well does he ca&'ry it out?
.- What is the minimum acceptable standard for carrying out the task?

3.3. Production Targets

(a) Quantitative training objectives are formulated in accordance with the

need for educated (trained)-people Presented on the cub-,ggtil level. The planned number of graduates

per educational institution and per year should be stated in tre production target. In order to achieve
this output the numberof intakes at different levels_per institution and year should bp described.

(b) Qualitative training objectives entails a description of the desired
performances at the end of the training. In order to make the objectives,cornmunicablethe terms
of Competence the trainee must fulfill at the end of the courses must be described in an operaU.onal
way.,

Mager J (1961) sets out a number of fundamental requirements which shouid:Se fuy.illed to
make the objectives

n'

J Mager, R. F. "Preparing Objectives for Programmed Instruction".
Fearop Publishers, San Francisco 1961.
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° 4 .

(i)Idedifioation of the final behaviour which the trainee is expected to
,produce. ta

(ii.)'Description of the acceptable standards of performance.

(iii) Description of e specific conditions which must be,prevailing when
measuring the performance.

3. 4 Activities

The follovilifirthWitrtypte-of-aCtivitiestshould be described:

(a) The course content.

(b) Different media to be used. ,

(c) Specification of 4ntering performanc'e of trainees.
The course content

The course content has to be specified on the basis of the entering trainees knowledge.

Different media.to be used

0

ts

Some questions must qe answered in relation to this point like the administration of media and the
a

cost of different types of media.

a o Entering performance

In order to show the effect on training by using a performance differential the initial and final level
. ,

of knowledge and skill must be demonstrated. The better the entering knowledge is known the more
, ;(1

effiCient the training can be carried out..

e

.
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Annex,I

THE EVALUATION OF THE KENYA SCIENCE TEACHERS COLLEGE

1. Introduction

The Kenya Sc4ence Teachers College (hereinafter called the KSTC) is a project supported 1337 the

Swedish Government for the training of science teachers for secondary schools in Kenya. The

co-operation between the,governments of Kenya and Sweden is based on a bilateral agreement
covering the period 1965-1976. TheMain responsibility for the administration and completion of
the-ry.cjz...t ias been delegated tc; the University of Uppsala by.the Swedish International Development,
Authority (SIDA).

Tie KSTC offers a study programme including academic courses.in Mathematics, Physi^s,

Chemistry, Biology, Geography and Industrial Arts, as well as methods of teaching and teaching

practise for students who have passed the East African Certificate of Education pr equivalent at the
° 0-level. After three years of stwlyrat the KSTC the students are qualified to teach in Forms 7 - IV

in their two main subjects and in Forms I - II in a subsidia, rsubject. At its full capacity In 1972,
the College will have a total enrolment of about 450 studenfS and produce,about 150 secondary- school

teachers a year.
At the request of the University of 'Uppsala an the SIDA, Dr. Olga Linne commenced an

evalyation study of the KSTC in February 1969.

The aim of the evaluation study is to make an assessment of the quantitative and qualitative,
results of the activities goi ig on at the KSTC and on the basis of these results to develop the.present

training.system
I,n the planning and completion of this study, Dr. Linne has worked in close co- operation with

the staff of the KSTC, representatives of the University of Nairobi, especially its,Institute for
'Development Studies, and representatives of thaUniver.sity of Uppsala.

koals

Kdetailed definitign of quantitative and qualitatiiie project goals must for obvious reasons form the
basis for any evaluatior. 'study. The determination of the goals for the KSTC project has in the study
been based upon facts given in intervie s with the staff of the College and upon available documents.
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1

The goal and production targets of the KSTC Project is to contribute to the removal of the
shortage of Kenyan S1 aciencateachers in a short time and 9.t a low cost, by 1968 pioducing 44; by. 0
1969, 47; by 1970, 98f by 1971, 128; and from 1,972 onwards 144 well-qualified Si science teachers

given a three7year,training, out of whom the academically superior will qualify for university

-entrance and the rest, preferably all, will serve as S1 science teachers for such a time as, there is
a shortage of Si science teachers in the country, trained se that they have academically reached a

standard equivalerit totigher School Certificate in their two major subjects, that they have abroad
basis of scientifiC knowledge, that they haVe achie-Ved skills in, ;positive atiitudes to, and knowledge

4of progressive teaching methods, that they will be able to function as, irmovators-,of these progressive'
teaching methods with respect to their pupils and teacher colleagues and that they have a good
'knowledge of social and economic conditions.in their country so that they are able to serve as vell-,
infgrmed opinion leaders in their own local communities,

It should be noted that this definition is not an official explicitly stated system of quantitative
and qualitative project goals buiratherhas been developed-from interviews with the College staff and
from documents available at KSTC in Nairobi. ;

a
3'. Objectives for Evaluation of the KSTCProject

No evaluation component was built into the KSTC project in its initial planning. Bence no explicit
indicators were set forth by the planners which could be used as a habis for an evaluation of the
KSTC project. The purpose of this chapter is to specify how the project goal ,definition can be used
as ahtiais for generating criteria for,this evaluation.

The project goal definition sets forth desired quantitative and-qualitative changes to result
from the project. The definition also includes explicit criteria for ,evaluating these results. Among

the results set forth in the definition are the objectives of achieving the described quantitative and
qualitative teacher-training results in a short time and at a low cost. It should be noted that this

evaluation is sociological-pedagogical in nature and hence no evaluation of the economic or cost -time
dimension will be included. This evaluation is primarily concerned with the effectiveness of the

educational process of the project relative to producing the desired quantity and quality of teachers Y.

The following quantitative and qualitative project goals included in the definition are the,
objectives for this study: t%

(a) Quantithtive project geale.to be studied: 5'

J In any event if would have been difficult to perform an economic evaluation
as cost and time criteria for the project have not been available. However,
it would of course be of great value in the planning of future ,teacher training
projects to include an economic evaluation component along, withthe sociolo-
gical-pedagogical evaluation.

70,
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(i) To what extent does the KSTC project fulfillhe goal (production target)
of an annual output of by 1968, 44; by 1970, 98; by 1971, 128; and from
1972 onwards 144 S1 science teachers?

(ii) To what extent andlor how long will the S1 science teachers gradtiSteCT
frOm KSTC stay in the teaching.profession? 4

6

(b) Qualitative project goals to be studied 4

(i) Does the KSTC project,,:hange the students' attitude towards more
' progressive teaching methods?

(ii)Har durable and consistent is any internationalization of a more
positive attitude towards progressive teaching methods in the former
KSTC' studehts' teaching?

(iii) Does the'KSTC project give the,students the capacity to become well
informed opinion 'leaders .in their local communities?

(iv) How durable and consistent are the former KSTC students in any
funption they serve as opinion leEiders in their communities?

(v) Does the Kprc project prepare the students for the role of innovators
of progressive teaching methods with respect to pupils and teacher

"colleagues?.

(vi) How durable and consistent are the former KSTC students in any
function they serve as innovators, of progressiv&teaching methods with
respect to pupils and teacher colleagues?

ti

In addition to thisl, a substa.ntial part of the study consists of descriptive data which can
fierve as a background'to the above-mentioned evaluation objectives. Among the complex of
questions within this descriptive part of the study, the following questions may be pointed out as
important:*

(i) What are the characteristics ofsthe KSTC students' social, economic,
and educational background and, what are their motives for choosing
the teaching profession?

(ii) Will there occur any change in the students' assessment of the
teacher's Social status andtheir own.inotives for becoming a teacher
during their three years at KSTC?

(iii) What possibilities for acting as innovators and opinion leaders will the
former KSTC studeirts have when they are posted in a secondary .

. school as an 51 science teacher?

Thus it can be seen from these objectives that this study will be based partly on changes
in the KSTC students during their college time and partly on what happens to the former KSTC
students when they are posted as professional science teachers in their local communities. The
data from the analyiis of the professiotial situation will be related to relevant criteria in the project
goal definition in order to assess the impact on the student@ of the KSTC educational process. Thus
internal criteria stated in the project gdal definition are to be used in the evaluation of project
results, Flirthermore, the study intends an evaluation of the total impact of the educational process
at'KSTC, including the factors of teachers, buildings, and equipment, course structure and
educational policy. )

71.1
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0

4. Desisn of the,Evaluation Study of the KSTC project

Administration of the Evaluation Study
This evaluation attrdy is designed to run from 1969 till the end of 1972. The study is administratively
divided into three phases *.

Phase I: - 1969
`oPhase II: 1970-1971

Phase III: 1972

The design and the instruments for phases I, II, III were developed in Nairobi where the
evaluation project leader was Stationed from February'1969 to May 1970.° The collection and analysis

'of the data from phase I, the report of phase I and the outline for the collection of data for phase IP.
and III were also prepared in Nairbbi.

The evaluation of the quantity and quality of teachee-output is carried out by relating
meas'u'rement data to infernal quantitatio and qualitative criteria for goal fulfilment found in the

4project goal definition. No attempt has been made to use external criteria, such as comparing
quantity and qualityif the teacher-output from KSTC with the output from other teacher, training
institutions.

It has been suggested that a comparison could be made between exam results of two groups,
of secondaiy sch4p1 students; one .group taught by KSTC -trained teachers and the other by teachers
trained at other institutions in order to get an external measurement of the quality of the KSTC- 4
graduated Si science teachers. 9

It has not been possible to carry out such a comparative study during 1069, as the first
grOupof itudents,graduated from KSTC andthus did not start to work until 1969. It might be
possible to try a comparative approach in 1071 when KSTC' has produced two groups -of teachers who.
have been out teaching one year or more, i. e. students who graduated in 1968 and 1969, or in 1912
when KSTC has produced three grogps of teachers who have been out teaching one year or more.

HOwever; the Else of exam results .as, a criterion of quality of teaching seems. dubious, as
the exam is still mainly related to a traditional educational system. On the other hand it may be
argued that the mere fact of a conservative exam system makes such a comparative study really

a

'interesting as the teacfiers certainly. are supposed, to teach within the existing educational framework.
But, even if exam results were selected as a criterion, such a comparative approach will lead to
certain methodological difficulties. For example the problems of:

(a) Selecting a criterion for how long a time (1, 2, or years) a KSTC -trained teacher must
have been teaching a certain group of students to make an impact on their exam results.

(13) Selecting a criterion for how many"subjects (1, '2, or 3 subjects) a.KSTC-trained teacher
must have bee'neaching a certain group of students during a certain timeas

(1, 2', or 3 years) before
their exposure%to progressive methods would be Fufficient to have an overall impact on their exam

,
results, .

c
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(c) Selecting's realistic sample size of KSTC- graduated Si science,teachers, given that, far
example; a sample of 10 KSTC teachers at 30 students per class will involve testing 300stkidents,
50'KSTC teachers will, involve 1, 500 students, and 100 KSTC eachere 3,000 students, With comps-
rable-sized control groups the,total number of students required becomes 600, 3,.000, or 6,000
respectively, obviously totals difficult to obtain and expensive to test.

(d) Matching teacher groups - it is difficult to obtain SI ,science teachers not trained.at
KSTC but trainedat other similar "institutions, who have been. teaching the same subjects to a similar

,

group of students a 'similar amountof-time.

(e) Keeping constant oilier Variables. such as.aidedbinaided set:OA:urban/rural schools,
equipment .of the, schools, staff at the schools, etc which nay confound the, results.

Given adequate funds, some of the above-mentioned methodological difficulties might be

fl

surrrtounted, but (d) and (e) can probably not be overcome sufficiently to make it possible to
confidently draw conclusions about the quality of students produced by KSTC graduates vis -a -vis
those produced by teachers trained at other institutions.

Populations'
,

.For the three,phases of the evaluation the following groups of students will be studied:
Group 1: newly admitted students, at KSTC.
Group 2: third-year students (i. e. the students in their third year at KSTC).
Group graduates the students' graduated from KSTC).
During the evaluation ,hase I, 1969, these three groups of students will, of course, consist

of 'different populations. '''llewever, in later phases the same students will be measured at three
different intervals, namely when they are newly admitted, when they ,have studied for threq years at
KSTC and then some time after graduation from KSTC.

In addition to these three groups of respondents, a fourth group has been studied during
phase 1969, namely:

Group 4: tutors at.KSTC.

Relations between testing methods and populations
The evaluation of quantitative project goals will be carried out byrecord-keeping. The evaluation of
qualitative project goals will be carried out through group tests, mail inquiries, and individual

,interviews. . 0. ,

The students who are currently studying at KSTC will, be tested through a group admin-
istbred test. TArough this method data will thus be collected from the groups of the newly - admitted
Students at.KSTC and theithird-year students at KSTC.

The same methods of data collection will be Lite& even for the group of tutors at KSTC._
Mail inquiries and to a certain degree individual interviews will be used on the graduates of

KSTC,
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o

Instruments

There are'six major meAsurink instruments for the evaluation of, the qualitative project ,goals. .
A

(a) Background questionnaire

A general description of the students' social, economic and cultural
background;

- the students' motives for status estimations of and exp liences of the
teaching profession.

(b) Attitude scale

- The student& attitude towards prokressive/traditional teaching
methods.

(c) Knowledge test

- The students' 'knowledge of cultural, political And economic matters
primarily in. East Africa but also in other parts of the world.

(d)'Adjustment-qUestionnaire

- The students' adjustment to and social sfatus_in their new occupationEt;

: a general description of equipment and social.contacts in their new
school.

(e) Modified adjustment questionnaire

- Same as (d)-1, but including more data on the Si sci,ence teachers'
conduct in their teaching and their role as possible opinion leaders in
their local communities.

(f) Extra questionnaire
.`

- This questionnaire resembles the background questionnaire and thus
takes up questidns about the stUdents4 attitudes to and motives for
becoming a teacher as welfas data about their estimations of the
status of the ,teacher profesilion in Kenya.

Relation between quantitative and qualitative evaluation objectives and
."o

. population

(a), Quantitative objectives

gbjesUel:.To what extent does the KSTC project fulfil the goal of an annual output of by 1968, 44;
by ,1969, 47;kty 1970, 98; by 1971, 128; and from 1972 onwards 144 Si science teachers?

Instrument: Record-keeping. Reliable records are kept at KSTC.
The .populations: This objective is studied through comparisons between the same population,

different years

- The newly admitted students 1966 the graduates 1969,
- The newly admited students 1967 - the gradUates 1970,
- The newly admitted students 19E8 - the graduates 1971.
- The newly admitted Students 1969 - the graduates 1972.

Objective 2: To what extent and for how long will the .51 science teachers graduated from KSTC stay

in the teaching profession?

'
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Instrument: Record-keeping. Four approaches to reach the graduates will be used:
(i) Contact with Teacher& Service Commieision in,Nairobi for checking on

the graduate& postings;

(ii) information from the graduates on changes in their postings or careers;

(iii) contact with the graduate& headmaster at the school where the grailuates,
were last known to have been teaching;

.(iv) tracing of graduates through sendini out interviewers to the school where
the graduates were last known to have been teaching.

The populations: ,

- the graduates 1969, contact taken .1969, 1970, 1971 and 1972.
- the graduates 1970,, contact taken 1970, 1971 and 1972.
- the graduates.1971, contact taken 1971 and 1972.
.-- the Iraduates.1.972; contact taken 1972.

' (b) Qualitative objectives (i) to (vi) and (i) to (J31)
In order to measure the qUalitative project goals; three methods will be used: group tests, mail
inquiries, and individual interviews.

a
s

Objective 3: Does the KSTC project change the students' attitudes towards more progressive teaching
methods?

Instrument: The'attitude scale measuring attitudes towards progressive and traditional teaching
methods.

The populations:'This objective is studied through comparisons in two diffetent ways:
.,.. different populations thethe same year 0

In phase I, 1969, through a comparison between the newly admitted students 1969, the
third-year students 1969, and the graduates 1969.

- the same population - different years
Through, comparing a group of students in two different roles, i. e. as newly admitted
students 1969 and as third-year students 1971.

Objective 4: How durable and consistent is any internalization of a more positive attitude tokvards
progressive teaching methods in the former KSTC students' teaching?

Instrument: The attitude scale measuring attitudes ,towards progressive and traditional teaching
methods.

The populations: This objective is studied through comparisons in two different ways:
.

- diMrent populations - the same year
In phase I, 1969, through a comparison between the third-year students 1969 and the
gradates 1969.

- the same population - different years
Through comparing the same group of graduates.in different years.,

Objective 5: Does the KSTC project give the students capacity to become well - informed opinion

leaders in,their local communities?

Instrument: The knowledge test on cultural, political, and economic matters primary in East Africa.
The populations: This 'objective is studiedthrough comparisons between different-populations, the
same Tear. 75
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Objective-6: j-row durable and consistent are the former KSTC students in any -unction they serve as

opinion leaders in their local communities?

Instrument: The modified adjustment questionnaire administered from 1 September 1970 to 1972.

The populations: This objective is studied on different populations of graduates from KnC in their

second, third, respectively fourth year as teachers. N6 comparisons are made between the groups.
Objective 7: Does the KSTC project prepare the students for the role of innovators of progressive

teaching methods with respect to pupils and teacher colleague's?

Instrument: The adjustment questionnaire administered in 1969 and the modified adjustment question-

naire administered in 1970 through 1972.

The populations: This objective is, studied on different samples of graduates from KSTC in their

first year as teachers. No Zomparisons are made between the samples,
Objective 8: How durable 'and. consistent are the former KSTC students in any functidn they serve a' s

innovators of progressive teaching methods with respect to pupils and teacher colleagues?

Instrument: The modified adjustment questionnaire administered in 1970 to11972.

The populations: This objective is studied on different populations of graduates from KSTC in their

second, third, respectively fourth year as teachers. No comparisons are made between the groups.
Objective 9: What are the characteristics of the KSTC students' social, economic, and educational
background and what are their motives for choosing the teacher profession?

Instrument: The background questionnaire administered in 1969.
The populations; This objective is studied in Phase I, 1969, on the newly admitted students to KSTC

1969. ,
Objective 10: Will there occur any change in the students' assessment of the teacher's social status
and their own motives for becoming a teacher during their three years at KSTC?

Instrument: The extra questionnaire, administered in 1971.
The population; This objective is studied in phase II, 1971,, on the third-year students at KSTC 1971.

Once again it can be noted that we will have a longitudinal pattern for these students as they will have

been measured in two different roles, i. e. newly admitted students 1989 and third-year students 1971.
Objective 11; What possibilities for acting as.innovators and opinion leaders will the former KSTC

students have, when they are posted in a secondary school as an S1 teacher?

Instrument: The adjustment questionnaire administered 1969 and the modified adjustment question-
°

naire. administered in 1970 till 1972.

The populations: ThiOobjec.tive is,itudied on the following groups:

- graduates 1969 - measured in 1969 till 1972
- graduates 1970 - measured.in 1970 till 1972.
- graduates 1971 - measured in 1971 till 1972.

graduates 1972 - measured in 1972.

No comparisons are made between the groups.
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TO help summarize this methodology,a diagrammatic outline is presented on the next page.
-In orderto make, the scheme easier to read, the evaluationobjectives have been omitted as these

.

cannot be related to a certain population alone or to a certain instrument alone but have to be related
to varions populations and instruments diming the years 1969 - 1972.

Background variables
k

The background va riables used within different groups are the following:
- different grades of-achievement at'KSTC;
-,differentattitudes to more progressive /traditional teaching'xnethods;
- different postings after graduation from KSTC (city schools/country schools);
'different ethnic origin (African/Asian, citizenshiptnon_-citizenship);

- male/female;. .

- different divisionsin Cambridge School Certificate or East African Certificate of
ducation.

5. 'Report of Results

Evaluation Objective 1

In 1968 the output was 41 graduates, drop -out 3, and in 1969,, 46 graduates, drop-out 1. It can thus,
be said that the'KSTC project has to a great extent fulfilled the output goal for 1968 and 1969 fiket'
forth in the project goal definition.* \ ,

Evaluation objective 2 tt,.

In the first phase report the results related to this evaluation objective re.from.only one group of
.

graduates,' the 41 students who graduated inDecember 1968, and who started teaching in 1969. In
September 1969, 33 graduates, 80 percent, were worlcing as SI teachers, 7 graduates, 17 percent,
were studying_ at various universities; and onegraduate had- joined-private business. Eight kraduates.

,
have thu.3 left the S1 teacher career 'eight months after graduation, but since 7 of them have taken up
university studies after recommendation from the College, it can be said that the KSTC project so

,

far to a great extent has fulfilled the criteria set forth in the project goal definition in the .sense that
.97 per cent of the 1069 graduates have behaved in accordance with the criteria.

'Evaluation objective 3 , . ^,'
. ,

Op the basis of these results of the attitude tests itaPpears.that the KSTC project has contributed to
,, t, .

a change of the students' attitudes in favour of more progressive teaching methods during their
.

% three-year study at the College. 0 .
., c;

Evaluation objective 4, ''

On -the basis of the results in this and previous sectionAt is possible to tentatively conclude that the
.....,_College contributes to.,S. change of the Students' attitudes in favour, of,more progressive. teaching, 7

. . . .

methods, and that. this change ;remains after half a year of,
)

teaching. .`
.

I , . , Evaluation'Objective 5

It appears that the studies at KSTC do not, influence the students' knowledge of cultural, p,olitical,,, . ,
and *66nomic Matters in East Africa. This conclusion, however, is tentative as we have studied
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,

1 ,1Table 1. .Design _for the evaluation study df KSTC, 1969-1972
, 0 ,.. . .. ,'

Instruments estionnair

(a) (b) (c) ,(d) (e) (f) ;
. modified

, back- adjust- adjust-
ground, atti- knoV.,- ment b nient extra

question., tude ledge question- question- question-
naire scale test naire naive hai e

.,:, , .
.!

r.

PHASE 'I - 1969

..,
Group'A': ne;tliadrpitted
students 1969' A A A

students 196,i --- _4,

Group,C :graduates 1969

"Extra group X: tutors of
KSTC 1969

B

X

C

V

PHASE II - 1970-1971

1970
Group D: 'third year
students 1970

Group B; graduates 1970

Group C; graduates 1969

1971
Grbup,A: third -year
students, 1971 A

GroupD,i graduates 1971

proup)3: graduates 1970
Group gradUates 1s6\9,,

D

_J`

PHASE III, - 1972. '

Group-A: graduates 1972 ,. .- A
,>$, Group D: graduates 1971 *., D
' A

. "Group B: graduates 1970 , B
Group C: 'graduates 1969 C

,A ,
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two different groups of students. The results might nevertheless be taken to suggest that the project
does not-fulfil the goal of increasing the students' knowledge of East African cultural, political-and
economic matters - i. e. to make the students snore 'well-informed' about the society in which they
are "going to act as teachers and possible opinion. leaders.

Eiraluation objective 6
Study not yet completed.

Evaluation objective 7,
According to these results, based orethe subjective estimations of the graduates, it appears that the
KSTC project has succeeded in preparing the students for the role of innovators of progressive
teaching methods, at least in the sense that the graduates are actually using these methods and that
their pupils and teacher colleagues on the whole seem to welcome this way of teaching.

tIt should, however, again be noted that the results are based on the subjective estimations
of one group of graduatea. "

Evaluation objective. 8
Study not yet completed.

Evaluation objective 9

A description of the KSTC students' social, economic and educational.background.
Evaluation objective 10

Study not yet completed.

Evaluation objective 11

It appears that the graduates, particularly those who teach in country schools, live under quite
severe conditions, which mig "t make it difficult for them- to function effectively as teachers and
hinder their ability to act as innovators of progressive teaching methods.

It might, however, be noted that-53iper cent of the graduates state that, they like working as
teachers extremelyor rather well and that this group consists of about the same per cent of
gra.duates teaching in city 'and country schools, 65 per cent and 60 per cent.

O

6. Concluding remarks
At this, stage of the long-term evaluation study it only possible to draw tentative conclusions. The
data and results discussed above indicated that the project is successful in its major goals of
producing the desired number of teachers and that these teachers are so far remaining in the teaching---

profession. Further, the project appears successful in changing the students' attitudes in favour of
more progressive teaching methods, In addition, the teachers appear to use the progressive teaching
methods employed, at the College despite the often poor equipment of their-schools., The College,
hoWever, appears not to be notably successful in improving the students' general knowledge of their
cultural, political and economic milieu, which knowledge would probably enhance their ability to fill
their likely role as opinion leaders in their local communities. The data also indicate that many of
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the graduates are somewhat dissatisfied with the lack of amenities and social contacts'in their new
postings. To meet these problems it might be appropriate for the College to introduce periodic
workshops discussing current affairs. In addition, a seminar-at the end of the three years could
brief the students on some of the practical problems they will, face as new teachers. Recent
graduates should participate in these seminars and issues such as those examined in this study could
be ,discussed..
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Annex II

ea

THE EXPERIENCE FROM FAMILY PLANNING TRAINING IN CEYLON

a

During 1965 the Sweden-Ceylon Family Planning Pilot project was transformed from a clinical pilot
project in two villages into,a nationwide governmtntal programme to include about 600, 000 families

to accept and practise family planning'in the course of a ten-year period. With this in mind, a

training programme commencing in 1966 and continuing until 1968'has been drawn up for all

Ceylonese health personnel (Medical Officers of Health, Public Health Midwives, Public Health

Nuisea, Public Health Inspectors). During the experimental periOd;from 1858 to 1965, the activities
otthe Swedish projcsat were e of a medical-gynaecological nature and the Ceylonese pegiOnpel

employed in these activities were given training in family planning. At the start of the governmental
programme, early in 1966, 'the training applied during the experimental pericidwas retained - more
or less - unaltered. Since this organisation had not been preceded -by any kind of systematic planning

of training activities such an organisation being based rather on common sense'predictions of what
the various groupS of pupils needed to be taught, the obvious requirenent was to evaluate the suitabi-

6

lity and efficiency of the training given.

This evalUation as carried out at the instance of the Swedish International Development
Authority (SIDA) during the periods 23 April-27 May, 7November-13 December 1966 and 14 June-

..

30 July 1967. The main purpose of the evaluation was to find out to what extent the training
objectives, methods and supervision as well as the content of the courses, were satisfactory and in
.what respects changes were called fqr in order to render the training successful. The preliminary
phase of,the survey - when information was collectec: through participation in the ordinary work of
the project, study visits to the two training centres at Bandaragama and Point Pedro as well as,
through interviews with course planners, teachers and trainees - showed that there was goockall
for an improvement of the efficiency of the training, and a series of changes was duly effected in
collaboration with the Ceylonese teaching staff. The evaluation was concerned with the training of
the following groups. Public Health Nurses, Public Health Midwives and Public Health Inspectors.

Training courses for doctors were excluded on the advice of the Director of the project.
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1 Evaluation
This was primarily effected through two written tests, identical in content, which were given at the
beginning and end of the course. The purpose of this evaluation was to show that the trainees had
increased their knowledge as a,result of the courseand to provide them with a collective feedback of
the information gained during the course: The last item of the course dealt with these tests and
included a discussionlof them. However, the teachers were not informedof the results,

One of the tests (test 1) consisted mainly,of items of the essay question type (see Annex III),
while the second test (tesl 2) conSisted of four multiple-choice questions and five questions .of the .

.

,.short-angwer type.

One pointvas scored for every correctly answered question. The results were summarized
for each trainee in the form ora,total score for the pre -test and.post-test and the difference between
the two. In order to obtain a more compact expression. of the pre-test and.POst-test results,.
averages were calculated for all the courses held in 1966. The following table\ahows the aveiages
for Test 1 on all courses for ;midwives, nurses and inspectors.

Kidwiyes
' Nurses

Inspectors

Pre-test'

4. 83

5. 37

5, 86

* ott
Post -test Gaini N

' 7.02 2.19 r83

8.1'8- 2:81 88

8.31 , ? . 85 71

Average on Text 1 for the different categories of Health Personnel at the Bandaragama
training centre during 1966.

ihe'res'ults of Test 2' were similar. One is struck by the high pre-test level, which is

G

about half the waximum score or\over. This implies that the gi'oup had already attained 50 per cent
of the objectives measures. -by the test before attending the course. In order to show something of

, 1

the pre- and p6st-test levels for all items,. the average for each item has been calculated and
expressed as a percentage -(see figures 1-3).

Averages eival to half the maximum number of points obtainable anal over were noted for
items 1, 3, 6 and 8. Nearly everybody answered item 3 correctly, and item 6 also has a relatively
high correct-response" frequency.

The midwives shoWed a relatively slight improvement between the pre-test and the post-test..

The possible gain amounts to 5.17 but the actual gain only amounts to 2.18. One should, however,
not be too precipitate in regarding this as Et measure of the effectiveness of the course. The marking
of various items left a certain amount to be desired, added to which the tests only covered a limited,
number of the training objectives. But there is every reason to suppose that the evaluationtht a
certain amount to be desired.

8 2
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Figure 1: Average response frequency
(in percentages) for each item in

. pre-test .1 and post -test 1 foe 'midwives
(N = 1f13)

a
0

0

Figure 2. Average response frequency
(in percentages) -for each' item in pre-
test 1 and post -test 1.for Public Health
Nurses (N' = .88)
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2. Summary of the principal faults of the training
The Main faults oftheiraining are summarized below in tenpoints, all of which were regarded
crucial to the part played by the training-in making the target attainable. It should be emphasized
that these points are to be regarded as a summarYfof the diagnosis made during the survey, and not.,
as, a criticism- of the training.

'49
(a),Job descriptions regarding-the tasks of the health personnel within

family' planning were completely lacking. TheAraining programme was
indirectly based 9n the ideas of these tasks which had gradually been
evolved duringthg.pilot project. . 9

(b) Certain topics were too theoretical and unnecessarily compreheniive -

and-complex in relation to the time available for the training and the
. nature of the-tasks.

tl(C)There 'was ,a relatively large' and unplanned,overlaploetwe(-, different
/74lessOns.

(d) The time Allotted to group-work wasAadeguate.

(e) Teaching aids were to a very great extent lacking. The blackboard,wai
the,principal resort on all oceasione.

(f) The 'field work (journeys included) took up no. less than; about 46 per cent
of the total duration of the course,, but. its training effect wasain nothing

tlike the same proportion. , 4

(g) The evaluation was designed to show that the trainees had increased their
knowledge and to provide ,a certain feedback of what had been learned on
the course. The two tests used at the beginning and end of the training
only covered certain aspects of the course, The results were not corn-
municated to the teachers, nor were they used as a basis for alternations
to the training. Tfius the evaluation *OA not integrated `in the training,
whibh therefore lacked very impoi"tant element, namely a deliberately
built-inJee,dback system to facilitate aucqessiVe modifications and
improvements tothe training.

(h) In the job situation the Health Personnel were without any kind of
educational material such as flash cards, lealle,ts, models, etc. ;
whatsoever.

(i) The training was well directed administratively, btut there was no real ,
pedmogicalleadership at all.

3: Changes effected .
-

Introduction
, 1

In Order to remedy the training defiCiencies reviewed in the previous section a working-party was
setup. i`

The future work was divided up for planning purposes into thr e elements,. as illustrated in
the diagram on the next page.

The Objective for the three 'remaining weeks of my first it being now to plot the main
contours of a reviSed training programme to be tried out duri, the summer and early autumn.o;

. 85 /
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I

Modifications' concerning
the training courses.

The production of material of
immediate;use in the'job .

situation: ,

- leaflets, visual aids, etc.
directions fOr carrying out
the work .

- factual reference material
(e. g. regarding the side
effects of different contra

Recommendation that the Health
Department appoirtt a ,single .

authority responsible for all'
familyplanning training and at
the same time invested with the
Pedagogical. dire Jtion of the
traininein Bandaragama.

a ,

faking the job description as our starting point we tried to forMulatethe training objectives
behavl,oural terms, but this proceduzle had to be abandoned as too prodigal of tithe. Instead the .."

training was di;lided up into topics, with tie job description aabackground, after which behaviour in
the job situation, training objectives, course content, ;nedia and evaluation were discussed in
relatively close detail regarding each topic. ;The material thus produded provided the,formdation of

the Teachers' Manual and the Guide to Farni134Planning
e. ,

We shall now turn to consider various elementain the training which were revised or
.reconstpcted. .., . ..

:, Thframing of job descriptions ,

.,

,

documented in the form
of a Teacher& Manual.

O

documented:in tile form
of A Guide to. Family'
Planning. .

,

A preliminary draft of die job deepriptiontr,wai ready by June 1966 and was successively revised.
'1 6

The policy expressed in the, following.jObdescription, which, together with the corresponding job
description for PIIIia'and PHIa, was approved by, the Advisory ComMittee in August 1967, is that,

previously laid down by the Health bipartment making the midwife the, key person in the programme.

Instructions for the guidance of Public Health Midwives in Family Planning

General:
1, Discuss *ith the couple - ,I,vheneverpossible - about Family Planning.

2. Get in contact with the expectant mothers at the Clinics and during House
Visitrrapd.discuss Painily planning.

,
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Specified Duties:

, Routine Home-Visits:

Evaluation of educational systems

3. Meet ladtating mothers and talk to thom further about-what they had
already been told prior to delivery.

4. Viet mothers who are practising Family Planning and encourage the
continuanceoof the practice.

5. Keep proper records of all Family Planning activities.

6. Make contact with women's organizations in the area.

O

1. Estimate the number of productive couples in the area.
2. Introduce the subject when some problem of personal Interest to the

family is being diicussed.

3. Stress the need for-spacing children.

4. When talking to families, consideration should be given to religious
susceptibility, econotnic background and so:cial.set-up of the locality -e
also considering the educational standard of the couples concerned.

5. Whenever poSsible have discussions on Family Planning with wife and
husband together..

6. If the circumstances are conducive talk about various methods as
indicated` below:

(i) Female - Oral tablets
- LoOps
- Foam tablets
- Spermididal pastes
- The diaphragm and jelly
- Surgical sterilization

(ii) Male - Condoms
-f - Surgical sterilization

(iii) - Safe period
- Coitus interruptus

7. Discuss the relative value of each method.. Use educational material And
Samples of contraceptiVes in the discussion.

8. Hand over leaflets on the subject.

9. Help the couples to choose the methods they like to practise.
10. Supply condciins and foam tablets ii.required.

11. Diredt those willing to use methods requiring a Doctor's examination to
the nearest Clinic. Give them the reference card.

12. Clarify any false information that may have been spread regarding the
different rnethods,of Family Planning.

Clinics (Maternal and Child Health):

13. Include Family Planning in routine talks 6n various health subjects.

When discussing with expectant mothers tkw to introduce Family Planning
if suitable. . .
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15". Speak to the mothers regarding growth and development of children and
explain how too freqUent pregnancies affect the health of children. Also
how pregnancy and lactation affect the health of the mother.

16. Whenever possible talks should be supplemented by, educational Material.

17. Assist the Medical Officer With 1. II.D. work if asked.
Special0Home Visits for Family Planning 'Follow-up:

.18. Visit homes of those who are using family planning, methods and check pp
to°see whether:

(i) they,are following the Method as advised;
0 (ii) there are any side-effects;

(iii) they require a change in the method:.
(iv) they require further supplies of contraceptives.

19. Visit homes of those who are using. methods at the following stages:

(i) as early as possible visit the mothers and see whether they are satis-
fied with the method;

.(ii) for the purpose of giving new supplies of contraceptives, before the
stockf contraceptives with them (mothers) are over.

. Loop:

(i) after being informed by the Medical Officer that a loop has been
inserted, a visit should bepaid at the first opportunity and notes taken
of any side - effects;

(ii) after one month;
(iii) once in three months if there are no side- effects;
(iv) if there are sidereffeets whenever visiting that particular locality for

routine work.
Oral-Tablets:

(i) fivt opportunity (according to routine programme) after receiving
information to see for any side-effects or problems;

(ii).before the tablets are finished;
-( }ii) re-visit is necessary in order to direct mothers to a clinic for

further supplies 9r medical advice.
Record seeping:

20. Use the following recordtinoonnection with Family Planning work:
(i) ante-natal card;

(ii) the inforrilation (form) te the Public Health Inspector;
(iii) the pink card;
(iv) reference (form) tolhe Doctor;
(v) the Receipt book;

(vathe Monthly Return form;
(vii)1he Yellow card;

(viii) other forms.
Contacts with Women's Organizations:

r,21. Keep contact with Mahila.Samities, Kantha Samities, Rural Development
Societies and other Women'S Organizations in order 'to get them to
support the Governmental Fathily Planning Programme;

22. Enlist the ce-operation of these .groups of women to organize educational
programmes on ramily'Planning.
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Assistance from the other, staff:

23. Contact, the Public Health Inspector of the area in the event of the husband
needing family planning advice;

. .

24. Contact the Public Health Nurse of the area in the event of any difficulty
in educating the mother on family planning.

Thus the Public' Health Midwife has to, carry out family planning work along with her Maternal and

Child Health 'activities and she pl4rs the following/ roles:

1. Role of an educator - educating couples and motivating them to use family planning
methods. ",

2.. Role of a supplier - supplying contraceptives.
3. Assisting role - helping couples.to get medical attention in connection with

family planning, methods;
- insertion of the loop;
- diaPhragnisand jelly;

sterilization.

The main responsibility for the Public lipalth Inspector is community health education in
order to motivate people for family planning. He would be conducting group meetings with ,com-

munity and other suitable groups.. One of his special duties would be motivating the husbands for
o

family planning. -

Despite the lack of precision which one might find in these job dei-criptions, they provided

an excellent basic material in determining training content and as directions for the conduct of the
work in the field.

Teaching aids, andslob aids

In order to provide the public health with a minimum of educational supply it was planned toTroduce

as early as possible a set of pictures illustrating the process of conceptim and the functioning of
different contraceptives.

During 1966 drafts were also made for two leaflets providing brief information on family

planning and various contraceptives. These were distributed in 1967, and during the first year of
the programMe they were the only inf...rmative material available.

M'ention should also be made in this connection of 'A Guicie to Family Planning'. This is a

manual designed to give the field worker (PHMs,, PHNs and PHIS) facts about family planning, the

government programme and instructions for the family planning job situation. The manual serves as
a ready reference and reminder of what the Public Health Personnel has already learned in the
training centre. Special importance is attached to health education and aspects such as:

is

- the creation of a need of family planning;
- resistance to change;
- how to overcome resistance.
- motivation.
- human.relations;

first contact with people;
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.

- hints for a visit to a family;
- 'hints for a-talk to a group;
- hints for discussions.'

Theoretical course content
Classroom instruction was now allotted rather less time, but the 'most important change lay in a
re-structuring of the total content so that more scope Was given to sections dealing-with. pre-
conditions' of behavioural c1lange and.the practical conduct, of the work, at the same time as more
irreleVant and excessively complicated course content was eliminated.

As-can be seen from Table 2, the various subjects were given new names designed to-convey
more clearly *hat they coNer. knew section entitled 'Resistance to Family Planning' was added to
Health Education:

, The group work

Considerable changes. have been made to the group -work in that the time allotted to it has been
e. e

increased and greater, emphasis has been placed on individual training. The objective of this part of
the training was formulated as follOWs:

- to give each trainee opportunity to pitactise the educational aspects of her
duties;

- to make each trainee competent in applying the knowledge of educational
principles and-using aid, Material when communicating with groups or
individuals;

- to help each trainee to acquire the art of introducing family planning
withouVcreating an artificial atmosphere.

The subjeict of group practice is introduced to the whole group, emphasis being put upon the form of
expected trainee behaviour after such practice. The trainees are divided into three groups during
ohe of the lessons on health education. This part of the training is then described in detail. The,
threegroups will have practical lessons at three different stages with a teacher to guide and,assist
them. The following practical lessons are,proVided:

(1) talk to a group-without aid material;
(ii) talk to a'group with aid inaterial;

dialogue with a mother' withoLit aid material;
'4iv)'dialogue with. a mother with aid material.

The groups perform separately during the first 4 lessons. Then they meet.as one single group and
trainees perform in frcint of the: entire group. Lastly the ,groups meet separately during the next two
lessons, when they will be capable of more experienced performance:

Field training
4

,

The objecting of the field training is to give the trainees a thorough knowledge about how to carry out
home visits_in connection with family planning. Each trainee has to write field notes.regarding work
done by her. Every instructor is expected to plan the day's work, and discuss same with the trainees
before going to the field. The t,ainee shall be given maximum revonsibility in approaching and

^dealing with the situations while the instructor assists whenever necessary.
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Table 1. Resume'of topicS,for public health midwives

° Methods It

Group
P o c s Class work and

room inclividital Demons-
lessons training tration Total

1., Orientation 1
(x)

1

, 2. Why Amily' Planning?

a)` e alth reasons 2
,,(b)'EcronOrnic reasons

a. The Governmental,,Family
AarMing 'progr'aInme

4. Contrnceptive,Kethods

5..Health.EclUcisitiOn

(a) Principles and methods
of-,health educatiOn,

(b),How'to dommvicate with
a faMily

(c).How to communicate with
'a group

(d) Practical lessons

6. Resistance'to Family Planning
7. Record keeping

8..:Fieldstraining

9: The role of the health perSonnel in
the FaTnily Planning Programme

10. Demo tration
11. '.Seminar

, A

12. Miscellanecius
(Vilnis on Faixtily Planning,
'extra lessons),

3. Evaluation',

Total

2

3.

1 14

8

1 " 3 4

3 3

14 1=4

1 1

o2 2

7 7

3

2 2

26 32 2 60

(x) The figures refer to number of lessons (one lesson = 45 minutes).
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O

In order to remedy, the inefficiency of the field training, it was suggested at one point that
the number of instructors be increased so that each instructor only had one trainee to supervise.

$

This alone would have resulted in a 100,per cent risedn efficiency.
4. Evaluation

As we have already observed, one of the leading principles in the revision of the training has been
to test it successively so that the changes effected can be empirically implanted In both teachers
and trainees. The training scheme devised after the first visit was tried out' at the point Pedro
training centre and evaluated by means of two written tests, together with systematic observations by
the training, centre Health Educator of the functioning of the training. The experience thus gained
led.to a modified form of the training which was extended.to Bandaratama.in,December 1966.
Further changes in the training scheme were decided on at teacher staff conferences, t .ihich were
now held regularly,every month. Thusathe training scheme described,in this part of the report is
the result of an informal and formal process of evaluation and refers to the-training scheme as it
stood+by the summer of 1967. Thus it should be noted, hi keeping, with the attitude previously
adopted, that the training was not conclusively evolved but that it is hoped that evaluation has been
integrated in the training system to facilitate successive evaluation and revision as necessary.

The-evaluation incorporated in the training can be said to have the following objectives:
(a) to assess to what extent the-individual trainee is reaching the stated

training aims;

(b) to assess the progress that the individual trainee is making during. the
training;

1c),Io determine the effectiveness of flit teaching procedure.
--'' These objectives are evaluated by means of the group work,, the seminar and the field

training, as well as two written tests.

The redisposition of the group wrik makes it possible to evaluate individual trainees'
performance and knowledge during the course, at the same time as this evaluation can be used to a
certain ext.mt as a feedback to the theoretical lessons preceding the group work. When a talk is
given or a dialogue situation presented, the audience in the group are inbtr,icted to observe the
perforinance and evaluate it, Trainees practising givinga talk to a group (i. e. Place of talk: Child
Welfare Clinic in a Muslim community; Group: mother against family planning on religious grounds;
Topic: family planning is not contrary to religion) aie directed to observe the following points:

(a) Does she stand in front of the group correctly.?
(b) Does she use the right expressions?' ttb

,(c) Does she use gestures correctly? to

(d),Has she contact with the group?
(e) Does she hold the attention of the group?
(f) Does she impart the facts correctly and in a relevant rnanner? °
(g) Does she support her words with the satisfactory use of the material?

(19UN
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(h) Does she allow the audiencetime to grasp facts?
a) Does she face the audience-properly - not turn her back when using the

materials ?''
(j) Does she summarize at the end and finish on time?

When the trainees are practising a family planning dialogue with a mother in role-playing situLtions
they are made to assess the, following:

(a) Does she attempt to win the confidence of the mother?
(b) Does she greet the mother when meeting?
(c) Does she talk to the mother on matters of interest to the mother?
(d) Does she introduce,the subject of Family Planning in a natural manner?
(e) Does she use correct expressions?
(f) Does she use the aid material satisfactorily?
(g) Does she listen patiently allowing the mother to give her views?
(h) Does she relate scientific facts to the ideas of the mother correctly?
(1) Does she embarrass the mother?
(j) Does sheiceep within the time limit?

Each presentation is discussed on the basis of the trainees' -and the teacher's observations. One
constantly recurring observation in the summer of 1967 was that trainees simply did not know how to

use materials. They also had difficulty in broaching the subject of family planning in normal

conversation without creating an artificial atmosphere.

Written evaluation is effected with the help 'bf three.questionnaites:
- 1 multiple-choice test;

- 1 test with short answer items and limited-response items;

- 1 general evaluation questionnaire of the type described on page 93.

The multiple-choice test consisted originally of 35 items but was subsequently reduced to
25. The only knowledge that multiple-choice questions really test is that orrecognition, which

makes them of limited value when trying to determine whether objectives of other kinds have been ,

attained. This type of test is employed in the present context 'mainly for praltical reasons: it can be
corrected rapidly and the results promptly conveyed to teachers and trainees and discussed in the
,course of training.

To supplement the-multiple-choice test another test was devised containing questions which

were thought to resemble the demands of the actual job situation, e.g.:
What advice would you give a mother who uses oral pills and complains of:

0

(1) Nausea

(2) Breast tenderness

(3) Spitting, blood
. -

AltOgether the testtcontains 16 questions which take 1 hour to answer.

The follow.ng plan Provides a summary of the number of questions covering, different topics:

90
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Topic number of multiple-
' choice questions

2 (a) o 0 .,

2 (b) dc. 3 1 9

4 5

'5 (a) (b) (c) 7

6 4

10 . 0
25

number orshort-
answer questions

/ ,.,

2

2

I
7

0

A), 0

5
16

As has already been-Observed, a more integrated evaluation is gauged from topic 5 (d)
(Health Education - practical lessons), topic 8 (field training) and topic 11 (the seminar). For some
topics the evaluation is included in the lessons, i. e. in topic '7 (record keeping) the trainee practises
how to complete the different records and forms that are used. During the lessons 'imaginary! cases
are used and each trainee has to fill in the records,. and some trainees also practise in front of the
whole group at the flip-over.

Figure 4 shows the results of the multiple choice test given on the 1967-68 midwives'

courses. The average pre-test standard was about 30 per cent, while the average post-test standard
was 80 per cent. The items with the lowest post-test standard were topic

Q
(b) - Why Family Plan-

ning? Economic reasons - and topic 3 - The Governmental Family Planning Programme.
/41
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In the special questionnaire the trainees are given the opporttinity to-set down thei^r opinions
of the design

6

of the course and its shortcomings as they see them. lie results of this questionnaire
were discussed, together with those of the tes,s, at teacher-staff co ferences, and these-discussionsI
have led to repeated revisions,orthe training. 1

'4 o .5. Teachers' Manual
The revised training course is documented in a Teachers' Manual rich is intended as a guide to
teacheis entrusted with implementing the family planning. training fropramme. Objectives, lesson
outlines, training aids and teaching hints are given in that order der each topic. We can illustrate
this by reproducing topic 2 (a) Why family pl ing? ,Health reas ris (1 lesson):

Ob ective: to educate the trainees ab ut the need for family planning from the point' of view.
of the health of the mothe ,,the children and the father.

the mother:Outline: 1. Protectin: the.health o
(a) frequent pregnancie affect the health I the mother;
(b) an expectant mothe has toplook after herself as Well as the baby growing

in-her womb;
(c) breast-feeding the ewrborn places a train on her health, etc.

2. Protecting the health o the children: 4

(a) if mother gets pre ant viithin 2,3 m nths after baby is born she may not
be able to,produce nough milk to fed the infant already born because of
weakness;

(b) breast milli is necessary for infant health. Mother's milk gives Ur-
baby a better chance to live;

(c) baby can be born prematurely and can become weak as a rgsult of
frequent pregnancies.

3. Protecting the health of the father:
(a) health will be affected by overwork in supporting,a large family;
(b) if baby is weak and sick father cannot rest.

Training aids: Flannelgraph - words and terms in colour.
cl
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Annex III

0

BANDARAtz'AMA SENTRE

QUESTIONNAIRE TO BE ANSWERED AT THE BEGINNING AND AT THE

END OF THE TRAINING

1, Which factors play a considerable role when .a family decides to practice Family,Planning?
(,

I .
r

2
_... Do you. think-that a family *would change its attitude to Family Planning in case any-of the

'above factors mentioned,by you in reply to question 1 would change?
0

To what religion do you belong?'

Do,you think that your religion is in favou of Family Planning or not?
(a) explain why not in fa\roum
(b) explain why in favour:

4 6 When paying Family Plannifig home visits to a family, there are advantages and
dissOtantages-

(a) what.are the advantages?
(b) what pare the disadvantages?

5. Please mention what Family,Planning methods could be issued-
(a) in the field?
(b) in the clinic? oct

6. When do you 'think a family ;is most favourable to Family Planning?

(t)obefore childbirth? 0

(b) after childbirth? e

7. 'If the family is indifferent tO;Family,199.anning, what can 1 ' 'reason be?

8. How can you overcome the reasons rdentionenn reply to-question 7?

O. What are the points you would consider .in teaching a trainee in the field?

10 Mention the ways flow Puhlic health personnel could assist 11114 Family Planning Programme
in a rural area

0
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GUIDELINES FOR I.B.R. D. 'S EDUCATION SECTOR REVIEWS

AND EDUCATION 1/ PRE-INVESTMENT STUDY PROGRAMS

by M. Hultin and C. van Dijk

i. OBJECTIVES OF THE WORLD BANK GROUP'S FINANCING

IN EDUCATION

.1 The World Bank Group's objective of financing education in developing countries is the

promotion of economic development. The Bank is, however, fully aware of the social, environ-
mental and cultural objectives to be served by the education systems, and a growing knowledge

of the effect of these factors on development has led to the formulation of broader Bank objectives.

Those broader objectives have been reflected in the Bank's Education Sector Working Paper of

September 1971. The Bank, however, continues to focus its operations on education projects which
are oriented towards economic development.
1.2 Increased emphasis is being placed on the qualitative aspects of education. Existing sys-
tems of education and training are not effectively contributing to development because of deficien-

cies in orientation, content and technology. The Bank is giving particular attention to projects

which would lead to improvement, modernization and economic relevance of the education and train-

ing sectors or sub-sectors.
1 3 The serious shortage of financial and other resources may defeat these objectives unless

the internal efficiency of education systems is improved greatly. A major objective of Bank financ-
ing should, therefore, be the promotion of efficiency so that improved outputs will Le obtained with

lower inputs of scarce resources. To attain this objective new structures, techniques and changed
input combinations may be required.

1/ The word 'Education' in the title (and in the text if not stated otherwise)
covers both what is traditionally defined as 'Education' and what is defined
as 'Training'. The word 'system' is used in the widest context and includes
'formal' as well as 'non-formal' activities.
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1.4 In short, the Bank's objectives are: first, qualitative improvement of the education and
training systems to meet economic and other priority development needs, second, increased effi-
ciency to reduce cost levels to the limits of available resources, third, quantitative expansion of
facilities where such expansion is justified by manpower demands, fourth, broadening the base of
human resource development by increasing opportunities for basic education and skill formation
outside the formai school system.

2. OBJEC':'IVEg OF EDUCATION SECTOR REVIEWS

2. 1 The objectives of education sector reviews are to:
(a) Analyze the education system of a country, and'its capacity to promote

economic, social, environmental and cultural development efficiently;
(b) Suggest, whenever necessary and possible, ways and strategies to

improve, expand or reduce the education and training system so that it
will achieve aims which are relevant both to the society and to overall
development of the country; and, in close conjunction with the proposals
in (b);

2 2 An

(c) Identify priority investments in education, and
(d) Prepare programs of pre-investment studies necessary for development

of the education sector.

education sector review should go beyond the objective of World Bank financing as des-
cribed in Section 1, and should deal with desirable social, environmental and cultural objectives of
education and training, since no comprehensive education sector review can be made without con-
sidering these aspects. The review should, of course, primarily serve the country in which it is
undertaken, and this country will undoubtedly also be interested in education objectives other than
those directly promoting economic development. The review should, furthermore, serve agencies
other than the Bank Group which might have somewhat differing education policies. The main em-
phasis should be, however, towards pre-investnient studies and projects for economic progress,
with consideration to underprivileged areas and population groups.
2 3 The-main-purposes of-these guidelines are to: (a) describe the necessary analysis preced-
ing the identification of education investment projects and of pre-investment studies, (b) describe
various aspects of education pre-investment studies, and (c) describe the execution of education
sector reviews.

3. STRATEGY OF EDUCATION SECTOR REVIEWS

3 1 Until recently, international and bilateral agencies' activities in education have been mainly
concerned with assisting the developing countries in expanding their education systems largely within
existing frameworks. Although those frameworks have bden questioned from time to time, few
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serious attempts were made to review from scratch aims, contents,' structure, technology and
financing of the education systems. One reason why a time-consuming overall review of existing
systems was seldom undertaken was the urgency of expanding education within the shortest possible
time to meet a desperate shortage of manpower in the 1950's and 1960's. Another reason was a
lack of awareness of the system's low external productivity and internal efficiency and of its cost-
liness in relation to available financial and manpower resources.
3 2 Further expansion of existing education systems would in many cases lead to a qualitative
deterioration and excessive education expenditures. There is, therefore, a consensus among majui

developing countries and international and bilateral education agencies that changes aimed at increas-
ing external productivity and internal efficiency and decreasing production costs per graduate are
essential prerequisites to further expansion. Necessary changes can hardly be achieved, however,
within existing frameworks. New approaches are necessary and old concepts must be systematically
questioned, The traditional tripartition of the system into primary, secondary and higher education
may no longer be feasible. Boundaries between formal and non-formal education, as well as bet-
ween education and training may be artificial and may be abandoned. The formal education of a
child in the 7-12 years age bracket should not a priori be considered as more important than the
training of the adult. A good pre-school environment and suitable nutrition are essential for the
child's intellectual development and appropriate parents' education may be a method to achieve this.
The concept of lifelong learning should not be overlooked and the importance of informal training for
those outside the formal system must be emphasized. Akiminifitrative boundaries between mass
media and education should not be allowed to prevent a full and integrated use of such media for
learning purposes whenever feasible. Existing concepts of utilization and composition of staff, phy-

sical facilities and the academic year snould not conceal the fact that those concepts are based on
traditions of an old society without access to today's technology and means of communication and
transportation.
3,3 It would be unrealistic to believe that the short time generally available for an education

sector review executed by expatriates (compare Para. 3. 5) would permit the creation of an entirely
crew education system, and-there-are-education-elements-which shoulia-srvive-in everrystem.
Nevertheless, a searching inquiry into all parts of the existing system, together with evaluation of
alternative structures and technologies, might be a useful and necessary first step to bring about
greater willingness of countries to experiment and innovate.
3.4 The reviewers should, therefore, look at a country's education and training system in the
widest sense and evaluate the role of the system in promoting overall development. It should be
realized that each part of the system should comprise a building block of a complete education pyra-

mid. The purpose of each block is chiefly to prepare the student for a place in the society, rather
than to prepare him for a place in the next stage of the education system. But a free flow of students
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within the system should also be possible. The relation and interaction between the labor market
and the education system should be studied in depth. Much attention should be given to .he employ-
ability of school leavers and the establishmentof a school-leaver tracer system might be desirable.
3. 5 Since an education sector review mus3 fully reflect the country's needs and aspirations and
lead to effective implementation (which must include provisions for a continuous debate, discussion

band review of the kind of issues with whi^.h the survey will be dealing), the country's own educators
and other specialists should ideally be responsible for and execute the review. The role of outside
experts would be to provide technical know-how as well as appropriate information of recent develop-
ment of education in other areas of the world for comparative purposes. An education sector review
of the tyA and depth described in these guidelines should be undertaken by teams of expatriates
under special circumstances. Such circumstances might be the need to identify education priorities
and projects within the context of a multilateral or bilateral development program in which tune and
manpower constraints prevent a survey fully undertaken lyt, nationals. In other cases the country
may consider an evaluation of the education system by an external organization an important asset
to arrive at an objective and politically independent proposal. The country's own educators and
other specialists should, however, always be involved in the work of the survey team to the extent
possible and consistent with the overall objectives of the survey.
3 6 An education review should start with the aims and objectives of the country's development
efforts. What kind of society is expected in political, economic, social, environmental and cultural
terms9 What is the planned economic growth? Are the expectations realistic? What would and
should be the roles of the major social and ethnical groups in the future? What would be the role of
the woman' How might and should agriculture, industry and trade develop? Have the expected or
planned developments been conceived in operational terms? Is it t,ossible to define the demands on
the education system which the prospective overall development of the society would cause?
3. 7 The review of the country's overall development shall sho v the way to and guide the discus-
sions of the aims and objectives of the education and training system, forma, as well as non-formal
and its external productivity. Are the proclaimed educational aims and objectives relevant to the
development efforts? If the aims ,and-objectives-are relevant, are they also-achieved - 1.e. is the
external productivity satisfactory? How do we know that they are achieved? Aims and objectives
are often vaguely defined and seldom described in such operational terms as would permit quantita-
tive evaluation. They may have little relevance to development and a difficult but necessary task for
a study team would be to define alternative aims and objectives in such cases. Only in the light of
such redefinition is it possible to proceed with a fruitful analysis of the system. The discussion on
education aims and objectives must be related to such factors as the country's demography, the
rural and urban development and migration, tribal and religious divisions, underprivileged areas
and population groups, possible uneven distribution of the country's assets with pockets of poverty,
possible areas of cultural isolation, eniployhient, semi-employment and unemploytnent, bureaucratic
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characteristics, pattern of leadership roles, etc. A discussion on objectives must dwell on 'internal)
factors in addition to the 'external' factors mentioned above. Such factors are the cognitive, attitu-
dinal and behavioral achievements which should be expected by the participants in the learning sys-
tem Is literacy achieved as scheduled? The external, and internal factors have ,all important
cations for education and training requirements which must be considered.
38 An education system's demands for facilities and staff depend on content, size, structure,
technology and other factors discussed below, and a final costing of a system cannot be made until
all those factors are known. However, available resources have a decisive influence on the shape
of an education system, and tentative resource parameters should be established at the beginning of
the study and an awareness of costs and staff supply is necessary throughout the study. The inter-
action between the resourcestplied and the education development attained should be examined at
each stage of the study.
3.9 The second step in the review comprises an analysis in depth of the formal and non-formal
education and training content and structure. Such review must be comprehensive and cover the
whole system and the way its different parts fit together. How does the content meet the objectives
as they are defined or should be defined? What is the correlation between the content and the ,de-
mands of society and labor market? Is the education and training sufficiently practically oriented?
Can the graduates from universities and vocational institutions enter the labor market without unne-
cessary in-service training? Are possible problems of environment, over-population, tribalism,
religious diversions, land distribution, law enforcement, tax collection and other factors mentioned
in Para. 3. 6 reflected in the education content? How is the 'educational profile' of the society com-
pared with the school's educational profile? How do content and structure interact? Does the
structure give sufficient opportunities to rural students, to women, to illiterate adults? Are the
rural areas filled with incomplete primary schools which force the 9 -10 year -olds to new scnools in
other villages if they want education beyond grades 2 -3? Are non-formal education and training
given the proper role in the structure? In particular, is training within industry and other enter-
prises supported by the government to achieve an optimal use of all resources? Does the structure
provide for the use of staff and facilitieS during evenings, vacations? Does the structure create a
burdensome boarding system? How significant are local movements such as the Harambee schools
in Kenya? Are there non-economic explanations for important aspects of the education structure
and content (preference for boarding schools, etc.)? In those cases where structure and content
are irrelevant to the objectives of the education system, the Ideal sector review should discuss
alternative contents and structures which would better meet these objectives.
3.10 The third step is an analysis of the technology of the education system. The word 'techno-
logy' is used in its widest sense and includes learning methods, management and staffing. A discus
sion of learning methods would cover team and micro- teaching, programmed learning, pupils'

involvement in practical activities, coreespondence education, radio and TV education, traditional
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classroom instruction, achievement evaluations, examinations and use oQ objective tests. A discus-
sion on management would include centralized versus decentralized systems, the relation and coup-
eration between Ministries (Planning, Finance, Education, Labor, RuralDevelopment, Health, etc. ),
between levels (Ministry of Education, universities, i:egional authorities, etc. ). It would, further-
more, include information collection and dissemination, decision procedures and implementation,
including possible participation of teachers and students, performance evaluation and supervision,
use of systems analysis and modern data processing, program budgeting, accounting and auditing
procedures, etc. The sufficiency and reliability of the education statistics (including the financial
sections) should be given particular attention. Does the administrative setup support a system of
'rolling education reforms'? In staffing, the diversification of the staff, staff training and staff uti-
lization are of particular interest: Is professional staff used for sub-professional tasks? Are there
social or cultural reasons for the adoption or rejection of specific technologies in management,
teaching, staffing? This question is particularly relevant when it comes to the introduction of new
media. Also in this context, a discussion of alternative technologies to improve the system is
important.

3 11 The fourth step in the analysis should deal with programming and physical planning of the
education system. To what extent have education and training objectives, structure, curricula, tech-
nology, population distribution, urbanization, transportation means, overall economy and financial
constraints been considered in the physical planning, location and construction of schools and of other
education and training institutions? Is there a fair distribution of educational opportunities between
urban and rural areas and between the different socio-economic strata and groups of the population?

Does the system meet the quantitative demands of society and labor market? How do available edu-
cation plans and projected enrolments and development of staff and physical facilities relate to eco-
nomic plans, population estimates and future manpower needs? Is there already an overproduction
of graduates in some educatlon and training sector or a possible future oversupply? Is the current
and future supply and distribution of staff, physical facilities and learning materials appropriate in
quality and sufficient in quantity? I3 the utilization of staff space and materials optimal? Are teach-
ing-staff and-school facilities belt g-used for any relevant-non- educational activities? Are- other-per-
sonnel than teachers and other facilities than schools used for learning activities in countries with a

shortage of conventional education opportunities? Are school designs systematically studied? Has
the 'open classroom' concept been discussed? Is there a local production of leaiaing materials,
including textbooks? If not, should such production be stimulated? Are there any areas in program-
ming and planning in which the relationship between politicians, administrators, planners and the
school staff are particularly difficult?
3. 12 While awareness of costs is essential during the consideration of the previous four steps,
the fifth and important step of the review would be an analysis of the costs and the financing of me
education system and its internal efficiency, the cost per unit of production. This analysis should
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relate the costs of education to other expenditures of the society. Education represents both invest-
ment and consumption and in both respects should be exposed to intra- as well as to inter-sectorial
priority reviews. The allocation of funds between education levels should be analyzed. The appro-

priateness of the higher education budget should be particularly scrutinized, as higher education in

many countries receives a larger part of scarce education resources than can be justified. Staff

salaries should be reviewed and the reasons for possible rigidities and anomalies explored.
Teacher's salaries form 80-90 per cent of recurrent costs in education in many countries and ways
to reduce that percentage might be discussed. Administrative practices in hiring staff which some-
times increase the education costs should also be studied. Funds for school maintenance and pur-
chase of books arid materials are often insufficient and no only the need but also the effective demand
for such services and materials must therefore be explored. The review should discuss existing and
other possible sources of education financing for capital and recurrent expenditures, such as self-
help schem3s, loan funds to students, in-plant training with special taxation of enterprises, etc.
The cost analysis should give cost ranges, sensitivity to changes in inputs and, as far as possible,
alternative costing solutions for improvements of the education system which may have been dis-

cussed previously in the review. The use of rate of return analysis for different types of education
and train:ng has been discussed in the Bank but is not recommended for use in this context. The

financial analysis should project the probable growth in capital and recurrent educational expenditure

arising from all aspects of the educational development program and compare this growth with esti-
mated increases in GNP, government revenue and general expenditure. The discussion on internal
efficiency would not only deal with dropout rates, the repeater problem and the reconstruction of the

true student cohort but also explore the students' achievements at the different levels of the educa-

tion ladder and their terminal performance. Such exploration should include attitudes and behaviors
as well as cognitive skills and knowledges to the extent possible.
3.13 The above five stages of the review should lead to a sixth and final step, which is the pro-
posal for an action program. If a sector mission has done a thorough job of analyzing the education
system and the direction in which it is moving, it ' -could be possible to examine alternative ways of

remedying weaknesses in the sygtern, to propose a strategy for future development, and-to recom-
mend specific policies for all levels of education. The program should be phased to the country's
overall development program, have a well-defined time pattern, include costing and give priorities.
Financial and staffing constraints should be 1.-iclicated. The action program should be formulated and

organized to permit the full use of available local talents, and the ultimate goals of the program
should be to create an education system which, while promoting economic and social development,

can be fully supported and,further developed by the country 's own manpower and capital resources.

Technical assistance should not be proposed as an easy way out ofa staffing-problern. It should only

be proposed when absolutely necessary for the program execution and the institution building. When-
ever feasible, alternative ways of achieving the goals should be stated.
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3. 14 The program should include a list of identified priority projects, which might be financed by
the World Bank Group or any other agency. Annex I contains examples of possible projects which
may cover any part of the education and training sector. It is important that such,projects be well
justified and limited to what is necessary to achieve the deirelopment objectives.
3. 15 The action program should also define in detail the work that would have to be done and studies
to be undertaken prior to the implementation of projects. The sector review would thus contain a,
program of pre-investment studies. Pre-investment studies would be an aid in the design and pre-
paration of projects, and in many cases would constitute a prerequisite to Lhe implementation of a
project. They would form an important tool in reforming the education systems by recommending
means to increase external productivity, quality and internal efficiency. These means would then be
reflected in the actual projects A list of possible types of pre-investment studies, is given in
Annex II.

4. CRITERIA FOR PRE- INVESTMENT STUDY PROGRAMS

IN EDUCATION

4. 1 The identification of pre-investment studies is a delicate task because errors or omissions
could have serious consequences for the overall development as well as for the execution of projects.
When proposed education projects would depend on previous or current studies, e. g., manpower,
curriculum research, learning materials production, new media, etc., the quality and coverage of
those studies should be carefully examined. When projects would depend on proposed new studies,
it must be assured that all relevant topics will be covered. This coverage is important, as pre-
investment studies may constitute starting points for a continuing development in curricula, educa-
tion cost analysis, school planning, etc. The task of identification of a pre-investment study should
include estimates of its requirements for technical assistance and counterpart training, but not any
possible sources of such technical assistance or training.
4. 2 The education and training system in many developing countries is in such a shape that the
temptation-exists to-propose;a-lengthy, catalogue of studies-covering the majority of-topics listedin
Annex II. Implementation of such a lengthy catalogue would in most cases be beyond most countries'
capacity to administer and to absorb, and would delay development as well as investment. It is
important, therefore, that the sector mission should exercise restraint in proposing pre-investment
studies. In each case it should be clearly indicated whether action on a specific project would be
dependent on execution of a proposed pre-investment study.
4. 3 In a few cases education sector knowledge on a particular country may be so good that a
pre-investment study program can be produced as a desk study rather than through a field visit. In
such cases, it should be remembered that the Bank Group's approach to education has only recently
broadened. PreviouS Bank-and-Unesco_missigns might have reviewed the education systems from a

0'41relatively narrow angle.
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4.4 Pre-investment studies may be recommended with or without Bank Group project financing.

If project financing is foreseen, the financing ot_thigpre-investment study might be achieved in vai IOUS

ways, either by the Bank Group or by another agency. Whatever arrangement is recommended, the

decisive factors should be the proposed study's contribution to the accelerating and improving the
preparation of projects and to the execution of investments.
4.5 An education sector review mission would normally have neither the time nor the expert

knowledge to design the proposed pre-investment studies in detail. 'Although the scope of such

studies must be defined in broad terms, proposals should be sufficiently precise to enabl,e time and

cost estimates to be made. The objectives of each study should be defined clearly. Most education
pre-investment studies are expected to initiate action and induce change. Concrete programs for

implementation of proposed reforms must, therefore, constitute an important part of the studies,
and this should be reflected in the stated objectives. If several studies are proposed,, they should
be ranked in order of priority or arranged in a logical time sequence.

5. IMPLEMENTATION OF EDUCATION SECTOR REVIEWS'

5.1 An education sector review will include sector analysis, pre-investment study program and
project identification. Project identification must not be re]gated to the third place of importance,
it is intended that the projects thus identified will be better conceivedand, by the time they are
financed, fully backed by the requisite pre-investment studies.
3.2 An education sector review as described in previous paragraphs will apply a comprehensive
approach to a country's total education and training system. The analysis should show changes and
trends in the system and would lead to an action program. Such an approach is more demanding

than a traditional education survey and may require bigger missions and longer duration. Proper
preparation and implementation of a sector review will, however, keep staff requirements and time
within reasonable limits. Although a new way pf treatment of available data would be introduced,

collection of more information than has previously been requires by education missions would not
--n-ec-essarily.be-Thec-essary.

5.3 For missions composed of expatriates (compare Para. 3. 5), a saving in time and manpower
for data collection should, in fact, be possible as national authorities and international organizations
working in the country, such as UNDP and Unesco country representatives, might be requested to

assemble and provide specific information before the start of the review. A review of already
existing studies and programs of recent date covering one or more education sub - sectors might also

save mission time and manpower and provide useful information for the mission's own proposal.

Such review may be undertaken in the Bank's headquarters before the mission departure by a mission
member who may have received this job as a special assignment. Close cooperation between the
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c.;Bank Group and other agencies should create a uniform approach to education and training and
' 7 !increase the exchange of relevant information, thereby reducing the workload of a sector mission.

When possible, deployment bf mission members in the field should be phased so as to maximize the
continuous flow of information.
5.4 As mentioned previously, an education sector review mission composed of expatriates
woad not be expected to conceive an entirely new education system. Nor would it be able to produce
an education development plan during the time at its disposal. Bollrever, the action program would
contain concrete proposals which would either support an acceptable existing development plan and
assist in its execution, or suggest alternative strategies for future development and ways to implea
ment those strategies. It Fhould in both cases speed up the regular planning process within the
country and aid national planning agencies.

6. COMPOSITION AND SCHEDULING OF EDUCATION SECTOR

REVIEW MISSIONS

6.1 The new broad approach to education and training should be reflected in the composition of
the education sector missions. Certain areas of study relate to the whole sector and require dif-
ferent types or expertise. They are, however, interrelated and should be handled with an integrated
approach. These are:

(a) The social, environmental and cultural factors of the country;
(b) The demography of the country;

(c) The external productivity, the economic factors, and the constraints of
the sector;

(d) The internal efficiency of the sector;
(e) The planning of the sector.

In addition, the evaluation of the following three subject areas requires special knowledge:
(f) General education - i. e., those elements of edi..emion which are essential

to the defined level of training regardless of the environment;
(g) Urban development - i. e., all those elements in addit.on to the general

education which are peculiar to the urban eilv:ronment and living;

(h) Rural development - i. e., all those elements in addition to the geneyal
education which are peculiar to the rural environment and living.

How these eight areas might be covered by expert staff would be determined in each particular case.
A typical sector review mission might include a sociologist/demographer, an economist] human
'resources expert, i general educator/planner, a specialist in industry and commerce, and an
agriculturist. Other specialists, including experts on new learning media, materials production,
adult educa.11,,.., nealth education, etc. would be provided as necessary. However, the aim should
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V s

be to ensure that' each mission wuttld be fully capable of Asessing the formal and,non-foymal edu-

cation and training system againk a background of the country's overall development and its demands
on other sectors.

.
6.2 The actual sine and composition of a full sector Mission and the time in the field would be
decided inteach specific cash, although a team of 6-8 members - expatriates andi'or nationals -
should be appropriate in most countries. It may be necessary to spend 1-3 months in the field and
3-5 months for report writing.

1,
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Annex I

SOME POSSIBLE AREAS FOR-BANK GROUP PROJECTS

1. Research and experimentation projects with new curricula and learning methods.
2. Assistance in long-range educational planning, curricula design, school management an

stall training.
3. Development and introduction of instructional television, school radio, programmed

learning, correspondence education and other technologies.
4. Development and production of learning materials including textbooks.
5. Establishment of educatioA development centers.
6. Pilot programs and schools in primary education.
7. Functional literacy programs.
8. Construction and equipment of s'cic,ondary,and post-seconda'ry institutions in general,

industrial, agricultural, commercial, business management, social and para-medical
education and training.

9. Construction and equipment of university faculties of science, engineering, agriculture,
veterinary medicine, education, business and business management, and social science,
and other clearly development oriented subjects,

10. Technical assistance for the implementation of proposed subjects.

1Q8
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Annex II

SOME POSSIBLE AREAS FOR PRE-INVESTMENT STUDIES

/4\

Human Resources Deyelopment

1.1 Manpower studies.

1. 2 Rate of return studies.
1. 3 Employment of school leavers.

1.4 Tracer system of school leavers.
2. Education Aims, Contents and Structure

2.1 Stqcly on education structure.

2. 2 Development of curricula in specifiC areas or levels of education and training,

practical subjects and courses, Aural or urban orientation, (literacy programs, adult

;

6

education.

2 3 Study of performance and of examination and promotion systems,
`;
evaluation methods.

Education Methods and Research
3, 1 D..3,y4lopment of plans for use of nevi media or new technologies (radio, TV,

programmed learning, team teaching, correspondence education).
3. 2 Development of, education development centers.

3. 3 Research on education contents andleaving methods.
4. Financing of the Education System

4.1 Cost analysis (the whole or a part of the system).
4.2 CostKeffectiveness.

4, 3 Study of education financing (the whole or a part of the system).
5. Phi, sical Planning and Programming of the Education System

5.1 Survey.of 'existing school facilities.
5:2 Study of school building design, building materials.
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5. 3 Physical planning and location of new schools or of other education and training
institutions and courses for the whole system or for specific areas considering:

(a) Required enrolmment to meet manpower demands,
(b) Structure,
(c) Curricula,
(d) Learning methods,

(e) Staff supply,

(f) Population distribution, with due consideration to underprivileged
areas and groups,

(g) Tribal areas,
(h) Urbanization rates,
(i) Transportation means,

(j) Boarding frequency,

(k) Economic school size (Pre-primary level, primary level, secondary
level, higher education level, adult training, literacy).

5.4 Development of plans for local production of learning materials (including textbooks).
6. Administration and Staffing of the Education Systems

6.1 Educational management (central, regional, local, information collection and
dissemination, education' statistics, decision procedures and implementation,
evaluation, supervision, use of systems analysis, network analysis, data r.zucessing,
planning, program budgeting, accounting, auditing).

6.2 Development of staff and teacher training programs - supply, demand.
6.3 Development of counterpart programs.
6.4 Development of technical assistance programs.

6.5 Advisory committees for education, student participation in administration, exchange

of information between representatives of industry, business, agriculture, health and
the education system.
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Annex III

CHECK LIST FOR EDUCATION SECTOR REVIEWS

1. An education sector review must rest upon a large body of information on the education
system, its relation to the society (external productivity) and its internal efficiency. Such infor-
mation should not be a static description but a dynamic analysis showing flows, changes and trends
with great consideration to the time factor. The possible opportunities to compare actual achieve-
ments with goals and targets as established in development plans should be used. The implemen-
tation of educational _mges should be observed and studies of education programs and reforms
which have failed may be revealing. The interactions between the labor market and the education
system, and between the overall economy of the country and the education expenditures are parti-
cularly important.
2. The information should comprise:
2.1 Human Resources

The country's present resources of trained manpower: employment statistics by economic
sector and by occupation and educational level, use of expatriate high-level manpower. Utilization
of existing manpower resources: unemployment, underemployment and emigration or immigration
of trained manpower. Employment of school leavers. Evidence of current shortages by economic
sector and by occupation. Wat differentials among occupations. The educational profile of the
labor market. Social attitudes toward employment and use of female manpower. Recent trends in
employment, in migration of manpower between rural and urban areas, in emigration. Comparison
between actual employmtnts and those originally projected for the period. Prospective require-

ments of manpower by sector of the economy, by occupation and by area, if possible during the next

ten years. Requirements resulting from projected economic expansion, from repatriation of
expatriate staff and from normal replacement.
2.2 The Education and Training System

(a) Current structure of the educational system. Recent changes in structure, in length of
schooling, in entrance age, in school year, in school and class sizes. Prospective

e reforms.
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(b) Enrolments and outputs in all types of universities, scnools and training centers, by
grade and sex and age, current and, if available, for the past five years. The educa-
cational pyramid. Data on attrition and repetition rates d levels at which they occur.

Functional literacy programs and other types of adult training. Numbers in training
and education overseas. Significant contributions to manpower training made by other
ministries, industry, the military forces, organized apprenticeship schemes, com-

munity development schemes, etc. in various kinds of formal and non-formal activities.

Recent changes in composition of student body, in racial, tribal and social distribution,
in ratio of male:female enrolment, in urban:rural enrolment, in technical:academic
enrolment, in science :arts enrolment, in attrition and repetition rates, ,in number of

applicants, number of places, in index of opportunities between different levels of

education and between different geographical areas, in ratio day students:boarders,
ratio private:public school enrolment. Pi:-Ospective enrolments ana outputs in existing

and projected institutions, if possible dur' ing the 'next ten years. Correlation between
prospective outputs and prospective manpower requirements as described in Para. 2.1,
including an estimate of school and university leavers not entering the labor market.
Desirable outputs, to meet requirements.

(c) Analysis of educational and training objectives, curricula and syllabi. Instruction hours
per week and year. Languages of instruction. Promotion and examination systems and
results. Educational achievement at different levels. Curriculum research and experi-
mentation. Careers guidance. Aptitude tests. Correlation between education program
and the manpower program; liaison between the vocational education program and
industry and other employers. Correlation between education programs and social,
environmental and cultural demands of the society. Recent trends and changes in
objectives, curricula, syllabi and achievements of students. Planned reforms and
desirable reforms.

(d) Educational Technology

(i) Learning methods such as classroom instruction, team teaching, school
radio and ITV, programmed learning, computer assisted instruction,
subject integration, correspondence education. Recent trends and
reception of new methods.

(ii) Educational management and levels of education authority, related to
one another (local, regional, national, private). Information collection
and dissemination, quality of education statistics, decision making,
implementation and supervision of decisions. Use of systems and net-
work analysis, data processing and up-to-date accounting methods.
Participation of laymen, students and staff in the administration; for
counselling and for decision making. Student unrest and its causes.
Recent changes in the management systems. Has the process of curri-
culum reform been built into the system?

14N
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(iii) Staffing: training, utilization and qualification of staff. Staffing
structure. Turnover. Salaries compared with free market. Social
standing of the teaching profession. Class contact hours per week for
.teachers. Student:teacher ratio. Recent trends in staff qualification,
in nationalization of staff, in student:teacher ratio. Use of technicians
to assist administrative and teaching staff.

(iv) Planned changes and desirable changes in technology.
(e) Educational Planning

(i) The planning and its relation to the overall development planning.
Objectives, methods and organization. To what extent have manpower
demand, educational and training objectives, structure, curricula,
technology, population distribution, urban and rural development, trans-
portation means, overall economy and financial and staffing constraints
been reflected in the planning? Recent changes in planning methods.
Planned changes and desirable changes in planning, objectives, methods
and organization.

(ii) The physical planning, location and programming of education and
training facilities. Regional and provincial distribution, urban, slum
and rural schools. Design, construction, production, standard and
maintenance of physical facilities and learning materials. Supply,
demand, utilization of physical facilities and learning materials. School
building research. Planning methods. Recent changes in planning
methods and school design. Planned changes. Planned development of
educational and training facilities. Desirable development of educational
and training facilities during the next ten years, considering planned
educatioa reforms,andi or expansions, indicating proposed changes in
structure and demand for physical facilities. Desirable production of
learning materials.

(iii) Staff development. Current supply and utilization of administrative and
teaching staff. Projected demand, supply, training and nationalization
schemes. Desirable supply, training and nationalization schemes to
meet expected demand for staff.

2. 3 Education Financing

Present, past, and estimated future requirements of the educational and training system
corresponding as closely as possible to categories and annual breakdown as defined in preceding
paragraphs. The analysis would include capital costs, recurrent costs and sources of funds, present
and future. The percentage of total public expenditure represented by public expenditure for educa-
tion, as well as the percentage of GDP devoted to education should be given. This section tithe
report is very important and should include a solid cost analysis and, if.,possible, discuss the
internal efficiency of the system in terms of cost per student and cost per graduate. Staff costs and

effective demand for learning materials should be explored. The maintenance policy should be
discussed. Past cost trends should be examined. Prospective financial requirements should be
discussed, considering alternative education developments as may have been previously described,
and with alternative financing methods wherever possible. Cost estimates should give ranges and
inform on the sensitivity to changes in inputs. Foreign assistance in the past as well as expected in
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the future should be reported if possible. As it was emphasized in Para. 3.11, the probable eco-
nomical and financial constraints to a future development of the education system should be explored
In depth. Such constraints are essential and decide in the final analysis on. possible expansions and
improvements of the system. In most cases the Bank would possess a considerable amount of
information on a country's economic and financial situation which could be made available to an
education sector mission and assist it in its evaluation of the education system.
3. The review and analysis in-depth of the education system would lead either to an endorse-
ment of existing education development plans or to a proposal for an alternative strategy for educa-
tion development. In both cases the review would suggest priority projects and a pre-investment
study program.
4. Project identification procedures and education projects are discussed
sector mission should feel free to suggest projects in any area of education and
in Annex I.

5. Possible areas for pre-investment studies are listed in Annex II. The

elsewhere but the

training as suggested

pre-investment
study program would also list studies which may be either project related or sector related. They
should in every case be well defined and reasonable in scope and size. The proposal should include
an inventory and appraisal of cirrent and completed studies of the education sector, giving data on
the status of each. For each proposed new study, objectives, scope, timing, staffing and cost
estimates should be provided. When scheduling a pre-investment study consideratio should be
paid to the scheduling of the investment.
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Document No. 7

SWEDISH CRITERIA FOR PROGRAMME AND PROJECT SUPPORT

by The Swedish International Development Authority

BACKGROUND

The guiding principle of Swedish international development assistance is the recognition that planning,

implemention, and evaluation of development programmes and projects is primarily the concern and
responsibility of the developing country itself. Swedish assistance is country oriented inasmuch as
It proceeds from the needs, objectives and priorities of the: recipient country. Swedish contributions

are based on specific requests for development assistance submitted through the established official
channel, Such requests should ideally be accompanied by.descriptions in some detail of the pro-
gramme or project for which Swedish support is requested. The description should preferably

contain clear statements of main and subsidiary objectives as well as production targets for the

various elements constituting the programme/or project. As a rule Swedish resources are contri-
buted in the form of credits and grants comprising funds, goods, consultants and staff.

The volume and objectives of Swedish international development assistance are established
by the Swedish Parliament and Government. Directives are given in the annual budgets and elabo-

rated in various policy statements. On the basis of these directives, the Swedish International
Development Authority, SIDA, prepares and implements the Swedish programme of development

assistance. In its work SIDA co-operates with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, to which it is
administratively related.

For Sweden's principal development partners, SIDA's long term planning of bilateral

Swedish development co-operation takes the form of special assistance programmes, so called
country programmes, based on economic, social and political conditions in the individual countries
as expressed in their development plans and other policy documents. (For other countries SIDA's
planning proceeds from existing motiyes in each single case).

The country programme is worked out in close collaboration between the recipient

Government, SIDA, the Swedish Embassy and SIDA's local Development Assisthnce Office. Other

bilateral and multilateral donors are consulted in order to co-ordinate the Swedish programme to
those of other development partners. Regular Swedish planning missions are a normal feature in

d

this process.
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1

The choice of sectors to be supported is guided by priorities established by the developing
country. Reference is also Made to Sweden's own priorities and potentials of providing the required
type of assistance. Specific programmes and projects to be supported are selected within the frame-
work of the country prograinme which is reviewed periodically.

.,

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE,

Requests for development assistance are dealt with and assessed tly SIDA. Final proposals for
Swedish supPorlt to development programmes and projects shall la presented to the Director General,

k ----the Board of Directors of SIDA, and later, in applicable cases, to the Swedish Government forN .

deCision. The pros takes the form of a memorandum prepared by the SIDA staff describing the
programme or project to be supported. A positive decision requires that a number of criteria have
been satisfied. .

The following is a summary of the content of a support memorandum.

THE SECTOR

A brief description of the sector to which the programme/project belongs. The importance of the
sector in the country's economy and its priority in the national development plan. A brief
description of subsectors and relations to other sectors. Relevant historical, political, economic
and social information., Prevailing constraints and potentials for development.

The sector's place in the national administrative system. Responsible organization and
institutions. Relevant legislation. Administration at regional and local levels.

Infrastructural assets, shortcomings and needs. Manpower resources and planning.
Existing and planned education. Proportion of expatriate staff at medium and top levels. Research
situation.

Existence of pilot projects. Activities of other donors within the sector. Mechanism for
local co-ordination of assistance.

Previous Swedish experience within the sector.

THE PROGRAMME OR PROJECT

Previous Experiences
Is the proposed project or programme a continuation of an on-going activity? if so, describe as
precisely as possible to what extent earlier plans have been implemented and stated objectives
achieved. Analyse the deviations between plan and reality.
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For projects and programmes without a past history examine what experiences from similar
activities are relevant to the planning.

NEEDS AND OBJECTIVES

Analysis of needs
Which needs is the programme or project meant to satisfy? Are these needs discussed in the
national development plan? In connection with manpower planning? Quote authoritative comments.

To what extent is the programme or project expected to satisfy the needs in question? Are
further measures required now or later? Should this be investigated now?

Definition of objectives

Definition of objectives should clearly and concisely show what and how much is to be achieved for
whom, where, when and how.

Degree of achievement should preferably be measurable, i. e.- be possible to express in
figures., In cases where this is not possible, observations of effects should make it possible to
describe what has happened in relation to stated objectives, for example that more or less of some-
thing exists as a result of the change that has taken place.

1. Main objective

Which is the main objective? Which priority does it have in the national plan? Which are the target
groups? Age, income, education, occupation etc.?

2. Subsidiary objectives

List the changes which are intended to achieve the main objective. The changes should if possible be
expressed as subsidiary objectives with intended quantities and/or qualities defined.

DESIGN

Describe the programme or project with reference to the following.

- Main activities (teacher training, primary education, construction of
secondary schools, curriculum development etc. ).

- Activities and production process to be organized and implemented in
order to achieve stated production targets.

- Time schedule. Relevant illustrations including network of activities.
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APPRAISAL

Summarize the appraisal with regard to each of the following aspects:

- Socio-economic agpects;
- Sector techniques in relevant field of activity;
- Transfer of knowledge;
- Construction and engineering;
- Organization and administration;
- Costs, timing, and financing;
- Legal aspects.

List the intended positive and potential, or unavoidable, negative effects with reference to stated
objectives and the aspects appraised above, particularly the socio-economic aspects.

Examples of guiding questions:

Does the programme or project have direct efiects,(positive and/or negative) with regard to
standard of living (food, clothing, housing etc. )? For whom? When? Indirect effects?

Will the programme or project lead to increased government or private resources? Is there any
indication of how they will be distributed?

,Can the programme or project be expected to generate savings? Fpreign exchange? For whom?
When?

Which negative effects will be caused and/or avoided if the programme or project is implemented?
Do the goods produced have a market value? How has this been taken into account in the socio-

economic appraisal? Have the internal economic and financial returns been computed?
What are the expected effects on employment? On the environment? On population?
Is the programme or project a precondition for other programmes or projects with the same or

similar main objectives? (Road projects and power projects are examples of such preconditions).
Will the programme or project contribute to knowledge, skills and attitudes favourable for

continued development?

Do the expected positive effects outweigh the negative? Do the expected beefits jvgtify the costs?
0

Appraisal is something done by a visiting SIDA mission appointed for the purpose. In such
cases the mission works in consultation with the recipient, Government, the Swedish Embassy and
SIDA's Development Assistance Office. Before returning to Sweden, the mission in a meeting
attended by interested parties reports verbally about its findings and tentative conclusions. On this
occasion a written summary statement by the appraisal mission may be handed over to the Govern-
ment departments concerned in order to facilitate further co-operation. Such a statement does not,
however, in any way prejudge the view or decisions of SIDA or the Sw*edish Government.

ALTERNATIVES

Which alternatives to achieve stated objectives have been considered but rejected? Why?
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EVALUATION

How is progress towards the stated objectives to be followed?

Summarize the established plan'for evaluation both as regards periodic reports and special
studies focusing on plan implementation.

Examples of guiding questions:

Which are the objectives to be evaluated? Which institution or experts will make the evaluation?
During what period of time? Which data must be collected before the evaluation can start?

Should qpecial studies be carried out regarding potential negative effects? Which?. How? When?

Can the evaluation be co-ordinated with )ther studies within the same field of activity?

How is data collecting and reporting organized for built-in evaluation? Which production results
will be included in the reporting? Which results will be followed up in some other way? How?

THE SWEDISH SUPPORT

In this section the recommended Swedish support is summarized.

Reasons for the recommendation are offered with reference to the needs and priorities of
the recipient country as well as Swedish development assistance policy and available Swedish
resources.

Essential problems and ri4ks are assessed with regard to objectives, time schedule, cost
and financing.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

It should be pointed out in conclusion that the criteria and methods outlined above are meant to be
adopted in a flexible and pragmatic manner.

1'i
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Document No. 8

PROBLEMS OF,EVALUATION OF UNIVERSITY DEVELOPMENT

CO-OPERATION PROJECTS
ti

by A. Katei- and L. F. B. Dubbeldam

1. Introduction

In this paper an attempt will be made to describe the problems of evaluation that are faced by Dutch
Universities in their aid activities insofar as such activities are carried out under the Netherlands
Programme for University Projects of Development Co-operation.

The programme is still very new. It is only since 1970 that the Dutch national budget has
included an item for a special programme for University projects. Previously, university activities
had been financed under the general tecl.nical-aid prograrnsrr e of the Government or under other
programmes. As the Minister for Development Aid allowed the programme and its projects to have
a distinct 'university character' different from other government-financed programmes, this meant
that objectives, selection, procedures, evaluation, etc., were to be different from those applied in
ether programmes. New ways had to be found.

The first major problem encountered arises from the fact that a number.of different bodies
and individuals are concerned with the programme, namely:

(a) The Ministry of Development Aid - the financing agency - which suppo-
sedly has developed its own routine of project evaluation in other
programmes.

(b) The Netherlands Universities Foundation for International Co-operation
(NUFFIC) to which the administration, supervision and guidance of the
Universities' programme has been entrusted.

(c) The Universities, with their individual differences in academic potential
and interests, attitudes toward developmental and international problems,
organizational abilities, etc., each composed of bodies and individuals
with their specific characteristics.

(d) The Ministry of Education and Sciences.

(e) The Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.
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The parties concerned hold different views on the aims of the University programme. As diffe-
rences of opinion on objectives have their consequences with regard to the priorities, selection-
criter,a, evaluation, etc., we should mention the five most important views:

(a) The programme should aim at using the Dutch academic know-how in
the Dutch technical assistance - a governmental point of view.

(b) The programme should enable the Dutch universities to fulfil their
duties towards the Third World, as formulated by the 'Utrecht
Conference 1967' of the Dutch universities.

(c) The programme should enable the universities of the Netherlands to
materialise their solidarity with the universities in the dekeloping
countries.

(d) The programme should provide the Dutch universities with the oppor-tunity to carry out scientific research that has too much a pioneering
nature to be included yet in the official policy towards research on
the development problems. Views (b) and (d) express the ideas com-monly shared by the universities.

(e) Finally it is believed that the responsibility for technical aid, including
aid from universities, should rest with international organizations and
that, as long as such multilateralisation has not been effectuatedv,,,uni-
versity aid should remain under thp direct responsibilitp.opfe
Minister of Technical. Aid. This view is held by the Offic Of Inter-
national Relations of one of the Dutch universities,

Furthermore, practice has shown that many projects are the result of individual contacts between
professors, in the Netherlands and the developing countries concerned, who saw an opportunity to
carry out existing plans - if necessary with some adaptations - under the Universities' programme.
If we may add here that also the participants of the projects have their own objectives and attitudes
towards development problems and the projects they are engaged in, we believe that we have suffi-
ciently indicated that there exists a complex and sometimes confusing multiplicity of objectives,
which makes it very difficult to evaluate the programme in any phase. So far there seems to have
been hardly any need for detailed evaluation techniques and procedures, as the sum total of the
projects applying for financing under the programme has been in balance with the amount of money
allocated. However, at present the amount needed for potential projects has surpassed the money
available (for 1972 about Fls. 6 million). In addition, the Netherlands find themselves in a period
of retrenchment of Government expenditure. For that reason the need is felt very strongly now to
come to a more concrete agreement on the objectives of the programme and on a revaluation of
procedures, selection-criteria, outlines for project-strategy, evaluation of the needs of the coun-
tiqes concerned, and evaluation of project implementation and,of results.
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2. Evaluation of the educational policy

Policy-makers are aware that an aid project makes sense only if a distinct and well-defined need
exists in the country to receive aid. The,Government's technical aid programmes ana similarly

the Universities' programme demand that proof be given that the proposed project will contribute
to the socio-economic development of the receiving country. In general, the financing agency is

satisfied with references to a plan for more than one year, a survey of an international commission
and/or a letter in which the Government concerned declares that the project is welcome and fits in
with the Covernment's own plans.

Although we have no exact data to prove it, we believe that for a long time educational
projects have been financed on the basis of the assumption that education in itself is capable of
promoting socio-economic development. It was believed that educational policies that stimulated
the growth of the educational sy stem should be supported 'without investigating the consequences o

for the other sectors of the social situation. Most educational aid was channelled through the acti-

vities of voluntary agencies (usually missions, sometimes other institutes, like universities) or
international organizations. Within certain limits, the fields of activities and the priorities pro-
posed by them were accepted. As far as we know no sectoral or general evaluation of the educa-

,,

tional policy in the countilies that received aid has been undertaken by a Dutch aid-financing
i

organization.

Often the actual evaluation of the.needs of the country
4

to receive aid is left in the hands of
the Dutch partner in the planned co-operation, who is supposed to explain in the project-outline the
needs to be met. Usually such an explanation is then presented as a letter by the institute to receive
aid. This letter also serves as a 'request by the other party'. Sometimes an evaluation of the

educational policy and situation is available, either specifically prepared, 'or a certain project or
for other purposes. Practice in other Government programmes includes that experts on education
in a certain country, whenev er available, are asked for advice on an application in the light of their
experiences in and knowledge of the country and subject cuncerned. In general the Government

demands that prujects should contribute to the sucio-economic development of a country. The ques-
tion, however, is whether, how and to what extent education contributes to socio-economic develop-

ment. And then a satisfactory answer leading to applicable criteria for selection of priorities is/
very difficult to find. For one thing. who is to judge what is right for the developing country con-
cerned? The donor or the country itself?

Another matter is that the assumption that education per se would promote development

has gradually become subject to critical review in.publieations of the past few years. Consequently,

mere transfer of knowledge to as many people as possible is no longer the best thing one can think
of. Phenomena like the increase of the number of unemployed school-leavers, for instance, haw e

IC..,(..i
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made some policy-makers reconsider their policies. In this respect the universities have a distinct
task. They could, in addition to the transfer of knowledge, whenever asked for, contrioute to more
critical and creative thinking among the university students and staff of developing countries. For
the problem does not seem to be that the university staff and students in the developing countries
lack intellectual potentialities, 1,at that the socio-economic circnYnctances and the prevailing educa-
tionaf systems have often failed to develop in them scientifically inquisitive thinking. Where such
a situation exists, the Netherlands' Universities could, contribute not only by teaching subject-
matter, but also by stim .ing an awareness of the .prdblems, critical analysis, aptness in problem
solving and ability to use the tools or resources available.

3. The machinery of evaluation of educational policy
Except when it so happens that a sound evaluation of the edticational policy and situation.in.a deve-oloping country is available, neither the Government nor the Universities have the organizational
machineryto produce a thorough evaluation of any cow try in a reasonably short time. In the
Netherlands there are quite a few institutes that are regionally specialized (like the Africa-Study
Centre at Leiden, or the Documentation Centre for Latin-America at Amsterdam) or subject-wise
specialized (Centre for the Study of Education in Changing Societies at The Hague). However,
`rarely do these institutes have adequate resources to keep themselves up-to-date about all the
countries concerned, nor 'do they have sufficient staff and funds to survey the educational policy of
a number of countries sufficiently thoroughly and quickly.

Government representatives abroad generally are not equippc..d for this aspect of foreign
rglations: often their contacts, with the Universities in +110 country, and with the Ministries of
Education and Community Development are infrequent. They are by tradition better equipped for
external affairs (international politics, trade, financing, etc.) than internal affairs like educational
or developmental policy. Officials of the Dutch Toreign Service are, as a matter of principle,
transferred frequently, so that they have little opportunity to familiarise themselves with the deve-
lopmental problems of a particular country. So the Government foreign representatives cannot be
expected to be a source of adequate information on educational policies.

Voices :ire heard, however, pleading for the appointment in the developing countries of
special representatives to take care of the interests of universities (and other - educational - aid-
giving agencies) in affairs of development co-operation. This, however, seems only feasible if
there are sufficient projects in the country (or region) or if the task could be combined fruitfully
with other work. The question remains what the costs of such a representative may be with regard
to the total volume of the projects in the country (or area) to defend the appointment.

1.
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This leads to the issue of concentration. A few years ago the Dutch Government decided
to limit most of the Dutch bilateral assistance to a certain number of countries. The Universities'
programme is not limited to the same countries. Yet, in order that the activities of the univer-
sities may be better prepared, implemented and evaluated some people plead for a concentration
policy in the University programme as well: format;,,, of consortia of universities on the Dutch side,
and/or concentration on specific countries or even concentration on a few universities in the deve-
loping countries (trusting that the latter, in their turn, may stimulate the other universities in their
country). Some developing countries prefer such programmes. Indonesia would like to see priority
to be given to aid to one of its five leading universities, while a number of countries have founded
boards that have to judge whether the subjects of proposed research projects are among the prio-
rities of the country.

4. Priorities and selection of projects
As mentioned above, the ambiguities in the objectives of the programme make it difficult to reach a
unanimous agreement on the criteria for deciding which projects may be admitted to the programme,
and to what subject, country, etc., priority should be given.

Sn far the issue of priorities has not been urgent. To match the funds available the number
of projects could easily be reduced on the basis of such criteria as; is the project likely to contri-
bute to the socio-economic development of the country? Does the subject fit in with the needs of the
partner9 Does the project fulfil a set of general (administrative and preparatory) requirements set
in advance to projects that may he financed under the programme? What is partner's own contribu-
tic:: to the enterprise? etc.

However, the discussion on the criteria for selection and priorities has been reopened.
The first step to be taken now is to try and reformulate the objectives of the programme in such a
way that the number of potential projects will be automatically reduced from the outset;,simulte-
neously it is hoped that some of the criteria to be set may serve as guidelines for the preparation of
new projects. Vital questions have to be discussed, such as:

(a) Should concentration be pursued? If so, should the required 'contribu-
tion to socio-economic development' be maintained or is it possible to
compose a 'packet' of projects, including some academic subjects
which are highly valued by the authorities in the developing countries
but which do not visibly contribute to socio-economic development
(e. g. law-reform, history, linguistics, etc.)? On the whole, which
are to be preferred: projects that have sprouted from personal profes-
sional (and professorial) contacts and are implemented - somewhat
individually - with commonsense, with feeling for the problems and with
dedication, or projects that are part of concentrations or arS fully inte-
grated in and planned by universities (or faculties)?
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(b) Would it be possible and desirable to give priority to projects that -
e.g. as parts of a 'packet' - may lead to continued co-operation to the
benefit of both partners after the aid-phase has been completed, rather
than to co-operation projects that end at the moment of 'mission
accomplished'.

(6) What kind of 'pnrei research' should be financed by this programme,
and what should be referred to other agencies? Or should research be
accepted only if a training element (techniques, methodology, evalua-
tion of facts, etc. ) is included?

(d) Should projects that are part of international co-operation on the
'donor' side be preferred to 'national' projects?

(e)' How many criteria for priorities and selection and which of them should
be formulated? Finally, the more requirements are set for projects,
the more elaborate and refined the evaluation system should be.

At present applications for financing under the programme can be submitted to NUFFIC once a year.
After a first selection on administrative and procedural grounds, the proposals are discussed by
panela, composed of people who are considered to be experts both on the subject matter and on
develnprnent problems. Finally, the approved projects are recommended by NUFFIC to the Minister
concerned, who, so far, has accepted the advice given and financed the projects.

5. Control of preparation of projects
At the moment neither NUFFIC nor the Government have adequate control procedures for the imple-
mentation of projects. After the selection as described above has taken place and advice has been
received fr9m the officials concerned in the developing countries and after an incidental check-up
on the spots, the project can go ahead. Again, it is a point of discussion whether concentration and
lo,cal representation may make a more satisfactory control system possible.

There is also the question of how much time and money should or may be allocated to
evaluative (maintenance) research. Last year for., instance the Government asked the Centre for
the Study of Education in Changing Societies (CESO) for advice on an application fcr usn additional
subsidy for an extension to be built to a primary school in an African country. The way the appli-
cant defended his case, the way the school was described (selection procedure at entrance, teaching
programme, contact with the environment, staff recruitment, guidance of school-leavers, etc.)
could not but lead to a most positive advice. Should not such a case be thoroughly investigated,
either to prove the applicant has written 'empty words' or to observe, describe and publish a
promising example?

The same line of thought is pursued in the ideas on and plans for developing countrywise

central documentation, emphasising subjects like education, science and technology, planning and
administration, all in view of de, elopmunt. The Royal Institute for Linguistics and Anthropology
(Leiden) already has a resident representative for documentation purposes in Indonesia.

.4 r".trN
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6. Evaluation of results

The Universities' programme requires that those responsible for its projects report regularly on
the progress made. Summaries of these reports are published in a Progress Report of the pro-
gramme as a whole and sent to the Minister. However, the question has been raised whether this
way of reporting, supplemented by incidental visits of officiRls to projects, will prove to be suffi-
cient to serve the purposes of evaluation. For evaluation shoule lead to a set of results: firstly,
it is a means td check whether; the project has been implementer according to its objectives;
secondly, the information obtained is supposed to serve as a feed, back for the improverhent of
future projects and for the refinement of the objectives, the criteria and the organization of the pro-
gramme as a whole.

For this prrpose, NUFFIC has requested CESO to make the necessary studies of univer-
sities' development co- operation and to contribute to the reformulation of objectives, criteria and
evaluation procedures. In 1971 a planned observation on the spot (with guidance) of a then newly
starting project had to be postponed because of staff and budgetary restrictions. Yet we believe
that a continuous observation of an actual case of co-operation is the best possible method of evalua-
ting the impact of a project from a social, economic and especially pedagogical point of view. For
no project is carried out in isolation. Staff of an institute that is to receive aid 'learn' from the,
project, but also from many other sources. They may internally select and re-integrate cements
of previous experiences with those from the project concerned and from conferences, visits, talks,
magazines, etc. Mere registration and comparison of the pre-project and post-project situation
may not giVA sufficient data about the impact of one's own activities. A question is how many pro-
jects can and must be 'observed' in this way in order to draw somewhat more generally valid conclu-
sions as to university co-operation for development and insorder to develop a set of new and efficient
techniques of evaluation for future use. It would also be instructive to learn to what extent the
broader programme objectives and the more narrow project aims match in reality; one can think or
situations where circumstances enforce a change in one of them, without necessarily leading to a
premature end of the activities.

For its plans CESO is considering finding local partners to co-operate with, in areas where
many Dutch educational (university) projects are being executed. Such co-operation would be a base
for CESO's observations of projects of university co-operation.

12G
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7. Conclusions

Looking back one gets the impression that much of the Dutch educational aid of the sixties has been
given in a somewhat opportunistic way (which does not imply that this has yielded poor results).
The Universities' Programme of Development Co-operation is, very carefully, trying to develop an
evaluation system that may cover all phases of the projects. As nn now projects will be approved
for 1973 as a result of budgetary restrictions, it has some time available to reconsider its policy,
and it hopes that by the time the applications for the 1974 projects are submitted, it will have more
clear objectives, criteria and evaluation routines at its disposal.
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THE ESFAHAN WORK-ORIENTED ADULT LITERACY PILOT PROJECT :

A COMMENTARY ON EVALUATION

by J. Ryan

1. Preface
As indicated in the title, this paper is a commentary on the evaluation of the Esfahan Work- Oriented
Adult Literacy Pilot Project J. It is based primarily upon the following three papers prepared lox.

the 'Seminar on the planning of out-of-school education' held at the REP during December 1971:
M Bazany - 'Evaluating an experimental functional literacy project : the Esfahan

experience' V.
C. Bonnani - 'DeS.cription of the principles, methods and techniques adopted by the

Esfahan functional literacy pilot scheme in planning and developing its

curricula'.
J. Smyth - 'Costs- effectiveness report on the work-oriented adult literacy pilot pi7oject

in Iran : synopsis'.

Bazany is the Evaluation Specialist assigned to the Esfahan Project. Borman' had previously served
the Project as Literacy Materials Specialist. Sinyth's paper is based upon a consulting mission to
Iran undertaken for the Departrrient of Educational Planning and Finance. No attempt is made to

summarize the findings reported in these papers. The purpose of the commentary is that of
reviewing the concept upon which the Projc.ct was based, certain of the analytical techniques
employed and some of the more interesting evaivational findings obtained.

1/ What is referred to here as the Esfahan Project is, in fact, a sub-project
within the Iranian programme. A related project is being carried oh in the
Dezful area in south western Iran.

J The results reported by Bazany and commented upon in this paper are
typically based upon sample findings from selected programmes. Such
results are thought to be typical of Project activities as a whole. There is,
however, no statistical assurance oh this point.
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2. The roles of evaluation
A distinction is frequently made between the 'formative' J and 'summative' roles of evaluation.
The former involves the use of evaluative findings for programme improvements. The latter seeks
to make more ultimate judgements about the effectiveness of programmes in attaining their intended
objectives. 'SuminatiVe' evaluation thus presumes the existence of accepted evaluative criteria. By
contrast, 'formative' evaluation need make no explicit assumptions regarding standards to be
achieved. While 'formative' evaluation does not preclude - and may often assist - 'summative'
evaluation, the distinction in purpose is fundamental regarding the conclusions that may be reached
from evaluational results.

3. Functional literacy : The concept and its implications for 'summative'
evaluation

The evaluation of the Esfahan Work-Oriented Adult Literacy Pilot Project is predominantly
'formative' in purpose. This is, in a sense, ironic as the Project and the Experimental World
Literacy Programme, of which it is a component, are defined and justified in terms of the develop-
ment objectives pursued rather than the educational means employed. Both Project and World
Programme are based upon the concept of 'functional literacy training' V. This newer form of
training is differentiated from the more traditional kind by its emphasis upon relating literacy
methods and content to economic and soci-,.1 development. More specifically, the designers of the
Esfahan project perceived a shortage literate and skilled workers to constitute a constraint upon
economic deVelor ment. Functional literacy training was conceived as a means of loosening this
constraint by upgrading manpowe: qualifications and thereby contributing to development. The test
of this hypothesis linking training to development would constitute an element of 'summative'
evaluation.

It is evident that a number of prerequisites and conditions must be fulfilled before such a
test becomes possible. Foremost among these is the development of an instructional technology.

This distinction is made, for example, by M. Scriven, "Methodology of
Evaluation" in AREA Monograph Series on Curriculum Evaluation, Vol. 1,
Chicago, Rand McNally, 1967. 'Formative evaluation' takes place in the
research development stage and is directed toward the improvement of the
product under development. 'Summative evaluation' measures a product in
relationship to pre-established objectives.
V For a discussion of the concept of ifunCtional literacy' employed' in the
Experimental World Literacy Programme, see J. Cairns, Convergence,
-Vol. III, No. 2, 1970.

,
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To date, this is the task that has preoccupied the Project staff. Other requirements pertain to the
research design. Theoretically, the exact linkage between the selected fields of training and the

intended development consequences must be specified. Subsumed under this task is the necessity of

defining indicators of the aspects of development it is intended to affect and the obtainment of pre-
Measures against which post-measures may be compared.

The measurement problem is further complicated by contemporaneous changes in factors of

production other than the quality of labour. Regarding this last point, it should be noted that the
project site, Esfahan, was particularly selected in order to observe the consequences of combining

a manpower strategy with large-scale investments in agriculture and industry. The hoped for
synergii'tic reaction, if realised, will hoth promote development and, incidentally, complicate the
measurement, process.

A hypothetical example based on a Project programme may suggest the method and intent

of 'summative' evaluation. The sugar beet training course provides a relatively straightforward
example. Its purpose is presumably that of contributing to agricultural productivity by increasing
the output of sugar beet. Actual production, if known, would be a suitable indicator. An observed

increase in sugar beet production following the implementation of the training course is a necessary
but insufficient proof of ogramme effectiveness. Evidence that .,.,arse participants adapt new

practices advocated in the training course and experience a more rapid increase in production than
non-participants is more compelling proof. Production outcomes are thereby related to course
participation through the plausible intervening variable of adaptation of improved practices. A still
more convincing mode of proof would be constituted-by the finding that observed increases in

production are better explained by course participation than by rival hypotheses: sale price, land-
holdings etc.

It may be maintained that such 'purist' standards of scientific rigour are not applicable to
field operations While possibly valid, this contention is aside from the point. The issue is not
between simple and sophisticated research designs, but rather pertains to the role or purpose of
evaluation. Is the intended outcome to,be a judgement of programme success in attaining its

objectives, or is it, as with the Esfahan Project, the more preliminary goal of developing an
instructional technology? In short, is evaluation 'summative' or 'formative' in role?

4, The evolution.of an instructional technology

The problem of giving operational meaning to the concept of functional literacy became from the

outset the predominant concern of the Project staff. It was specified that training should be related
to economic and social development goals and that it ought to be work-oriented. While of some help

in suggesting appropriate criteria, this definition specified neither the content of the training nor
the methodb of instruction to be employed.
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A starting point in specifying programme content was that of determining the occupational
skills in which instruction would be offered. Development plans (where available and applicable),
knowledge of labour force structure and prevailing trends, and resort to commonsense judgements
all played a role in determining such choices. Initially, the programmes were highly.specific in
nature (e. g. the plant protection course). Subsequently, more general programmes were offered
(e. g. the general agricultural course). The more micro-level decisions as to precisely what aspects
of the selected topics should be emphasized and the order and manner in which materials could be
most effectively presented posed a continuing. challenge. The present form of the Project's
instructional technolOgy. - i. e. the selection and organization of content and the choice of methods -
is the result of an evolutionary process. Earlier versions of programmes were replaced by
improved ones. The role of evaluation was 'that of identifying programme difficulties and measuring
the impact of proposed revisions. It was, in a word, 'formative' evaluation.

The revision of the arithmetic units represents a highly successful example of the use of
evaluational findings to improve course outcomes. In 1969, the order of presentation of material-was
the classic one employed in primary schools around the world: counting came first (one to ten in the
first week, ten to one hundred in the second), next addition, then subtraction and finally multipli-
cation and division. Evaluation showed this method produced very disappointing results. It was
observed, however, that in spite of low test scores, participants seemed capable of handling com-
plicated calculations in their practical affairs (e. g. marketing). These findings and insights led to
a2complete revision of the 1970 curriculum. In essence, it involved the integration of arithmetic
instruction with technical instruction. Arithmetic operations were introduced at the point at which .

they were required for comprehension of the technical content. In many cases, the arithmetic being
taught was a formalization and generalization of operations previously performed more or less
intuitively. The improvement in test achievement was striking. In many programmes, the average
test score was twice as high under the new method as under the old.

5. Indicators of programme success
The Project's two principal indicators of programme success are bourse participation and achieve-
ment. The measures of participation are multiple: enrolment, attendance,, drop-out and punctuality.
Examination score is the usual measure of achievement.

Enrolment

The measurement of enrolment has both quantitative and Qualitative aspects. It is not only the total
number of participants that is considered important, but also their occupations. Separate quotas
were established for women and for industry, agriculture and craftsmen. Actual enrolment shows
little relationship to these prescribed quotas. Participation by women is nearly twice their allotted
percentage. Farmers fill only 64 per cent of their quota and industrial workers and craftsmen only
21 per cent and 12 per cent respectively of theirs.

r
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gnment of quotas re'.ates to the functional literacy objective of providing training

hought to play strategic coi;s in development. Situational factors probably explain
part of the discrepancy between prescribed and actual enrolments. It is noted, for example, that
industrial employers are generally not favourably disposed toward the participation of their

employees in literacy programmes. While accounting for the relatively low number of industrial
workers in theS'e programmes, it raises more fundamental issues. Why should employers oppose a
training course presumably capable of markedly increasing employee productivity? The willingness
of women tc participate in large numbers poses an analogous issue. Apparently, the intuitive cost-.
benefit analysis of these women persuades them to invest their time in literacy study. In both of the

above instances, there is an evident disparity between pi ivate motivations and official enrolment
priorities. Does this suggest that the latter are not soundly based? There is certainly neither
utility nor morality in offering education to the unmotivated while denying it to those who seek it. As

the disparity between the assigned quotas and actual participation reveals, the Project has, in fact,
adopted all 'open door' policy, but seemingly finds difficulty in reconciling this sensible decision
with official ideology.

Liter

atten

Thu

Drop-out

acy courses are prone to relatively high drop-out. There is neither the 'stick' of compulsory
dance nor the 'carrot' of a diploma at the end of the course to assist in sustaining participation.

s, the holding power of a course is a rough indicator of its utility as judged by participants.
Drop-out,from the Project's courses shows an expected pattern. It is high during early weeks and
then declines. It tends also to be high at 'decision points' such as between course stages. The
agricultural season and industrial schedule have a predictable influence on both attendance and

drop-out. The net result is that fewer than 50 per cent of the original participants finish a course.
It would seem useful to make a distinction between drop-out produced by external factors

and that resulting directly from the conduct of the course. In the short term, it is probably difficult
to correct external causes of drop-out. The opportunity to work overtime or the need to care for a
newly born infant typically have a pre-emptive claim on the time of participants. Drop-out produced

by dissatisfaction with course content or scheduling may be more easily remedied. Unfortunately,

the exteznal factors are the more important ones. Bazany reports that 44per cent of a sample of
drop-outs reported work obligations as responsible fur drawing them from the course. Another
19 per cent were driven from the course by dissatisfaction with its content.

r.; Achievement

As discussed above, the final objectives of the Project are economic ai.d social in character.

Nonetheless, achievement in literacy and numeracy constitute both means toward these more
ultimate ends and goals in themselves. Smyth reports that in the original request of the government
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of Iran to the United Nations Special Fund, functional literacy was defineci as equivalent to the
achievement of the average 6th or 7t'. grade student. This was apparently\ later judged overly ambi-
tious, as Bazany states that the present objective is achievement equal to that of an average 4th
grade student. In 1969, sample results showed that the Project failed to achieve its objective. After
the revision of course content and method referred to above, both the reading and numeracy object-
ives were achieved in 1970. Writing remained below the prescribed standard.

The achievement of such standards in a relatively brief training.period seems impressive.
It is rather difficult, however, to know precisely what such findings imply. To begin with, many

Project participants (probably 20 per cent in the programme in question) are classified as semi-
literate at the start of their training. Even illiterate adults presumably understand many of the
concepts that children must learn. They know, for example, what adding and subtracting imply even
if they cannot accurately perform such operations. Moreover, the definition of achievement
employed here measures but a fraction of the 'output' of schooling. It excludes certain of the

'subject-matters taught, says nothing of attitude formation and neglects the custod.al function that
schools serve in all societies. This is stated not with the intention of minimizing the achievement
of the Esfahan Project, but as a warning against the assumption that the 'outputs' of primary schools
and literacy projects are in any sense directly comparable.

Results on tests of technical achievement were less satisfactory than those for literacy and
numeracy. Smyth attributes this to the characteristics of the teachers, few of whom are competent
practitioners of the subject-matters in which they are offering instruction. Bazany notes that the
actual allocation of class time to technical content falls below the suggested limits. In the general
courses in particular, the teaching of literacy skills appears the primary goal. Technical training
is a distant second in both attention received and results attained.

6. Determinates of programme success
...-

For the reasons of both project management and research, it was necessary to identify those
characteristics of participants, teachers and classes that bear a signific-ant relationship to
achievement.

Characteristics of participants

The findings on participants are interesting, even curiogs. Age bears a negative, but statistically

insignificant relationship to achievement (i.e. younger participants, on average, are higher
achievers than older participants). Measures of socio-economic status also appear unimportant.
Literacy status upon ent?y into the course has a puzzling correlation with achievement. the

measure of literIcy is based on a testa, the relationship is negative. those who knew most in the
beginning knew least, in the end. Conversely, when the initial measure derives from the instructor's
judgement, the relationship with final achievement score is positive.
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The negative relationship between age andachieveinent is not surprising. While socio-

economic status (SES) is usually strong and positively related to achievement in developed nations,

it may be, or appear to be, less strongly so in developing societies. Indicators of SES are typically
based on occupation and education. Neither measure is likely to yield a good statistical distribution
in-developing societies, particularly in rural areas. Public education has only recently become
widely available. Most adult respondents will have had little if any schooling. Nor has occupational

structure typically 'hardened' to the extent found in developed societies. The average rural citizen
in a developing nation is a gereralist who shifts occupation with the turn of the agricultural season.

The traditional indicators of SES are thus unlikely to be sufficiently well distributed to yield signifi-
cant correlational results. Efforts are under way to find a more relevant and applicable set of
indicators of SES.

It is difficult to know what to make of the conflicting evidence regarding the relationship

between initial literacy status and final achievement. Do the initially better qualified students
become bored at the slow pace of instruction and attend intermittently (or drop out) while their less

qualified classmates participate with regularity and diligence? Such hare and tortoise outcomes are
possible, but certainly unusual. As Bazany ot.trves, the teacher's rating of the participant probably
includes motivation and intelligence and is thas not strictly a measure of literacy status. Being a

more comprehensive evaluatiOn, it proves a better predictor of final achievement.

Teacher characteristics am.. class size
The evaluation results show a consistent relationship between teacher characteristics and the
achievement of their students. Experience and age are negatively correlated with achievement, the
teacher's educational level is positively related to student achievement. The explanation offe:ed
that younger, hence less experienced, teachers adjust more readily to the instructional methods
employed by the Project.,

Smyth reports that there is no significant relationship between class size and average class
achievement. This might suggest that importa.i. economies could be achieved by increasing class

size without detrimental effects upon achievement. The answer is probably no. First, there are
physical constraints that must be taken into consideration. Rural programmes serve small and
remote villages. It is thus difficult to either increase attendance from within the village or to
combine the programme of one village with that of another. It should also be noted that increased
class size could endanger future progress. Specifically, Bazany reports that while it was intended
that group discussion be an important component of all instructional programmes, this objective has

not been realized. Large class size could constitute an obstacle in correcting this shortcoming.
A methodological note concludes this section. It will be observed that the relationship

between achievement and its correlates are derived from bivariate analysis. That is to say the
relationship between two variables is examined in isolation. .In field situations where computers are
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not available, this is perhaps necessary. It is also potentially misleading as social research deals
with complex and interrelated phenomena. A relationship such as that between achievement and
class size is probably conditioned by a number of intervening variables, in particular, mode of
instruction. Multivariate analysis improves upon bivariate analysis by permitting the simultaneous
consideration of the influences of a number of variables upon a particular outcome. As such, it
more nearly mirrors the complexity of reality and hence permits the more accurate estimation of
relationships.

7. Treatment of development costs
The return on investments in educational developments depends both upon the novelty and worth of
the 'product' developed and the ability of men to learn from experience. In primaple, the treatment
of development costs should reflect these same considerations. In fact, we 4o not possess and
perhaps never shall obtain information on these issues. Accordingly, we must improvise a solution.

Smyth proposes that the first three years of project acitivity, costing some $2.4 million,
be treated as a development expenditure. Of this amount, Iranian authorities supplied approximately
$1.3 million; the remainder w s provided by Unesco/UNDP. Amortizing the cost to Iran over a
25-year period with an 8 per nt interest charge yields an annual cost of $378 thousand.

This is perhaps as s nsible a solution as any. One may quibble Over whether the total cost
should be included or only th Iranian portion and over the duration of the amortization period.
Unless an extremely short ti e period is selected (e. g. five or ten years), the last problem is
unlikely to alter the annual c st greatly. The principal difficulty is that an analysis of costs alone
evades the issue of fundame tal interest: what has been purchased?

There is evidence at a viable instructional technology has been developed. Is this tech-
nology applicable outside th Esfahan area? Will it reduce the cost of 'producing' literate adults in
the future? If time answer these queries in the affirmative, all of Iran's illiterate adults are
potential beneficiaries of till project's development investment. There seems as yet essentially no
evidence that 'functional literacy' represents a development strategy as well as an instructional
technology. If it does, prdsumably all Iranians, not just present and potential course participants,
are the beneficiaries of the investment made in Esfahan.

8. Conclusion

This paper makes a distinction between 'formative' and 'summative' evaluation. The evaluation of
the Esfahan Project has been of the former type. To date, the Project has been occupied with the
development of an instructional technology. This represents an important achievement in its own
right and an essential intermediate step toward the attainment of the Project's ultimate economic
and social goals. 'Summative' evaluation - i.e. evaluation of these more ultimate objectives - can
and should now be begun.
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PLANNING AND INTRODUCING THE EVALUATIONOF THE

EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION SERVICE IN THE IVORY COAST

by J.C. Pauvert

1. Objects of the programme

The Ivory Coast Government has included in its Five-Year Plan 1971-1975, the renovation and rapid
extension of primary education. Having in fact decided that total enrolment for all children between
6 and 11 years should be reached by 1986, it has drawn up a scheme characterised by the syitematic
use of television; in 1980, 16,500 Classrooms, the total now existing, will he equipped with receivers
and will take 720, 000 pupils. At that date daily programmes of seven hours will be put out for the
benefit of the six years of the primary cycle. Other programmes will be addressed to young people
and adults, making, television an instrument of continuing education (with the support of other media
such as sound broadcasting and the press).

The object of this scheme is to remedy the existing weaknesses in primary education,

namely, the wide disparity in enrolment ratios between different regions (from 5 per cent to 95 pfsr
cent), insufficient qualification of teachers, substantial wastage between the first and sixth year of
primary 'studies, and maladjustment of curricula and teaching methods.

This Educational Television Scheme is also designed to give the whole population an instru-
ment of communication, a com-non langUage, spoken and read by all, a means of continuing out-

,

of-school education, particularly Indispensable for primary school leavers who do not continue thou-
studies. It is therefore set in the general context of a.cultural policy of national unification, aimed
also at intensifying the participation of the whole population in national development, the main lines

of which, as defined by the 1971-1975 Plan, are: the extension of agricultural modernization and the
hetterment'of the countryside, the 'Ivorisation' of the economy, the orientation of the training
mechanism so as togive ever...body the means of adapting themselves to the needs of the economy
and social progress, by sharing in the national enterprise of transforming the conditions and modes

. r
of life, thought and action.

The use of television is explained by the fact that the Ivory Coast has a high quality tele-
vidion infrastructure which, in 1973, will cover the whole of the national territory and which has so

I.
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far been very much underemployed. This appeared to be a means of ensuring both the sufficiently
rapid progress of basic education and the accelerated organization of out-of-school education open
both to young people and to adults. Furthermore, on the basis of existing experience of school
television in Niger, Salvador. and Samoa, it seemed possible to take into consideration the educa-,

tional advantages of television; the presentation of concrete and no longer purely verbal elements,
the diffusion of good'audio-visual models, openness to the world, and the constant updating of the
terms, content arid methods of teaching; the unification of teaching, the generalization of the work of
specialized and highly qualified teachers for the benefit of the whole teaching body.

Tnis Scheme was therefore thought likely to lead to an appreciable improvement in the
internal efficiency of prirnary education (particularly by the reduction of repeating and drop-out)
and a better adjustnient of teaching to the needs of development.

2. Organization czt

The introduction of the Educational Television Scheme wasp preceded from 1967 to 1969 by a number
of economic, sociological, educational and t echnical studies. It was started in 1969 by the instal-

.

lation of a 'television complex' at Bouake, the second city in the Ivory Coast, in the centre of the
country, 400 km. frornAbidjan.

This complex, which has no equivalent in other countries and which is still housed in
temporary accommodation, consists of:

- a department for the training and refresher training of teachers consisting of a Teacher
Training College which trains full-time teachers in three years In 'th a view to becoming
headmasters, teaching advisers or to holding executive or specialist posts in the
Educational Television Scheme, and a pilot CAFOP (there are seven CAFOP in the whole
of the Ivory Coast for the training of ordinary primary school teachers, who are trained
in one year). This training riPpartment is also responsible for all refresher training of
serving staff (teachers, headmasters, educational advisers, primary school inspectors,
etc

a publications centre, producing printed material in support of television programmes.
common services, especially a research and internal evaluation centre, associated with
an operations service which ensures the rapid feedbaclfrom the television receiving
schools to the two production centres; a general and audio-visual library (documentation
for all media) and a technical maintenance service.

The perabrinel of this complex (educationists, produce, studio staff and administrative staff)
consists of experts supplied by external aid from a number of sources (Unesco, France, Canada)
and of Ivory Coast nationals.
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The complex, under the authority of a Director who is also an Ivory Coast national, comes
under the State Secretariat for primary education and television education, associated with the
Ministry of Education and responsible for all operations. The State Secretariat is also responsible
for a service for the installation and maintenance of receivers in the schools and a publications
distribution service.

The Secretary of State for Educational Television has the benefit, in carrying out the whole
of the Scheme, of the technical advice of a Scientific Consultative Commitee consisting of senior
specialists who can speak with authority in the fields of education, communications and educational
technology, selected by the Government from a number of countries (Belgium, Canada, United
States of America, France, United Kingdom, and the Federal Republic of Germany).

Finally, the representatives of governments and multilateral institutions co-operate with
the Ivory Coast in this large-scale undertaking, meeting in a group for the co-ordination of external
aid, known as the Abidjan Club.

An essential characteristic of this project is that it is supported by extremely varied
sources; the World Bank, the United Nations Development Programme, Unesco, Umcef, the
European Development Fund, France, Canada, United States of America and the Federal Republic
of Germany, shortly to be joined by Belgium and Italy, in fact take part in this exemplary under-
taking of international concerted action and associate themselves with the considerable effort being
made by the Ivory Coast Government. From 1969 to 1973 the investments made in this operation
amounted to more than 2 billion Francs CFA, external aid in operations (specialized personnel).
amounted to 366 million Francs CFA for 1971.

3. Present position and prospective development
The Bouake complex was opened in October 1969, the Teacher Training College received a first
intake of 70 pupil-teachers and the pilot CAFOP recruited 120 assistant pupil-teachers. During the
same year, 1969-1970, the first production studios began to operate. In October 1971, in accor-
dance with the planned tinietable, 446 CP1 classes (first year of the primary education cycle)
equipped with television receivers, began to receive thPprogrammes Afour,10 to 20-minute
programmes a day) and to apply new curricula.

Each year, 500 new classrooms will be equipped and a new level of the primary education
cycle will be affected by the reform and the introduction of television, going up to CM2 (sixth year of
primary`studies) in 1976-1977 by which date the number of television classes will have risen to
10,000, with a total of nearly 450,000 pupils.

It is planned that in 1979, the 6-7 age-group, which will then include about 170,000 children,
will be admitted in full to the first year of remodelled television education, .and that within six years
thereafter general enrolment will be achieved.
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In parallel, the.'organizatir of out-of-school education activities should begin in 1b72 and
should keep pace with the development of televised primary education.

4. Evaluation of the Scheme

The need for evaluation
In the phase of preparatory studies the principle of evaluation of the Scheme was laid down.

In the first place, the Ivory Co'ast Government wanted to be in a position to assess the
effectiveness of the reforms introduced into its primary education. The 1971-1975 Plan should, in
effect, allow primary education to develop, wifhout this effort prejudicing those who should benefit
in priority from secondary and higher education and training. This means that the aims laid down
for the Educational Television Scheme must be attained within the limits of the financial resources
prOvided and that the basic assumption of this programme (substantial improvement in the internal
efficiency of the system thanks to the use of television and better teacher qualifications) must prove
to be well-founded.

In addition. part of this evaluation must be devoted to the permanent review of the system
through the organization of regular feedback.

Furthermore, the various bilateral and multilateral external aid agencies engaged alongside
the Ivory Coast Government in carrying out the Scheme expressed the desire to measure the effects
of their co-operation and to see the justification bf their hope of finding, in this massive resource to
the technology of education, the solution to the problems raised by the generalization of basic
education in the developing countries at an acceptable cost.

Ever since its, first meetings, therefore, the,Consultative Group for the Co-ordination of
he Scheme (the Abidjan Club) decided that continuous evaluation would be carried out and that, in

order to guarantee its objectivity, it would be financed by support from governments and institutions
not directly taking part in the Scheme.

The objectives of evaluation

This evaluation should, in this way, establish whether the Scheme has attained its objectives namely:
- To give a better distribution to the education effort, so as to make the

primary school a factor in national unification, both cultural and economic,
- to link this effort to devel6pment projects, so that primary school leavers

can integrate themselves in a dynamic environment, for good reasons and
advantage to themselves, instead of leaving for the towns,

- to improve the educational, and therefore the financial, return on educa-
tion, so that as many pupils as possible who are admitted to CP1 complete
the cycle within a normal time after acquiring the basic knowledge deemed
indispensable to the social and human betterment of all Ivory Coast
citizens,

1
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- to unify the remodelling of primary education by allowing the simultaneous
generalization of reforms of content and method, which could not be done
even by a very substantial effort of refresher training conducted with
traditional means. Thanks to television, the results of educational
research will be applied very fast by the whole teaching body, a continuous
teacher-tray.iing college,being thus made a reality.

Measuring the results obtained in these different directions amounts to verifying the proper working
of the remodelled primary education system in liaison with out-of-school education, a system open

to the national environment (economic, social, cultural) and whose ultimate goal is the development
of that environment.

From this point of view, it must therefore be an overall evaluation made in terms of

systems analysis at Ivory Coast level, with a view to assessing the impact of this system on the
country.

But an evaluation of this kind is also an instrument for the execution of the Scheole by

enabling continuous adjustments to be made in the various sectors of:
- management and administratioh,

- educational content and methods,

- t echnOlogy,

- economics and financing, and cost-benefit ratio.
It should also relate to the system as such, that is to say, as a combination of various means,
methods and techniques and the choice of a strategy for the introduction of innovations deemed
adequate to the objectives.

Organization of the evaluation

In the light of the foregoing, a great deal of trouble was taken to fintalise the organization of the

evaluation, and it is, in fact, not yet finished, though it is possible to set out the main linee.
- A team responsible for overall (or synthetic or systematic) evaluation. This is also

regarded as the outside evaluation assigned to specialists provided by the institutions and govern-

ments which are Wang no d'ect part in executing the Scheme (United States of America, the
Federal Republic of Germany, and, probably in the near future, Belgium).

This team at present consists of a permanent team-leader and consultants from the Institute
for Communications Research (Stanford University), th Staats Institut Air Bildungsforsehung and

Planning (Munich) and *the experimental education laboratory of the University of Liege. It is at
present completing tha working plan for the whole of the evaluation. It operates at the level of the
State Secretariat for primary education and educational television. It is assisted by the m agement
and administrative office of the Educational Television Scheme, also attached to the State eeretariat,
which compiles a number of administrative and financial data.,

- A research and evaluation unit, located at the level of the Bouake television complex,

which is responsible for continuous educational evaluation, geared, to the operational service, it is
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responsible for ensuring permanent feedbat.k between the new television classes and the centres for
the production of television programmes and printed matter for teachers and pupils. The research
and evaluation unit and this operating service are also in contact with the training and refresher
training department of the complex.

The elements of evaluation
Data on the management of the system. These data relate to the structure and functioning of the
system:

(i) Organization chart, information and administration circuits, legal
structure, links between Ministries (co-operation among services
concerned with the Scheme), co-ordination of external aid.

(ii) personnel administration, status; methods of recruitment, training and
advanced training;

(iii) programming and administration of all operations (relations between the
present system and the new system) and of the various sub-systems
responsible training and refresher training, television and radio
production, ubh lions, installation and maintenance of the transmission
network and he receiving t ork, distribution of publications, research
and operating service, buildings and equipment; management of stocks,
equipment and premises.

(iv) information of the public about the programme and its evolution.

Technological data
They relate to the production, transmission and reception of television and radio programmes and to
the production and distribution of printed material and thus affect the television and radio pro-
ductions' centres, the publications centre, the equipment of the Ivory Coast Broadcasting Corpo-
ration, receiving, equipment in the schools and all the equipment used for personnel training and
refresher training, both in the Bouake complex and in all the CAFOP.

(a) Equipment used, suitability for its purpose;
*

(b) effectiveness and reliability of use, full employment of means;

(c) premises of the Bouake complex (temporary buildings, lans for perma-
nent buildings); school preMises (architecture and equ ent of television
schools).

Educational data

The evaluation data in this field includethose rtating to:

(a) The degree of cognitive and psycho-motor development (the latter Mainly
centred on manual and graphic motility, the evaluation of which is useful
for childre.: beginning to learn to write);

(b) written and oral knowledge of French (the only language of instruction);
(c) assimilation of mathematics;
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(d) verbal interactions between teacher and pupil in -the classroom;

(e) behaviour and attitudes of pupils in class;

(f) opinions and attitudes of teachers and parents;

(g) teachers' knowledge of the subjects taught (especially French and
mathematics) on completion of initial training and refresher training.

The populations affected by the elaboration of instruments of evaltiation are the pupils and teachers
who are completing one of the years of the primary cycle for the first time. In other words, this
evaluation is at present being undertaken for pupils and teachers who complete CP1, the first year
of primary schooling in 1972.

The instruments worked out will then be applied to the teachers and pupils of the following
year. This operation Fill lead to a better adjustment of the instruments to the real state of affairs.

For the purpose of comparison, this action will be carried out with masters and pupils of
television and non-television classes simultaneously.

0

An
Stages in the construction of instruments

instrument of objective evaluation must meet the following requirements:

(a) The subject matter of the evaluation must be clearly defined (phases of
the construction of tests, observation grids, questionnaires;

(b) the instruments must be handled and the replies received must be
corrected as uniforinly as possible (standardization phase);

(c) the results must be interpreted on the basis of norms established by the
prior examination of a fairly high number of subjects which allows each
of the answers to be sited within a statistical distribution (phase of
establishing norms);

(d) the data compiled must provide proof that the instrument really measures
4 what it is supposed to measure (validity study);

(e) t test must produce the same results each time it is repeated (fidelity
sst ).

To meet these requirements, the following procedure has been laid down:

Phase 1: A preliminary sample establishes the cultural range and linguistic
capacities of the populations to which the instrument is intended to apply.
On the basis of this information, a first .version of the instrument will be
worked out in the Laboratory of the University of Liege,
Phase 2: A first a lication in the field to restricted samples will provide
information as to the manageability of the instruments and indications of
the difficulties and discriminations of the items of the tests. Modifications
may thus be made and new items drafted. The instrument will be com-
pleted by precise instructions.

Phase 3: It will then be applied to a representative sample. The analysis
of items, establishment of. norms and fidelity calculations will be carried
out at the University of Liege. This last phase will he repeated in the
event of unsatisfactory results. The validity of the instruments
constructed will also be studied.

Phase 4: The instruments are now operational and can be generally applied.
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Training of staff responsible for applying the instruments and using the
information

Concurrently with the finalisation of the instruments, staff will be associated with the various stages
of the undertaking. In this way, on the expiry of the three years set aside for the construction of
the instruments, they will be able to use them (tests, compilationsf data, coding, processing,
analysis of results).

It is nevertheless necessary to provide for the specialization and training abroad of certain
Ivory Coast nationals, who will be called upon to take over from the experts. The Experimental
Educational Laboratdry might assume responsibility for this specialization. et.

Financial and economic data
(a) They relate to the state of expenditure and audit relating to all operations of training an

refresher training, television and radio production, publications, transmission and
reception, feedback, research and evaluation, as well as to the functioning of the'
primary schools and school inspectorates and of the central services. They cover both
capital and recurrent expenditure, including the various external aids, but identifying
them, clearly.

(b) They should make it possible to check or confirm the cost estimated made when the
Scheme was formulated, and the regular updating of this Scheme.

(c) They should also point to possible savings and provide the Scheme Management with
elements of decision on this subject as well as estimates of the national budget and
external aid.

(d) Finally, these data should make it possible to establish unit costs per teacher and per
pupil and their various components Lcf. point (al/ in the light also of changes observed
in drop-out and repeating.

(e) In addition, economic and socio-economic data relating to the impact of the system on
the national environment should be cumpiled (the relation between the penetration of
educational television and local development, ways in which this teaching is integrated
in the active life of pupils, etc. ).

(f) The foregoing data should be used for an approach to cost-benefit analysis.

5. Overall evaluation of the system
On'the basis of the various sectoral evaluations set out above, and of their synthesis, the overall
evaluation team is responsible for determining:
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(a) For the national authorities, the elements of decision which will enable them to
establish, pursue or modify the strategy for the conversion to the educational television
system (both in-school and out -of- school); to adapt the management of this system to
the need to obtain an optimum cost, as well as to the qualitative and quantitative results
hoped from the reform of primary education and the organization of out-of-school
education.

In systems analysis terms, overall evaluation should integrate the various data obtained
at the following different levels, in the light of their relevance to each of them, and in
such a way that all the operations carried out are self-consistent and consistent with
the general education policy defined by the government and that continuous feedback is
ensured between the implementation of the policy and the higher levels of programming
and policy.

General policy
objectives recognized
restraints imposed

Needs and resources
of subsystems and
of the system

Flow of material
Flow of information
Flow of decisipns

O

determination of
education policy

A

programming

processing

implemen'6. ion of
policy

(b) For external aid agencies, which are interested in thayfirst aspec s of evaluation, the
elements of decision which will enable them to extend the Ivory C ast experience to
other countrites who want to apply these solutions, either retains g the same strategy,
the same plan of action and the same. type of personnel and equip enty or modifying them
so as to remedy any defects or shortcomings observed.

6. Evaluation of the evaluation

The overall evaluation group should apply a system of self-evaluatiOn which would enable it
constantly to, adjust its methods, as well as to study the use made of the resTlts of its investigations.
It will be helped in this, as it has been in drawing up,ifs working plan, by the International Scientific
Consultative Committee foil the Educational Television Scheme and the consultative group on the
co-ordination of the Scheme.
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Document No. 11

STATISTICAL RESEARCH ON INTERNAL EFFICIENCY OF

SCHOOL SYSTEMS

by G. Carceles

Introduction

There is no longer any doubt as regards the need for systematic evaluation of school system functions.
This obviously implies the quantification question, even in those cases where the points to be eva-
lua4d appear to be mainly qualitare.

The evaluation exercise aims at providing some kind of objective evidence of accomplishment
in terms of outputs anti to set this against the cost of the inputs. This process implies a quantifica-
tion of goals and targets against which progress maybe measured and effectiveness evaluatedij.

The present paper will review very briefly the essentials of work undertaken by the Office
of Statistics of Unesco - in close co-operation with interested Departnts and in consultation with
the IIEP - to evaluate the patterns of internal efficiency of educational systems so as to identify their
major bottlenecks with an action-oriented approach, by suggesting simulation. exercises enabling the
policy-makers'to estimate the 'price' and results of given measures.

Three main phases can be identified in this task: (1) The preparation of the statistical
aspects of the 32nd session of the International Conference on Education (Unesco/IBE, Geneva,
July 1970); (2) Planning the implementation of the statistical aspects of the Recommendations adopted
by the ICE. (3) The follow-up.

A. The 32nd session of the I. C. E.
The International Conference on Education at the end of its 32nd Session (July 1970) adopted. its
Recommendation No, 66, entitled "Improved effectiveness of education systems, particularly through
reduction of wastage at all levels of instruction" in accordance with the terms of reference of the
Conference.

1/ United Nations Institute for Training and Research "U. N. development
aid, criteria and methods of evaluation" NeW York, 1971.
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The Technical Commission discussed this topic and had before It aworking document
"The Reduction of Wastage in Education" (document ED/BIE/CONFINTED 32/4) and a ,reference

paper "The Statistical Measurement of Educational Wastage" (document ED/BIE/CONFI.NTED 32/
Ref 1). The reference paper was the result of a survey undertaken by the Office of Statistics in
1969, with a view to evaluating the combined and separate effects of repetition and drop-out, as
factors of educational wastage, and their incidence in the internal efficiency in educational systems.
It should be emphasised that this was the first attempt towards the study of this very serious pro-
blem at the international level. It is worth n-.ling also that the statistical paper took into considera-
tion the points raised during a meeting of experts on educational wastage, convened by Unesco and
the International Bureau of Education in Geneva from 10 to 14 November 1969 and at which a working
paper stated the conceptual framework, assumptions and limitations for the evaluation of educational
wastage.

The 1969 SurVey included all Unesco Member States and their territories. 148 replies were
received but only 58 of them provided data on a complete enough basis to allow their analysis.

The study's main aim was the applied presentation, in national terms, of a series of me-
thods and techniques leading to the statistical measurement and localization of drop-out and repeti-
tion, thus demonstrating the paramount importance for the planning of an efficient organization of
national educational statistics. The main feature of this work is the derivation of. set of indicators
of internal efficiency - related to each country's educational system - and treating separately each
level of education as well as the two cycles of the second level.

Two major results appear in this study: (a) There are two quite distinct features of wastage -
narnely repetition and drop-out - and they sometimes work in very different directions. Separate
profiles for both repetition and drop-out are thus essential for meaningful system analysis as well
as for the evaluation of the cost of wastage, here studied in non-monetary terms, (b) The grouping
of countries according Vnvastage patterns is often questionable, as the indicators derived have a
concrete meaning when considered within the context of their own educational structure and should
be very helpful if used to compare different regions or zones within a country, but would require
attention if they had to.be used for inter - country comparisons.

Among the main items of the ICE . RecOmmendation appear the statistical studies to be
carried out in this field with reference to the methods used in the 1969 Unesco Survey. More spe-
cifically, it is stated:

"Further studies should be undertaken, using the case-study methods at national level and
and with international assistance. If possible, Unesco should take the lead in promoting these
studies, in which regional educational offices and centres could take an active part. The studies
should deal with the following points, the work done by the various regional organizations being
taken into account:
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(a) How to achieve greater accuracy in the collection of data;

(b) How to check the reliability of wastage indices and 9f the deductions to
be made from them;

(c)"14he elaboration of techniques for the assessment of wastage in school
systems without repetitions or drop-outs;

(d) Elaboration of indicators of wastage for the purpose of simulation on
the basis of alternative-hypotheses;

(e) The nature and incidence of wastage in higher education."
It is evide t that this step forward aiming at the analysis of the educational system with a flow-
oriented app oach rather than the purely stock situations, raised a set of reservations. Some of
those reservations are conceptual; others question the validity of the probabilistic model and some
of its assumption Nobody questions, however, the value of identifying as explicitly as possible
the characteristics pf educational wastage, i.e. the patterns of repetition and drop-out in an edu-
cational, system and their influence on the actual costs.

Ih fact, the se ch for a more efficient utilisation of means implies greater intake pos-
sibilities without extra ou ays This simplified statement is based upon the current fact of high
holding power (theoretically positive) meaning disguised failure (i. e. repetition).

Whether repetition is an ill or not, whether drop-out is or is not an indic for of mal-
functioning of the syitem at a gi en stage are value judgements out of the purview statisticians.
It is up to the educators and plannes to qualify under specific conditions the meaning of these
phen mena, in some cases at the um level rather than on an aggregate basis.

In other words, it should be r peated that any statistical analysis of educational efficiency
must b geared to a set of tests alloWing better insight into the problem of a comparative evalua-..
tion of e output from the educational system, at its various stages, considering both its optimum
capacity and any existing plans or programmes on this' subject.

Thus for instance, drop-out in a giventrade may be a very logical result in cases where
the relevant schools do not go beyond that grade. On the other hand, drop-out -or repetition could
indicate the existence of one or more critical points determining a deficient working of the educe-
tional system Whether the factors are internal or external will be found only when its magnitude
and location are established. Again, we have to repeat that the conclusion depends upon the yard-
strick used, i. e. existing objectives and limitations.

It seems pertinent to state that studies on efficiency should cover not only the formal
network of the educational system but also the increasingly important out-of-school facilities, to
correctly assess the meaning of educational attainment of any population, in a development context.

The above point is based upon a broader coverage of the data collection system if and when
the countries themselves are able to provide such data. In this connection, the accuracy and relia-
bility of the data (Point (a) of the statistical aspects of the ICE recommendation quoted above) are
essential for any correct analysis of the problem and are the major concern in the Statistical
Office's plan of work.
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There is, moreover, an increasing awareness of the need for evaluation of school efficiency
at the unit level with a view to clarifying the bases for internal imbalance which may not be evident
when averages are computed. Here, as in the case of the studies launched to assess differential
patterns by regions or zones within a country, the main problem is the receipt of the consistent and
reliable statistical data.

B. The implementation of the ICE recommendation
Three of the four remaining points in the statistical aspects of the Recommendation appear to permit
some immediate work, namely:

(b) Checking the reliability of wastage indices and of the deductions to be
made from them;

(c) Elaborating techniques for the assessment of wastage in school system
without repetition or drop-outs;

,
(a) Elaborating indicators of wastage for the purpose of simulation on the

basis of alternative hypothesis.

(e) (the nature and incidence of wastage in higher education), it might beAs for the last point,
. thought that only sampling studies in the field would be adequate.

In order to consider the next steps to be taken for the implementation of the statistical
aspects of Recorrimendation no 66 adopted by the ICE (32nd session, July 1970) an expert meeting on
the Evaluation of Internal Efficiency of Educational Systems, was organized by the Division of Statis-
tics on Education, at Unesco Headquarters from 17 to 21 January 1972 _V.

Besides the continuous staff work on the above points, three major tasks were undertaken
by consultants with a view to the development and verification of some of the methods and assump-
tions presented at the I.0 E. in the reference paper mentioned. This is particularly applicable in
the case of Mr. Berstecher's 2/ and Professor Hellwig's J papers on simulation and prediction of
wastage, respectively. Professor Brimer's ±li paper deals with the improved identification of
wastage events. ,

c

1/ Unesco, Summary of conclusions, expert meeting on the evaluation of
internal efficienty of educational systems, Paris, March 1972.
.2_/ Berstecher, D. , "Costing educational wastage", December 1971
(Expert meeting on the evaluation of internal efficiency of educational
systems, Paris, 17-21 January 1972).

J Hellwig, Z. , "Wastage prediction method", December 1971 (Expert
meeting on the evaluation of internal efficiency of educational systems,
Paris, 17-21 January 1972).
4/ Brimer, A. , "The quantification,of school events related to educa-
tional wastage", December 1971.
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The simulation exercises referred to in the reference document put before the ICE by the

Unesco-Office of Statistics are the main topic of Mr. Berstecher's paper ("Costing Educational
Wastage - A Pilot Simulation Study") which after reviewing the basic concepts on costs of wastage

and criticising the conventional approach, develops a simple simulation model and presents a set

of strategies ('cost-neutral', 'medium-costly' and ''cost- intensive') on alternative bases.
Two major points are investigated in Professor Hellwig's paper ("Wastage Prediction

Method"):

(a)llow accurately is the reaLflow of pupils re-constructed by the

Standard Modecof Educational Wastage?

Clearly, if the probabilistic flow constructed by using the observed promotion, repetition and drop-
out rates were close to reality, the margin of error observed in simulating the actual facts (let us
say, past enrolment at the various grades) should be negligible. The three methods presented by

Professor Hellwig lead into such an accuracy of prediction that they confirm the basic likelihood of

work undertaken in this field. The application to the case of Colombia (the availability of date was

the criterion for choice of this country) showed very low margins of error.

(b) To what extent does' failure or success in a given grade in a given
year depend upon previous performance?

On this very important point - actually until now at the heart of the weakest assumpti'on in evaluating

wastage: the homogeneous behavioural pattern of all pupils enrolled in any grade which assumes that

all pupils in°a grade, whether repeaters or not, have an equal potential for repeating that grade
Professor Hellwig recommends an independence test to determine differential patterns of promo-

tion and repetition according to previous performance. In other words, the test aims at measur-
ing the successive behaviour of repeaters and non-repeaters, by grade.

Data allowing the application of the test were made availacle in the last few weeks for Chad

The data covered the total of pupils enrolled in the last grade of first level. for three consecutive
year (1967-68, 1968-69 and 1969-70) and distributed by age and sex and with detail of date of

entrance tp each grade (i. e. their school career). (It is to be noted that since that population

covered only pupils reaching the last grade, the conclusions to be drawn might not necessarily be

valid for the overall enrolmen. including pupils dropping-out).
The preliminary work undertaken by the Secretariat leads to the following conclusions for

Chad during the period under consideration:

(i) Promotion and repetition are independent events in which the latter
does not affect the former.

(ii) This feature is valid for all grades, whatever the age or the sex of
the pupils.

Moreover, a functional relationship was found between the age of entrance of pupils and their suc-

cessive repetition rates, indicating higher rates ir. the case of pupils joining school at the early_
ages and decreasing consistently as age increased.
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Ina different way, another step forward in the determination of the validity of the assump-
tion on homogeneous behaviour was possible with data from Colombia. It is necessary to stressI
that the chance of having the required information from this country is most fortunate since it will
allow the comparison of behaviour by age/grade against flow analysis as included in Professor

s paper Thus the data available (Enrolment by age and sex for 1966 and 1967 with indica-
tion Of newcomers) for first grade, allowpd the derivation of an overall repetition rate and the
breakdown according to the ages. It should be recalled again that these data are of a different type
from the school career data of pupils in Chad. '

In the case of Colombia, for the years atudied, the main conclusions are
(i) Repetition differs according to ages. Pupils entering at 7, 8, 12 and

13 years register rates below the average, while at 9, 10 and 11 the
rates are much higher. The peak is reached by pupils entering at
11 years.

(ii) There is no'difference in the pattern by sex.
(iii) More than 50 per cent of the repeaters 'enter school at 7 or 8 years.

The above conclusions are highly significant and seem to confirm the hypothesis of homogeneoua
behaviour by compensation, as,in a case like Colombia where the aggregate rates lead to a predic--,

tion of survival by grades with a i^ather'negligible margin of error.
The concepts debated by Professor Brimer in his paper ("The Quantification of School

Events Related to Educational Wastage") are based upon the optimum disaggregation of data for
relevant decision-making. The paper presents a model where wastage factors are classified on
specific bases so as to assess efficiency at :ts various points and directed towards achievement
evaluation.

It is to be noted that most of tilt( parameters in the model could be estimated only if:
(a) Some type of cohort coding method is introduced and,
(b) two data collection points are fixed yearly.

The model could contribute to the mere refined evaluation of wastage and the relative importance
of its factors and would be particularly useful in the case ofschool systems without:repetitions

with automatic promotion).

In addition, the paper dealt with the critical question of how one can distinguish between
the profitable and unprofitable investment of time per pupil: Another important feature is the
consideration that the production of estimates of wastage and inefficiency must relate to the edu-
cational action which ought to follow through the medium of policy decision. "To know that wastage
is high at a particular level is'not enough, unless it also locates the specific sector of the system
where it occurs in such a way that action can be taken".
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Statistical research on internal efficiency-of strlio-ol Systems

Two major areas are covered in the conclusions from the Expert meeting J as follows:
1 The improvement of indicators and analyses to be derived from the

type of data currently available.

"2. The need to obtain a more detailed and comprehensive efficiency mea-
sure.

As regards item 1, the following conclusions were established:

(a) The basic plausibility of the assumptions being adopted for the con-
struction of cohorts on the basis.of observed rates was admitted.

(b) The considerably better insight into the internal functioning of educa-
tional systems provided through flow analysis as opposed to "apparent
methods" was recognized and the misleading conclusions led to by the
latter emphasized. °

(c) The need Jor supplementary indices was expressed as well as for the,.
devtsing of typolaTies'of wastage profiles. The need for investigation
of the causal aspects, particularly social backgrounds of unsuccessful
pupils, teachers' qualifications and available facilities, was empha-
sized. In this connection, the convenience of studies aiming at com-
paring different zones, districts or regions inside a,country was
stressed, taking into account the existing constratifts and limitations.

4 These studies should lead to a Typology of countries according'to their
efficiency features.

(d) The interest provided by the simulation work on costing wastage was
underlined and the desirability of application to more refined situations

.recommended. The cost of measures to improve efficiency was deemed
deserving of careful investigation.

(e) The participants expressed their appreciation of methods of predicting
Wastage'both as verification of the correct reconstruction of school
cohorts and as forecasting tools. Several improvements were, however,
suggested, 'especially the r.Ansideration of the rate of inereasv of the
number of newcomers entering the system in relevant cases

In connection with item 2, the improvement of detail and coverage for a correct evaluation of
0.1ficieney, the main points discussed were:

(a) The need for a closer identification of wastage events was underlined.
In this connection, the evaluation of effectiveness of the educational
system at the different stages and level's was judged to be of paramount
importance. The establishment of enrolment floWs through the various
cycles, including drop-outs within tLI school year, appeared highly
,desieable.

(b) The consideration of certain parameters, .so far not available (such as
mortality, transfers within the system, temporary interruption and
later resumption, etc.) were .r.s,.vmmended.

Unesco, Summary of Conclusions, Expert meeting on the evaluation of
,internal efficiency of educational systems, Paris, March 1972,
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C.

Evaluation of educational systems

(c) The identification of transition patterns between the various cycles and
do efficiency features- IA-141er education were judged to call for special
sampling studies in selected countries.

(d) The analysis of school careers.

C. Follow-up
Three major-steps are the main recommendations from the expert meeting:

(a ethodological studies should be undertaken with a view to reaching anr
acceptable precision of diagnosis in those countries where the minimum
required data are not available at present. Thus margins of error bet-
ween actual flows, reconstructed cohorts and apparent methods should
be estimated by using enrolment by grade only and also by using age
data when availab16..

(b) Case studies should be undertaken 'specially oriented towards the testing
of some simple cohort coding system.

(c) The above studies should permit the checking of indices derived by cru-
der methods and the estimation of their level of accuracy. Factors such
as availability of places and successful completion should be taken into
account in these exercises.

Concluding reniarks
The importance of asdessing the internal efficiency of an,educational system cannot be overempha-
sized Beyond the intent lirinalysing the present and past working of the system and thus eva-
luating performance and ineffieient critical points, such an analysis is crucial if one wants to have

YN

a look into the future - for inseince to predict the implications of given change in educational policy
in terms of potential intake and output at various stages.

This is precisely the type of problem being faced at present by Unesco Office of Statistics
'Within its Education Projections Programme. A major problem is the determination of specific
coefficients of educational survival and transition to reconstruct the trends within the system. The
data re,urred (enrolment by grade, sex and age and repeaters by grade and sex) is made available
by a relatively large number of countries but there is evidence that statistical data essential for a
proper appraisal of they efficiency pattern could be obtained in other countries and also for supple-
mentary aspects of this problem, provided that resources are allocated and personnel are trained
for this purpose.
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